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Abstract

Acknowledging that AI will inevitably become a central element of clinical practice,
this thesis investigates the role of eXplainable AI (XAI) techniques in developing
trustworthy AI applications in healthcare. The first part of this thesis focuses on the
societal, ethical, and legal aspects of the use of AI in healthcare. It first compares
the different approaches to AI ethics worldwide and then focuses on the practi-
cal implications of the European ethical and legal guidelines for AI applications in
healthcare. The second part of the thesis explores how XAI techniques can help meet
three key requirements identified in the initial analysis: transparency, auditability,
and human oversight. The technical transparency requirement is tackled by en-
abling explanatory techniques to deal with common healthcare data characteristics
and tailor them to the medical field. In this regard, this thesis presents two novel
XAI techniques that incrementally reach this goal by first focusing on multi-label
predictive algorithms and then tackling sequential data and incorporating domain-
specific knowledge in the explanation process. This thesis then analyzes the ability
to leverage the developed XAI technique to audit a fictional commercial black-box
clinical decision support system (DSS). Finally, the thesis studies AI explanation’s
ability to effectively enable human oversight by studying the impact of explanations
on the decision-making process of healthcare professionals.

Keywords: eXplainable Artificial Intelligence, XAI, Trustworthy AI, Health-
care applications
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“Data science is only as much of a science as it facilitates the interpretation of data – a

two-body problem, connecting data to reality. Data alone are hardly a science, regardless

how big they get and how skillfully they are manipulated"

- Judea Pearl
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The last decade has witnessed an increasing digitalization of every aspect of our life,

including our health. Many new paths to generating and gathering large volumes

of health-related data were introduced thanks to the digital transcription of our

clinical history into Electronic Health Records (EHR) [178, 177], the widespread

availability of smartphones and health apps [23, 24], and the creation of cheap

wearable sensors able to track nearly any kind of physiological signal [226, 292, 290].

In addition, the cost of generating reliable omics data (such as genomics, proteomics,

and transcriptomics) has dropped [381], allowing the creation of patient-specific

multi-omics profiles and opening the door to personalized medicine. The richness of

information contained in such data allows gaining unprecedented insight into health

and disease conditions. However, the vast amount of heterogeneous data that a

single patient generates makes it impossible for any human being to process all that

information alone. It is apparent that, in the future, doctors will increasingly need to

rely on the help of advanced algorithms able to process and make sense of big volumes

of health data. The development of such algorithms is one of the main focuses of

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and, in particular, of Machine Learning (ML) and Deep

Learning (DL). Recent advances in AI have shown the ability of DL models to

successfully solve narrow tasks such as interpreting medical scans [222, 253, 69, 350],

pathology slides [34, 84, 57], skin lesions [107, 149], retinal images [147, 9] and

electrocardiograms [233, 401]. While some claims have been made about a future

where AI will replace doctors [203], AI is more likely to become an essential tool in
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doctors’ service, allowing them to outsource mundane tasks to algorithms and focus

on more serious matters [353, 328]. AI and human doctors will have complementary

roles reflecting their strengths and weaknesses. While an AI algorithm can be trained

to have a better-than-human vision [285, 250] and will never make a diagnostic

mistake stemming from fatigue [399], it will never be able to go beyond the patterns

it has learned from already existing evidence and come up with a new solution to a

one-of-a-kind clinical case. Most importantly, an AI algorithm will never understand

a patient’s experience of their illness and establish a human connection, which is at

the center of medicine [386, 94]. It is therefore of pivotal importance to develop an

AI technology able to work synergistically with doctors.

Current AI technologies have many shortcomings that hinder their adoption in

the real world. From a technical point of view, these models can suffer from var-

ious issues such as sensitivity to adversarial attacks [118, 294, 232], overfitting to

training data, and inability to manage data distribution shifts due to a lack of

causal reasoning [62]. Furthermore, the great amount of data needed to properly

train and test AI models requires researchers to access big volumes of protected

personal data, raising privacy concerns and creating information and power asym-

metries between big tech companies and the public [209, 373]. AI models might

also be sensitive to biased datasets and algorithms, creating fairness issues. It has

indeed been repeatedly shown that these models underperform on underrepresented

groups of patients and can also learn to perpetuate discriminatory decision-making

patterns [344, 259]. Lastly, most of these medical AI systems are generally validated

using only retrospective studies on a small number of clinical sites and with a general

lack of doctors-in-the-loop [388].

These issues are further exacerbated by the black-box nature of most state-of-the-

art AI systems. Indeed, these models might have millions of parameters capturing

the extreme nonlinearities of the input features, making their internal decision-

making process hard to interpret by human beings. The uninterpretability of such

models makes it difficult to examine their reliability, identify potential malfunction-

ings and prevent them from happening again. In the healthcare context, AI-based

clinical Decision Support Systems (DSS) having a black-box model at their core pre-
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vents the clinician from investigating unexpected findings and perform a differential

diagnosis process. Ideally, clinical DSS should enable clinical reasoning and allow

for scrutiny in light of the broader clinical context available to the doctor [70].

Acknowledging that AI will inevitably become a central element of clinical prac-

tice, this thesis wants to address some of the methodological, ethical, and legal

issues related to the design of trustworthy AI applications in healthcare. In particu-

lar, we focus on explainability as a means of achieving transparency, one of the key

requirements for trustworthy AI. The thesis is structured as follows:

In chapter 2 we introduce the reader to the overarching theme of this thesis: AI

transparency and explainability in healthcare. While this chapter presents some of

the foundational works on AI transparency and explainability, every chapter begins

with an overview of the related works specific to the topic being discussed.

In chapter 3, we present an overview of the specific objectives and research

questions of this thesis linking them to the following chapters.

In chapter 4, we present how different great world powers like Europe, China,

and the United States are tackling ethical, legal and societal issues stemming from

the use of AI in healthcare. We then perform an in-depth analysis of the EU ethical

and regulatory framework for trustworthy AI. This analysis highlights how consider-

ing the socio-technical and legal context is crucial to develop appropriate technical

solutions to real-world problems. AI transparency emerges as one of the crucial

elements to enable AI to be trustworthy and fair.

Chapter 5 is the technical core of the thesis, where we address the AI trans-

parency problem from a technical point of view. This chapter focuses on enabling

explainable AI (XAI) techniques to deal with common healthcare data characteris-

tics and tailor them to the medical field. We present two novels XAI techniques that

incrementally reach this goal by first focusing on multi-label predictive algorithms

and then tackling sequential data and incorporating domain-specific knowledge in

the explanation process.

The subsequent chapters broaden the perspective on transparency, bringing to-

gether the social, legal and ethical aspects that emerged in chapter 4 and the tech-

nical aspects presented in chapter 5.
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In chapter 6, we explore the interplay between explainability and fairness by

developing a framework that exploits the XAI methods developed in chapter 5 to

audit clinical DSS that are proprietary software. Indeed proprietary software impairs

transparency in a non-technical way by not allowing the users to inspect the source

code of the AI model.

In chapter 7 we investigate the impact of the explanations provided by our XAI

methods on the perceived trustworthiness of an AI-based clinical DSS and on the

intention of using such an AI system in the medical field. We do this by carrying out

an online user study on health professionals following human-computer interaction

experimental design principles. Finally, in chapter 8, we discuss the findings of this

thesis, and we outline future works.
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AI transparency and explainability

The study of techniques whose goal is to explain (i.e., capability to present in human-

understandable terms [98]) the decision-making process of an AI system is as old

as the AI field itself [243]. This topic has recently witnessed an increased interest

that generated vast literature on AI transparency and explainability. Indeed, the

popularity of such techniques matches the increasing use of black-box AI systems,

i.e., systems whose internal decision-making process is obscure. An AI system might

be considered a black box for two reasons:

• The AI system is based on a complex Machine Learning model whose out-

comes cannot be understood and interpreted just by looking at its internal

parameters. In this case, the lack of transparency reflects a lack of knowledge

or understanding of the model’s inner knowledge representation.

• The AI system is based on proprietary software. The source code of the model,

its specifications and the data used to train it are not available. In this case, the

lack of transparency might have nothing to do with the inherent characteristic

of the Machine Learning model.

Some Machine Learning researchers have compared the black-box reasoning of

AI applications in healthcare to the black-box reasoning of many doctors, claiming

that it is impossible to explain all the factors which led a physician to his or her di-

agnosis [266, 49]. However, being able to explain clinical decisions to patients and be
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held accountable for adverse outcomes of their diagnosis are key ethical responsibil-

ities of every doctor. Furthermore, it has been argued that article 22 of the GDPR

establishes a right to explanation, making explicability a legal requirement [236].

The need to understand the reasoning behind AI decision support systems, i.e., ex-

plicability, is also listed as one of the four ethical imperatives of the EU guidelines

for trustworthy AI [163].

There are two ways of reaching the level of transparency mandated by the GDPR

and suggested by the EU guidelines. The first way is to avoid the use of black-

boxes and to use inherently interpretable models instead: the transparent-by-design

approach [59, 17, 376]; and the second way is applying techniques from the field of

explainable AI (XAI) [302, 228].

2.1 Transparent-by-design

A model is interpretable if the user can understand and interpret how the inputs

are mathematically mapped into the outputs. In the literature, there is a small

number of models that are recognized as inherently interpretable: linear models,

decision trees, and decision rules [145]. Black-box models such ad Deep Learning

models are usually preferred to inherently interpretable ones because they capture

highly non-linear relationships between the variables without requiring a feature

engineering process and therefore yield higher accuracy with less effort. However,

there are some examples of high-performance interpretable models in healthcare.

For example, Caruana et al. used generalized additive models with pairwise interac-

tions (GA2M) to predict pneumonia risk and hospital 30-day readmission generating

high-performance interpretable models [59]. Since GA2M allows visualizing single

and pairwise feature interactions with the outcome, the authors were able to iden-

tify a dangerous omitted-variable bias present in the real-world data set used to

train the algorithm. More specifically, the model classified asthma patients as hav-

ing a low risk of dying for pneumonia complications because the data set did not

contain information on the type of treatment those patients received. This finding

highlights the dangers of using black-boxes that do not allow for such exploration
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of the model’s learned biases in healthcare applications. Another way to achieve a

transparent decision-making process is to design the algorithm to mimic the human

decision-making process. For example, in [28] the authors trained a Deep Learning

model to look at specific aspects of digital mammography images known to be impor-

tant, based on the physiology of how lesions develop within the breast tissue. These

aspects were then used in a case-based reasoning process presented to the physicians

to explain the model classification. Furthermore, in her work, Rudin [306] claims

that the accuracy interpretability trade-off is a myth. This claim is based on the fact

that Data Science is an iterative process that involves many back-and-forths between

problem definition, data analysis, and modeling. During this knowledge discovery

process, it becomes easier to find a good data representation that allows simpler

models to have the same level of performance as the black-box ones. Another rep-

resentative example of a transparent-by-design model is Bayesian Rule Lists [212],

where the trained model consists of an ordered list of if-then rules that describe

the decision-making process of the model. Generally, these transparent-by-design

models are based on models recognized as inherently interpretable in the literature:

linear models, decision trees, and if-then rules. While this approach to model ex-

planation is always ideal, it is not applicable in all scenarios. Building transparent

models with competitive prediction performance is particularly difficult in the case

of multi-class and multi-label classification problems [410]. Furthermore, this ap-

proach to model explanation can not be applied when the final goal is to audit the

decision-making process of proprietary software.

2.2 Explainable AI

EXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) is a term coined in 2017 by DARPA for its

homonymous program [148]. XAI is a sub-field of Machine Learning that studies the

techniques that explain in human-understandable terms the logic used by a black-

box AI model in its decision-making process. These techniques are instrumental if it

is impossible to develop a high-performance transparent model for the task at hand

or understand the reasoning behind a black-box of the second type (proprietary
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software).

In the last few years, there has been a surge in the academic literature related to

this field [145, 171] and a complete review of all these methods is outside the scope

of this chapter. However, we provide an overview of XAI techniques commonly used

for AI applications in the healthcare domain.

One approach to medical XAI is the model-aware approach. These XAI methods

are often applicable only to specific AI models and require access to internal values of

the black-box such as the gradients in the convolutional layers [319] or the attention

scores [360, 26]. These methods have been used to explain the classification of skin

cancer histology images [391], to generate heatmaps for chest CT images [411, 375],

and to increase the interpretability of AI models employed in medical longitudinal

prediction tasks [190, 125, 329]. However, it has been debated that this kind of

explanation might lack consistency and meaning [306], and that attention should

not be used as an explanation [176, 384].

Another approach to explaining black-box decisions is through the use of an

inherently interpretable proxy model (such as a linear model or a decision tree) able

to mimic its local or global behavior [87, 228, 302, 140]. These approaches focus on

extracting explanations from a black-box model after training, i.e., post-hoc. Several

methods falling into the post-hoc category are also model-agnostic, i.e., they can be

applied to any black-box since they analyze only its input-output behavior [302,

228]. Since the model-agnostic approach to model explanation focuses only on its

input-output behavior, a plethora of methods have been developed to deal with a

variety of data sources (relational [303, 143, 18, 268], text [249], images [319, 142],

sequences [271] or several of them [302, 228]), and learning problems (binary and

multi-label classification, regression, scoring) allowing the user to choose the best

explainer for the task at hand. These models are also often local, which means

that the provided explanations are valid only for individual predictions and fail to

generalize to the whole model’s logic. To overcome this limitation, some new XAI

methods have been proposed to generalize the local explanations combining them

into a surrogate model able to mimic the black-box logic while being interpretable

at the same time [325, 324].
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Most of the XAI methods listed above, although often used for medical AI appli-

cations, are application-agnostic meaning that they can extract an explanation from

the black-box AI model regardless of the application domain. While the model-

agnostic approach to XAI offers high flexibility to the use of these methods, the

application-agnostic approach implies that the specific user needs are not consid-

ered [22]. Indeed, a recent survey has shown that machine learning engineers mainly

use explanations of black-box AI models to debug their model in the development

phase [39]. Nevertheless, debugging the model is only one of the needs expressed in

another recent study that analyzed the demands of transparency of several stake-

holders [48].

In this thesis, we explore the XAI line of research that develops XAI methods

that are not entirely agnostic and tailor the explanations to the medical field, either

by incorporating medical knowledge in the explanation process [73, 407] or focusing

on specific healthcare data characteristics and use cases [238]. Furthermore, we

investigate the efficacy of our explanations on a group of health care professionals.

In the next chapter, we present an overview of our contributions.
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Chapter 3

Thesis Objectives

In this thesis, we explore the ability of XAI techniques to meet different requirements

for trustworthy AI in the context of healthcare applications. The specific objectives

and research questions of this thesis are the following:

1. Analyze the legal and ethical framework for the development of

trustworthy AI systems in the healthcare context (chapter 4). What

are the requirements that need to be met in order to develop trustworthy

AI-based applications? How XAI can help meet these requirements?

2. Propose a solution to the outcome explanation problem for health-

care data (chapter 5). How to enable XAI techniques to deal with multi-label

prediction tasks? How to deal with sequential data? How to incorporate med-

ical knowledge into the explanation process?

3. Test the ability of XAI methods to audit clinical decision support

systems based on proprietary software (chapter 6). How can we audit a

black-box clinical DSS in order to detect potential biases on different groups

and explain its mislabellings on specific data points?

4. Understanding the impact of XAI on advice-taking in the healthcare

context (chapter 7). How AI explanations impact users’ trust in algorithmic

recommendations in the healthcare context? How AI explanations impact

users’ behavioral intention of using the system in the healthcare context?
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Legal and ethical aspects of AI use in healthcare

Transparency Auditability Human oversight

XAI as a mean to reach technical 
transparency.

XAI as a mean to audit 
proprietary black-box AI models.

XAI as a mean to reach human 
oversight.

MARLENA: Multi-label 
prediction tasks

Doctor XAI: Multi-label 
prediction tasks on sequential 

and ontology-linked data

FairLens: auditing black-box 
clinical decision support systems

User study: impact of AI 
explanations on trust and 

technology adoption

XAI for trustworthy healthcare applications

Chap. 5 Chap. 6 Chap. 7

Chap. 4

Figure 3-1: Overview of the thesis structure and relationships between different
chapters

The analysis of the legal and ethical framework related to the development and

use of AI systems in healthcare of chapter 4 embraces and motivates this thesis’s

other objectives (figure 3-1). Three main requirements related to XAI emerge from

this analysis: transparency, auditability, and human oversight. Each chapter builds

on the previous one, progressively broadening the view from purely technical to

socio-technical and human-centered. Chapter 5 addresses the problem of technical

transparency in healthcare, i.e., the use of a complex AI model that is not inter-

pretable. First, the multilabel prediction task is studied. Then, using the acquired

insights, DoctorXAI is presented: a local XAI methodology that leverages medi-

cal knowledge and deals with multilabel prediction tasks on sequential data. This

method is then tested in two scenarios in chapters 6 and 7. In chapter 6, the ability

of Doctor XAI combined with a local-to-global approach to audit a fictional com-

mercial black box is explored. Finally, in chapter 7, we study the ability of XAI to

enable human oversight through effective explanations. This is done by performing

a user study involving healthcare professionals examining the impact of Doctor XAI

explanations on trust and intention to adopt a clinical decision support system.
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Ethical, legal and societal issues of

AI applications in healthcare

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we explore the legal and ethical principles relevant to the devel-

opment of AI applications in healthcare (objective 1 of chapter 3). Indeed, the

implementation of the ethical guidelines, together with the compliance with the le-

gal requirements, can help researchers and developers to design AI systems that can

be easily translated into clinical practice [322].

The pervasive use of AI algorithms that exploit and combine sensitive data raises

several concerns. For example, the increasing use of e-health apps and wearable de-

vices that directly collect “quasi-health” data [235] (e.g., heart-rate and sleep track-

ing, breathing regularity, steps count) raises privacy issues [215, 197, 370]. When

combined with other information such as weight, height, or genetic illness, this kind

of data could allow AI algorithms to make inferences about individuals’ lifestyles,

health conditions, risks of illness, and much more [361, 52, 133, 400]. Furthermore,

health data can contain various biases due to an imperfect data collection pro-

cess [280] or to human biases reflected in the data [259]. These biases are difficult to

track or discover when fed into opaque and complex AI models, which raises issues of

transparency and explainability. Furthermore, several liability issues arise if the AI

system is defective, including medical malpractice and healthcare providers liability
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due to the negligent reliance on AI systems [343, 153, 351].

The importance of considering the ethical and legal implications of the develop-

ment and use of AI systems is subject to many national and international organiza-

tions’ recommendations. Some examples are the OECD’s recommendations on the

main five values-based principles for the responsible stewardship of trustworthy Ar-

tificial Intelligence [260] signed up by the OECD’s 36 member countries, along with

Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Peru and Romania, and adopted later in

2019, by G20 Trade Ministers and Digital Economy Ministers, the guidelines on reg-

ulation of AI [382] released by US administration and finally the ethics guidelines for

the development trustworthy AI [163] published in 2019 by the High-Level Expert

Group on Artificial Intelligence (AI HLEG) and recently followed by the proposal for

a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council laying down harmonised

rules on Artificial Intelligence: the AIA (Artificial Intelligence Act) [112].

Since the approach to responsible and ethical AI is not homogeneous across

the world, in section 4.3 we analyze the different ideologies, interpretations and

guidelines on AI of three of the most influential world powers. In particular, we

discuss the European, Chinese and US approaches considering the peculiar societal

and ethical issues of AI-based health applications in each of them. This first analysis

highlights the main differences between the different interpretations of AI ethical

principles worldwide and how these are translated into each legal system.

From this first comparative analysis, the ethical framework delineated by the

EU, together with its approach to AI regulation, appears to be the most complete.

Therefore, in section 4.4, we focus on the seven requirements for trustworthy AI

identified by the AI HLEG. We highlight potential ethical issues of AI applications

in healthcare for each requirement and link the AIA and GDPR (General Data

Protection Regulation) laws stemming from the analyzed principles.

In section 4.5, we provide a practical perspective by mapping each ethical and

legal requirement to the different stages of the lifecycle of an AI product. Finally,

in section 4.6, we analyze relevant sectorial legislation such as the Medical Device

Regulation and we discuss the impact of the GDPR on AI applications in healthcare.
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4.1.1 A practical definition of AI

There is still no universal agreement upon definition of AI. This is because Artificial

Intelligence is an umbrella term used to indicate a vast family of disparate fast-

evolving technologies. The difficulty of pinning down the exact meaning of AI is

exemplified by the first attempt to define it for regulatory purposes recently made

by the European Commission in its proposal for an AI Act1:

‘artificial intelligence system’ (AI system) means software that is devel-

oped with one or more of the techniques and approaches listed in Annex

I and can, for a given set of human-defined objectives, generate outputs

such as content, predictions, recommendations, or decisions influencing

the environments they interact with;

Where the current list of technologies in Annex I includes a vast list of approaches

ranging from Machine Learning to logic- and knowledge-based and statistical ap-

proaches such as Bayesian estimation. The need to resort to an external Annex for

a complete picture of the technologies to be regulated is due to the fact that the

Commission wants its regulation to stand the test of time and therefore delegates

the identification of the relevant technologies to a list that can be easily amended

and updated2. A more general definition of AI was given by the EU Commission in

its communication on Artificial Intelligence for Europe: [110]:

Artificial intelligence (AI) refers to systems that display intelligent be-

haviour by analysing their environment and taking actions – with some

degree of autonomy – to achieve specific goals. AI-based systems can be

purely software-based, acting in the virtual world (e.g. voice assistants,

image analysis software, search engines, speech and face recognition sys-

tems) or AI can be embedded in hardware devices (e.g. advanced robots,

autonomous cars, drones or Internet of Things applications).

This definition encompasses all the technologies listed in Annex I of the proposal
1TITLE I, Article 3
2Article 4: Amendments to Annex I
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for an AI Act and therefore, we will adopt it to define what we mean when we use

the term AI in this chapter.

4.1.2 On the importance of ethical considerations when de-

veloping AI tools

Since no research is performed in a social vacuum, there is no such thing as a value-

neutral technology. What researchers are interested in studying is an expression of

their values and belief system. The technological progress is driven by the cultural,

ethical, political and economic interests of society, companies and researchers them-

selves. Why a certain technology is considered worthy of time and money spending

and another one is not? What does a particular technology make it easier to do?

There are ethical choices made both in the development phase and in the applica-

tion phase of any technology. Some choices that might seem harmless and purely

technical might not be.

Imagine a researcher is designing a AI model to predict the length of time a

patient survives after a liver transplant. The goal of the research is to improve

the potential recipient ranking system in order to optimize transplant survival. The

choice of the loss function that the AI algorithm must optimize for the task is usually

considered a purely technical choice. However, the loss function might implicitly

give priority to younger patients, which is an ethical choice, whether right or wrong.

Now, imagine that the data set used to train the AI algorithm was collected from a

private US-based non-profit organization between 1988 and 1996. The majority of

the represented patients are white, furthermore, data shows that the graft survival

rate of black patients is significantly lower than those of white ones [252]. The

algorithm is highly likely to use this correlation in its optimization phase, even if

the race of patients is explicitly removed from the data set [307]. So implicitly, the

model will choose white patients over black patients for the transplant even if the

observed correlation might have nothing to do with a real causal link between race

and graft survival, yet another ethical choice. What is really optimizing the loss

function chosen by the developer? The scenario becomes even more complicated if
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we consider that the data set is probably outdated since there has been a distribution

drift between the last date of data collection (1996) and today [45].

This simple example shows how researchers implicitly embed their beliefs and

data biases in the technology they develop. Nevertheless, recent debates have high-

lighted that many experts on technology feel estranged from the social and policy

implications of their work [189]. However, many of the ethical choices listed above

are encoded in hard law and therefore are enforceable. Technology development and

use are strongly linked to politics and ethical questions on how to advance the good

life of individuals or society overall. The field that studies these kinds of ethical

questions is AI ethics. AI ethics investigates all the ethical questions raised during

the development, deployment and use of an AI system. For example, it investigates

how values are inscribed into technical artifacts, who is supposed to be held ac-

countable if an AI system fails and the motives behind research goals and findings.

The answers to these questions inform regulators around the world.

4.2 Main Contribution

This chapter is based on our work:

• Cecilia Panigutti, Anna Monreale, Giovanni Comandè and Dino Pedreschi.

Ethical, societal and legal issues in deep learning for healthcare, 2022 (to

appear in the book Deep Learning in Biology and Medicine)

4.3 AI ethical and legal guidelines around the world

The ethical and legal guidelines for the responsible use of AI vary across the world.

In the past few years, a plethora of private and public stakeholders have produced

their reports on the requirements for a trustworthy implementation of AI technolo-

gies. Five ethical principles emerge across all the recent literature on this topic:

transparency, justice, non-maleficence, responsibility and privacy [185]. However,

each country interprets these principles and translates them into its legal system

differently [277]. The main dimension along which the different approaches can be
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distinguished is the Regulatory versus innovation one [362]. For example, the US

tends to favor innovation, whereas the EU has a strong regulatory approach. This

and many other ethical and regulatory issues arise because of the different socio-

economic and political environments in which these technologies are developed. In

this section, we analyze the different values systems of three of the most influential

world powers that released an AI policy. Before presenting a detailed discussion,

we provide a quick overview of the ideologies driving the different approaches to

technological innovation in AI:

• US: The American approach to AI ethics is influenced by libertarian values

that implies minimal regulation of technology from the government. It pro-

motes a “Silicon valley model" which consists in innovating in the regulatory

grey zones.

Conception of human being: Homo Economicus, individualism. "Move

fast, break things first, apologize later" [20].

• China: The Chinese approach to AI ethics is influenced by Confucian values

and Chinese socialism ideology. There is a focus on social harmony which

implies some elements of moral control and surveillance from the government.

Conception of human being: collectivist, behaviorist, utilitarian. “Society

as a whole should be mobilized to participate in health affairs, thus contributing

to the people’s health and the country’s overall development" [408].

• EU: The European Union approach to AI ethics is based on the respect of

fundamental rights, democracy and the rule of law. In particular, four ethical

principles are identified as the most relevant for AI policy: respect for human

autonomy, prevention of harm, fairness and explicability [163].

Conception of human being: Kantian conception of the person as au-

tonomous (freedom, autonomy and dignity).

“Human dignity is the fundamental concept that provides the framework within

which one needs to interpret [...]European culture and jurisdiction" [120].
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These values and ethical principles guide the implementation of the AI policies

and explain the different perspectives on the same issue. It is indeed important to

notice that, even though ethical principles are the basis of law, they are not legally

binding and therefore are not enforceable. Still, each legal system has many tools to

internalize ethical principles in hard law. We will now focus on each of these three

regions of the world to discuss their healthcare policies, their approach to AI, the

socio-economic peculiarities of each of them and subsequent ethical issues. Further-

more, we give an overview of the most important pieces of legislation concerning AI

applications in healthcare for each of them.

4.3.1 US

Many US based big-tech companies such as Google [136] and IBM [170], that de-

velop AI solutions for healthcare, have drafted their ethical policy to address the

many concerns about the safe corporate use of healthcare data [209, 61]. Even if

their declared goal is to develop healthcare applications which improve the quality

of care, reduce healthcare costs and are beneficial for society overall, some poten-

tial conflicts of interests are yet to be acknowledged and enforced by legally binding

standards [244]. In 2020, the Trump administration released the draft for the “Guid-

ance for Regulation of Artificial Intelligence Applications" [382]. The memorandum

discourages any “regulatory or non-regulatory actions that needlessly hamper AI in-

novation and growth" coherently with the US approach of prioritizing innovation

over regulation.

Agencies must avoid a precautionary approach that holds AI systems

to such an impossibly high standard that society cannot enjoy their

benefits. Where AI entails risk, agencies should consider the potential

benefits and costs of employing AI, when compared to the systems AI

has been designed to complement or replace.

Note that the approach expressly discourages a “precautionary approach” and

relies on a traditional cost-benefit analysis. The document list ten principles that

federal agencies should consider when they decide how and whether regulate AI
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applications. These ten principles are Public Trust in AI, Public Participation,

Scientific Integrity and Information Quality, Risk Assessment and Management,

Benefits and Costs, Flexibility, Fairness and Non-Discrimination, Disclosure and

Transparency, Safety and Security and Interagency Coordination. The innovation

oriented approach becomes very apparent in the Risk Assessment and Management

principle:

It is not necessary to mitigate every foreseeable risk; in fact, a founda-

tional principle of regulatory policy is that all activities involve trade-offs.

Instead, a risk-based approach should be used to determine which risks

are acceptable and which risks present the possibility of unacceptable

harm, or harm that has expected costs greater than expected benefits.

These guidelines were following the plan on AI regulation and standards released

in February 2019 by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

which explicitly addressed the ethical, societal and legal concerns of the development

of AI technologies stating that

While stakeholders in the development of this plan expressed broad

agreement that societal and ethical considerations must factor into AI

standards, it is not clear how that should be done and whether there

is yet sufficient scientific and technical basis to develop those standards

provisions.

The regulatory aspects for the AI applications that are classified as medical de-

vices, are regulated by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). In January

2020, the FDA released a discussion paper titled “Proposed Regulatory Framework

for Modification to Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML)-based Soft-

ware as a Medical Device" [115]. While the current regulatory framework is being

updated and will be defined in the months to come, the ethical concerns are already

known. Indeed, in the US the biggest ethical concerns derive from the potential

health information asymmetry between companies and individuals and from the

systemic biases present in the data sets. An information asymmetry creates a power
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asymmetry in favor of big companies like Google [124] that collected several sensitive

data on its users’ health through their queries on medical conditions. The combina-

tion of this knowledge together with other users’ interactions on the Internet could

potentially infer very personal and sensitive information, blurring the lines that dis-

tinguish health and non-health data [235]. This information was legally collected

exploiting HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) privacy

and security rules limited reach to non-traditional healthcare data [78]. The issue is

that many users were unaware that their search history would have been processed

to infer their health status and have lost the control over this information usage.

Potentially, health data could radically change an individual chance of obtaining

health insurance, or even employment. These concerns are made all more serious by

the fact that currently the US does not provide universal health care to its citizens.

Furthermore, health data contain many biases (to be discussed in section 6.1.1) and

also reflects the systemic ones. If not properly addressed, the algorithms trained on

biased data will learn and perpetrate them in their decision-making process.

4.3.2 China

In late 2016 China released a blueprint of its healthcare strategy Healthy China

2030 intending to set public health as a priority and to shift the focus from disease

treatment to disease prevention [347]. In particular, the blueprint states that the

healthcare industry efforts should concentrate on early disease detection, diagnosis

and treatment. The blueprint declared goal to prioritize public health is in line with

previous efforts of the Chinese Government that quadrupled its healthcare budget

between 2009 and 2017 [349]. These initiatives are a response to the increased num-

ber of pollution-related illnesses due to poor air quality, concerns about the health

management of the country aging population [251] and the inequality of healthcare

services access between the rural and urban areas. As declared in the 2017 New

Generation Artificial Intelligence Development Plan (AIDP), China plans to use AI

as a tool to deal with these health issues. The document, released by the Chinese

State Council, outlines China’s strategy to become the world leader in the field of

AI, among its explicit strategic goals there is the desire to build an Intelligent Health
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and Elder Care Systems and to design an ethical framework for the use AI to be

encoded in hard law [378, 71]. The AIDP guidelines are supposed to be enacted

by the private sector [304]. Indeed in the same year of its release, China’s Ministry

of Science and Technology partnered with the multinational Chinese-based com-

pany Tencent to foster AI research in medicine, in particular, to develop computer

vision applications for medical diagnosis [184]. The AI-based applications devel-

oped in the last years by Tencent are listed in a recent report written for the 2019

special theme on Medical Innovation of the Global Innovation Index [168]. The

document reports China’s intention to employ AI technologies for triage, clinical

decision support system, drug discovery, increasing hospital management and oper-

ational efficiency. Furthermore, China plans to manage health knowledge diffusion

through the medical information platform Tencent Medipedia [348] and to monitor

users’ health conditions through wearable devices. Aside from the potential dangers

of centralizing health information on one platform, the main ethical concerns are

related to the subtle distinction between health monitoring and surveilling citizens’

health behavior in the name of the common good. Similarly to the Social Credit

System initiative [88] fostered by State Council, AI technology could enhance the

remote control power of the Chinese Government over citizen behaviors deemed “un-

healthy". For example, the lack of physical activity could be monitored using AI

applied to inertial sensors data, such as accelerometers and gyroscopes of wearable

devices [298]. This danger is relevant for all the so-called social diseases (e.g., type

II diabetes and obesity) [304]. Another episode that exemplifies the surveillance

power of the Chinese Government on its citizens’ health behavior is the recent use

of AI technologies to fight the Coronavirus epidemic spread. The Government col-

laborated with Chinese big-tech companies to develop a black box AI system able

to classify each citizen according to his risk of being infected. This classification

was used to generate a Q.R. code that helped the police to enforce the quaran-

tine [247, 298]. Furthermore, facial recognition technologies paired with contactless

temperature detection helped police to identify potential virus carriers which were

breaking the law. A similar trade-off between individual rights and social respon-

sibility affects users’ right to share their health data only after informed consent.
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Indeed, if health data are considered a public good, then they might be collected

from unaware users to train sophisticated AI algorithms that could benefit society

at large [304, 67, 158].

4.3.3 EU

The European Union is probably the world leader in regulating the ethical princi-

ples of AI and in influencing the international discussion on this topic [169]. EU’s

propensity to code in hard law its ethical principles on AI has raised some concerns

about the fact that this regulatory focus might be an obstacle to innovation [318].

However, the European Commission sees the encoding of ethical principles in AI

as a competitive advantage that will foster consumers’ trust in EU products and

as an incentive for companies to create innovative products that satisfy these rules.

Indeed, the regulatory approach of the European Commission is thought to foster a

trustworthy technology and harmonize its adoption across the Union. The most re-

cent example of hard regulation that also impact AI application is the General Data

Protection Regulation (GDPR) [2]. The GDPR came into force in May of 2018 and

it regulates the processing of personal data in the European Union protecting EU

citizen’s privacy and stipulating that every EU citizen has the right not to be subject

to a decision based solely on automated processing, including profiling, which pro-

duces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly affects him or her.

In a similar effort to draft new laws for AI regulation, in June 2018, the European

Commission appointed a “High-Level Expert Group on AI" (AI HLEG) to put for-

ward its AI strategy. In the first half of 2019, the group defined seven requirements

for trustworthy AI [163], also containing a pilot version of an assessment list for

practical use by companies [262]. This document was well received by companies

across Europe that contributed to it with their comments and proposals [4, 108].

In the guidelines, three components for the implementation of trustworthy AI are

identified: lawful, ethical and robust. The EU approach to ethical and trustworthy

AI is fundamental-rights based and human-centered:

The human-centric approach to AI strives to ensure that human values
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are central to the way in which AI systems are developed, deployed, used

and monitored, by ensuring respect for fundamental rights, including

those set out in the Treaties of the European Union and Charter of

Fundamental Rights of the European Union, all of which are united by

reference to a common foundation rooted in respect for human dignity,

in which the human being enjoy a unique and inalienable moral status.

This approach promotes research and innovation by putting in place proper safe-

guards that protect European citizens’ rights and freedom. For example, the doc-

ument explicitly mentions a potential risk of mass surveillance by the Government

powered by AI as a critical concern, as opposed to the Chinese approach to surveil-

lance in the name of social harmony. It also explicitly mentions the asymmetries of

power or information such as between employers and workers, or between businesses

and consumers as another critical concern. The four ethical principles identified

as relevant in the documents are the principle of respect for human autonomy, the

principle of prevention of harm, the principle of fairness and the principle of explica-

bility. These principles are further operationalized in the white paper "On Artificial

Intelligence - A European approach to excellence and trust" [111]. In the document,

the European Commission outlines its action plan to foster AI use in the frame-

work of European law and ethical values. The plan includes an increased budget

for AI research spending of 70 percent. The White Paper specifically addresses the

healthcare sector, identifying it as a high-risk sector that needs further legislation

refinements. The seven principles identified by the AI HLEG are represented in

Figure 4-1.

Using the White Paper as a reference, in April 2021, the European Parliament

and the Council released a "proposal for the regulation laying down harmonised rules

on artificial intelligence" also known as the Artificial Intelligence Act (AIA) [112].

The proposal follows a risk-based approach by prohibiting certain practices and

heavily regulating others. The stark difference between the EU AIA and the US and

Chinese approaches to ethical AI is particularly evident in two key points. First,

under the AIA, AI-based social scoring systems such as the Chinese Social Credit

System initiative are explicitly prohibited as contravening Union values. Second,
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Figure 4-1: Interrelationship of the seven requirements from the EU commission
website

the AIA prescribes the identification and analysis of the known and foreseeable risks

associated with each high-risk AI system, in contrast with the US innovation-first

approach.

In the next section, we will analyze the seven principles identified by the AI

HLEG as foundational for trustworthy AI highlighting their impact on AI applica-

tions in healthcare. We take the European approach to trustworthy AI as a reference

because we consider the ethical framework outlined by the AI HLEG the most com-

plete. Furthermore, the effects of EU digital regulations based on such framework

usually transcend its confines [5]. The high impact of such regulations around the

world is exemplified by the GDPR, which came into full effect in May 2018 and

rapidly became a world standard [216, 257]. The process of externalizing EU laws

outside its borders is also known as the Brussel effect [47]. This process is due to

the fact that EU digital regulations also apply to AI providers established outside

of the EU providing services to users in the EU.
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4.4 EU Seven Requirements for trustworthy AI

The foundations that lay the seven requirements of the EU approach to trustworthy

AI are the fundamental rights prescribed by the Charter of Fundamental Rights of

the European Union [109]. We will now go into the details of each requirement and

we will highlight potential AI scenarios impacted by each of them relevant to the

healthcare sector.

4.4.1 Human agency and oversight

This requirement reflects the principle of respect for human autonomy protecting

the fundamental rights of EU citizens and laying the foundations for all the other

requirements. It is based on three sub-requirements:

• Fundamental rights AI applications should respect fundamental rights. This

requires that during the design phase of the application the developers carry

out a fundamental rights impact assessment, including the protection of per-

sonal data and the right to have these data processed fairly for specified pur-

poses.

• Human agency AI applications should promote human autonomy. This re-

quirement is directly linked to the fundamental right of freedom of the individ-

ual which implies that human beings should remain free to make life decisions

for themselves [163]. This means that AI applications in healthcare should

be designed as part of a decision support system allowing end users to make

informed autonomous decisions. This principle is also reflected in the article

22 of the GDPR on “Automated individual decision-making, including profil-

ing" [80] stating:

The data subject shall have the right not to be subject to a deci-

sion based solely on automated processing, including profiling, which

produces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly

affects him or her.
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• Human oversight AI applications should allow the human user to have con-

trol over the process. This implies that proper human safeguards should be

put in place to prevent unintended adverse effects of the AI system. This

requirement is in line with the human-centered design promoted in the guide-

lines and with the right to obtain human interventions in cases ruled by article

22 of the GDPR.

4.4.2 Technical robustness and safety

This requirement is perhaps the most relevant for AI applications developers. It

asks them to operationalize the prevention of harm principle by paying attention to

four key aspects of technical robustness and safety:

• Resilience to attack and security AI system developers should prevent sys-

tem hacking and adversarial attacks. Three targets of attacks are identified:

the data (data poisoning), the model (model leakage and flaws) and the under-

lying infrastructure (hardware and software). In article 15, the AIA prescribes

high-risk AI systems to be resilient to attempts by unauthorised third parties to

alter their use or performance by exploiting the system vulnerabilities. This is

a relevant scenario to healthcare applications since medical imaging has been

show to be susceptible to targeted adversarial attacks [30, 219].

• Fallback plan and general safety AI system developers should put in place

a proper fallback plan to cope with adversarial attacks and unexpected situ-

ations. This implies an assessment of potential risks (accidental or malicious

use of the technology) and a plan to manage the situation. For example, AI

could request human intervention before proceeding. The fallback plan should

be tested and proper measures for effective redress in case of adverse outcome

should be put in place.

• Accuracy AI systems should have a high accuracy and should report whenever

its outcome/prediction is inaccurate. In the context of the guidelines, the term

“accuracy" does not refer to the standard metric used to evaluate Machine
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Learning models, it refers to the system ability to perform accurate decisions.

This means that the proper definition of system accuracy depends on the task

the application is performing.

• Reliability and reproducibility AI systems should be both reliable and

reproducible. In the context of the guidelines, AI systems are considered reli-

able if they work properly given a specific set of conditions and are considered

reproducible if under the same conditions they consistently provide the same

outcome. The AI system reliability and reproducibility should be constantly

monitored and tested, if there are scenarios where the AI system does not meet

the standards, such conditions should be reported.

4.4.3 Privacy and data governance

This requirement is in line with Article 7 and 8 of the EU Charter of fundamen-

tal rights [109] on the “Respect for private and family life" and the “Protection of

personal data", which are a reflection of the principle of prevention of harm applied

to privacy. Data protection is also regulated by the GDPR, along with other direc-

tives, across all EU. The guidelines further prescribe special care for sensitive data

(some of them include religious, sexual and political orientation, age and gender)

that might be inferred from users’ digital traces and used to discriminate them. In

order to be compliant to this requirement two key aspects should be considered:

• Privacy and data protection Since health data are considered among the

most sensitive ones, it is of paramount importance to ensure privacy and data

protection throughout the entire lifecycle of the AI, eventually performing a

data protection impact assessment. We further go into the details on how to

deal with health data in Section 4.6.3.

• Data governance: access, quality and integrity of data Data gover-

nance is the process of managing the data used by an organization. This

includes putting in place protocols for data access (who can have access to the

data), data quality (data free of bias, absence of mistakes in the data) and
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data integrity (compromised data, data hacking) assessment. Article 10 of the

AIA prescribes that the training, validation and test set used in the devel-

opment of high-risk AI systems should take into account the specific setting

of use. Specifically the geographical, behavioural and functional setting. The

geographical setting might be relevant to certain AI health applications such

as dermatology [11, 192]. Indeed, the presentation of dermatologic diseases

in darker skin types might be very different than those in lighter skin types.

However, if properly assessed, it has been shown that some AI-based health

applications can be safely used across very different populations. For exam-

ple, in [36], the authors trained an AI system for the automated detection of

diabetic retinopathy in retinal images. The model was trained on data from

patients from Singapore, while the clinical validation study was performed on

diabetic patients from Zambia. The algorithm showed promising generaliza-

tion results even though these two populations differ in country income status,

screening programs set in place and race.

4.4.4 Transparency

This requirement reflects the principle of explicability of the EU guidelines for trust-

worthy AI. Transparency should be applied to every stage of the AI lifecycle, indeed

it prescribes the possibility to have a complete view on the whole system. In order

to be compliant to this requirement the following aspects should be considered:

• Traceability All the steps required to implement an AI application should be

properly documented. In the context of a AI application for healthcare, this

includes documenting the data collection process and how it was labeled, the

choice of the AI architecture together with the optimization algorithm used

and how the data was split in order to train, validate and test the model. In

the eventuality that the model’s wrong outcomes negatively impact a patient’s

health, it is necessary to understand the reasons behind that decision. In this

case, it might be useful to keep track of the model’s history of decisions to

trace back to a common origin of the mistakes. This is aspects is highlighted by
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article 11 and 12 of the AIA, which prescribe to keep a technical documentation

up-to-date and to perform automatic recording of events through logging.

• Explainability Two levels of explainability are identified: the first one refers

to the technical ability to understand the AI decision-making process, while

the second one refers to the ability to explain how the human decision-maker

interacts with the AI decision-support-system and how (s)he is influenced by

it. Their combination contributes to the global transparency of the business

model employed. The guidelines prescribe to pay special attention to the

AI applications that have a high impact on human lives, for example, in the

healthcare context. This aspect is clearly illustrated in article 13 and 14 of

the AIA. Indeed, article 13 prescribes that and high-risk AI system should be

designed to allow the user to appropriately interpret its output. Furthermore,

article 14 prescribes the design of appropriate human-computer interfaces to

allow human oversight.

• Communication It should always be explicit when a user is interacting with

an AI system, and the user should always have the option to opt-out. Most

importantly the AI limitations and actual capabilities must be appropriately

communicated to avoid overconfidence and overreliance on the AI, which can

affect both patients and healthcare professionals. This is considered important

for both high-risk AI systems and for AI systems that interact with a natural

person, as detailed in article 52 of the AIA. Consider, for example, Babylon

Health3, a personalized health-care service that provides an AI-powered chat-

bot that operates a triage of patients through guided questions and redirect

them to real physicians or pharmacists. It can also give health-care advice,

e.g., how to deal with common cold. However, the user is aware that the initial

interaction is with an AI system and (s)he always has the possibility to further

continue the conversation with a real physician.
3https://www.babylonhealth.com
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4.4.5 Diversity, non-discrimination and fairness

This requirement is in line with the principle of fairness listed in the EU guidelines

and with article 21 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights on Non-discrimination

that states that:

Any discrimination based on any ground such as sex, race, colour, ethnic

or social origin, genetic features, language, religion or belief, political or

any other opinion, membership of a national minority, property, birth,

disability, age or sexual orientation shall be prohibited.

The prevention of discrimination entails three main aspects:

• Avoidance of unfair bias Ideally, AI applications in healthcare could facili-

tate access to better healthcare services increasing societal fairness. However,

since these applications hugely rely on the quality of the data they were trained

on, they could provide unfair and biased outcomes.

• Accessibility and universal design The AI applications should be designed

to include the widest possible range of individuals following Universal Design

principles [338] by taking into account people with diverse abilities, skills, age

and size.

• Stakeholder participation All the relevant stakeholders affected by AI ap-

plications should be involved in their design and maintenance.

4.4.6 Societal and environmental wellbeing

This requirement addresses the environmental costs and the societal risks related to

AI applications by extending the principles of fairness and prevention of harm to the

broader society. It has been estimated that the carbon footprint of training NLP

Deep Learning models is equivalent to the one of a trans-American flight [340]. This

has important consequences the environment and consequently on people health.

Three important aspects must be considered to be compliant with this requirement:
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• Sustainable and environmentally friendly AI In the design stage of an AI

system there should be an environmental impact assessment (resource usage,

energy consumption, carbon footprint). According to a recent study, AI could

help realize many Sustainable Development Goals [371], for example it could

enable the 3rd goal of ensuring healthy lives and promote well-being for all

at all ages through early detection of diseases, treatment personalization and

increasing the quality and accessibility of essential health-care services.

• Social impact If an AI system directly interacts with humans a social impact

assessment needs to be performed. The end-user needs to know that (s)he is

interacting with an AI system and the limits of that interaction. In healthcare,

a good doctor-patient relationship is crucial to reduce disease-related anxiety,

especially for life-threatening diseases [113]. This requires an interaction with

a human doctor. The way the AI is embedded in the clinical setting may be

the difference between an increased quality of care and a devastating patient

experience. For example, if the AI application interacts directly with the

patient giving him or her the diagnosis without an explanation and without

the proper communication could hurt the patient’s mental health.

• Society and democracy AI could potentially increase economic and demo-

cratic inequalities. For example, although AI applications in healthcare could

enable an easier access to basic healthcare services in rural areas [36], but this

could also exacerbate the differences between patients that can afford human

care and patients that can not afford it.

4.4.7 Accountability

The accountability requirement prescribes that appropriate mechanisms to identify

the responsibility for AI systems’ outcomes are put in place during their whole

lifecycle. In particular it outlines three sub-requirements:

• Auditability It should be possible to assess the algorithms, the data and

design processes. This is linked to the previous requirement of transparency

and it is a necessary step to ensure the ability to redress.
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• Minimisation and reporting of negative impacts It should be guaranteed

the ability to safely report negative outcomes of an AI decision, eventually

fostering an algorithm impact assessment proportionate to the risks posed by

the AI.

• Trade-offs In the design stage of the AI system it is necessary to acknowl-

edge all the possible trade-offs between the previously listed requirements.

This sub-requirement catalyzes, without mentioning it expressly, the only pre-

cautionary consideration of the guidelines of the AI HLEG, since they clearly

ban the development, deployment and use of an AI system in forms that do

not have an ethically acceptable trade-off. An ethically unacceptable trade-

off, for instance, is one that undermines the “the essence of the fundamental

rights and freedoms” or is not “a necessary and proportionate measure in a

democratic society” (see article 23 of the GDPR).

• Redress The possibility of adequate redress in case of adverse or unfair out-

comes should be guaranteed. For example, in accordance with the requirement

on diversity, non-discrimination and fairness, if the AI application fails to ad-

dress the discrimination bias present in the training data set, the individual

should be enabled to ask for effective redress against the machine decision.

4.5 The AI application lifecycle stages

Each stage of the journey from prototype to real-world clinical application of the

AI system requires to pay attention to different ethical and legal issues. In the EU

requirements for trustworthy AI, the AI HLEG identified three stakeholders that

should play a role in the guidelines implementation: developers (researchers and

software engineers), deployers (any organization that use AI in their products) and

end-users [163]. To each of these stakeholders correspond one or more stages of

the lifecycle of the AI product. The main four stages for a AI application are the

following:

1. Design: in this stage the goals of the application are identified, data is ac-
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quired, the architecture of the AI model is chosen.

2. Development: in this stage the AI model is developed validated and tested.

In an academic setting this might be the final stage before writing a research

paper.

3. Deployment and Maintenance: in this stage the AI model is embedded

in an application and becomes a product placed on the market. The product

needs to be monitored and updated if needed.

4. Usage: in this stage the final product reaches the end-user.

4.5.1 Design stage

In the design stage it is crucial to involve all the relevant stakeholders. For a AI

application in healthcare whose final goal is to be deployed on the market, an ideal

team would include Machine Learning engineers, domain experts such as clinicians

and medical researchers, hospital administrators, experts of the legal domain (for

regulatory advice) and the future end-users of the application. An interdisciplinary

team is also essential to identify relevant clinical scenarios and to prevent possible

data analysis pitfalls. For example, developing a model that learns to associate

end-of-life treatments to a high risk of mortality is not useful in a real-world clinical

scenario since the care team already has this information [385]. In this stage, it

is also important to consider the ethical implications of the application. It might

be useful to go through the trustworthy AI assessment list set up by the European

Commission [163] to make sure that all the ethical requirements are satisfied up-

front. In particular, Machine Learning engineers should focus on the prevention of

harm principle and put in place proper safeguards in case of unintended adverse

outcomes and malicious use of the technology they are designing. Since health data

is considered one of the most sensitive personal data, special attention should be

paid to potential privacy risks. More in general, the EU Commission prescribes a

X-by-design (privacy-by-design, security-by-design, ethics-by-design) approach for

AI applications. In other words, in this stage, Machine Learning engineers should
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consider both the system’s functional requirements and its ethical and legal re-

quirements. The data collection also takes place in the design stage. As previously

mentioned, data might contain all sorts of biases. To prevent discriminatory or unin-

tended adverse outcomes, the EU Commission envisages the following requirements

for data collection:

• Ensure that the AI application is trained on a sufficiently broad and represen-

tative data set.

• Ensure privacy and personal data protection performing a privacy risk assess-

ment on the data.

• Keep record of how and why the data was selected.

4.5.2 Development stage

The goal of the development stage is to develop, validate and test the model. In

this stage, the developers need to implement the strategies defined in the previous

design step in order to develop a trustworthy Machine Learning model. First of

all, transparency must be guaranteed during the whole developing process. This is

crucial to ensure traceability and the correct allocation of liability. To this end, it

is important to create appropriate technical documentation and to share data and

source code of the AI application (accordingly with proprietary rights). This good

practice is optimal to also guarantee reliability and reproducibility of results. The

documentation should contain all relevant information as prescribed by article 11 of

the AIA.

Ensure reproducibility To ensure the reproducibility of results it would be opti-

mal to test the model performance against those of benchmarks state-of-the-art mod-

els. In this regard, there has been a recent effort of the Machine Learning community

to develop such benchmarks models on freely accessible data [188, 201, 173, 374] for

many healthcare applications [155, 296, 264]. This aspect is also very important in

case the development stage is the last stage before writing an academic paper: if

possible, the data and the source code used in the experiments should be shared
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with the scientific community. We are aware that this is not possible in most of

the cases, especially for healthcare applications that perform their experiments on

real-world healthcare data that contains sensitive information. However, a recent

good practice to solve this issue is emerging in academic works that develop AI

applications for healthcare: the performance of model is reported both on private

data sets and on freely accessible data sets, then the pre-processing routines to run

the source code and the source code itself are publicly released. The documentation

needed to reproduce the results should also include the random seeds as well as the

hardware used in the training phase [33].

Proper evaluation of the model In the evaluation phase of the model, the

developers should carefully choose the appropriate evaluation metric. Article 15 of

the AIA prescribes to declare the levels of accuracy and the relevant metrics in the

instruction for use of high-risk AI systems. This metric should take into account if

the data set is unbalanced and if it reflects clinically relevant measures. Consider, for

example, a AI application that classifies patients’ chest x-rays images as having or

not having lung cancer. The choice of the appropriate metric changes if the clinical

setting is screening or confirmatory. In a screening setting, i.e., a setting where

a large number of asymptomatic people are being tested for potential disease, it

might be preferable to have a higher sensitivity in order not to miss a person at risk.

However, in a confirmatory setting, i.e., a setting where an individual is being tested

for a definite diagnosis, it might be preferable to have high specificity [273]. In any

case, the AUC score, one of the most used metrics in Machine Learning, does not

provide any relevant information in any of the two clinical settings. Furthermore, it

is important to prevent label leakage when splitting the data into training, validation

and test set. Many healthcare application tasks require a patient-level split instead

of a random observation-level split. For example, if the AI model must be trained to

identify the disease in a chest x-ray image, developers should take into account that

one patient may have contributed with more than one image to the data set and

thus, a patient-level split is needed [385]. Finally, when the model performance is

reported, it is important to also specify the context in which the model was trained
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and validated (e.g. single-center data set, adult vs pediatric population, etc.) or in

other words the clinical cohort used to develop the model.

Ensure traceability and liability As suggested by the EU commission and

prescribed by the AIA for high-risk applications, in order to track back the origin

of a potential malfunctioning and to guarantee the determination of liability, the

providers of an AI system should:

• Document the training methodologies as well as the testing and validation

techniques (article 10 of the AIA on data and data governance).

• Ensure clear information on the application limits and capabilities, for example

information about the system robustness to adversarial attacks and about the

reproducibility of its results (article 15 of the AIA on accuracy, robustness and

cybersecurity).

• Report the goal of the application and the conditions under which it is expected

to function as intended (article 13, par. 3 of the AIA).

• Report all the relevant metrics employed in the development of the application

(article 15, par 2. of the AIA).

Ensure transparency The transparency requirement is strongly connected to the

explainability requirement, (the need to understand the reasoning behind AI decision

support systems) that is fundamental when Machine Learning models are opaque

and incomprehensible to humans, i.e., they are black boxes. As a consequence, during

the development of AI models it becomes mandatory to take into consideration this

aspect by implementing techniques that help in providing tools for explaining the

model behavior or the reason of the model decision [145, 79]. In particular, article

13 of the AIA prescribes:

High-risk AI systems shall be designed and developed in such a way to

ensure that their operation is sufficiently transparent to enable users to

interpret the system’s output and use it appropriately.
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This article is linked to the provision of article 14, that states:

High-risk AI systems shall be designed and developed in such a way,

including with appropriate human-machine interface tools, that they can

be effectively overseen by natural persons during the period in which the

AI system is in use.

Such human-machine interface tools will need to allow the human operator to un-

derstand the AI output, therefore they will need to incorporate an appropriate ex-

plainability technique tailored to the end-user needs [314]. However, transparency

does not only means explicability. Indeed, we recall that the two reasons for which

an AI system might be considered a black box are the following:

• The AI system is based on a complex Machine Learning model whose out-

comes cannot be understood and interpreted just by looking at its internal

parameters. In this case, the lack of transparency reflects a lack of knowledge

or understanding of the model’s inner knowledge representation.

• The AI system is based on proprietary software. The source code of the model,

its specifications and the data used to train it are not available. In this case, the

lack of transparency might have nothing to do with the inherent characteristic

of the Machine Learning model.

The transparency requirements prescribed by articles 13 and 14 of the AIA are

still valid for the second type of black box AI system. This means that the high-risk

AI system users should have enough information to allow the correct interpretation

of the system behaviour. However, the intellectual property rights are protected by

article 70 of the AIA.

Ensure privacy and fairness In this stage, it is also necessary to address the

privacy and fairness issues, identified during the design stage. To this end, devel-

opers should implement protection techniques to mitigate privacy and unfairness

risks. Some of theses techniques operate data transformations to eliminate risks

from training data while others mitigate the risks changing the learning process of
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the AI model. However, since these techniques can lead to a degradation of the

model accuracy, before applying any mitigation strategy, developers should first as-

sess the possible risks of privacy leakage or unfair behavior in order to focus their

intervention only where necessary [286, 310]. The combination of risk assessment

and mitigation strategies provides the ingredients to define and develop AI based

systems with guarantees of compliance with existing legislation and ethical frame-

works.

4.5.3 Deployment and Maintenance stage

The goal of the deployment stage is to put the AI model on the market. In this

stage, it becomes fundamental to consider all the relevant pieces of legislation that

we discuss in Section 4.6. For high-risk AI systems, the AIA explicitly states that:

High-risk AI systems should perform consistently throughout their life-

cycle and meet an appropriate level of accuracy, robustness and cyber-

security in accordance with the generally acknowledged state of the art.

The level of accuracy and accuracy metrics should be communicated to

the users.

According to article 9 of the AIA, the AI system provider should establish a

post-market monitoring system consisting of

a continuous iterative process run throughout the entire lifecycle of a

high-risk AI system, requiring regular systematic updating.

Furthermore, some new forms of evaluation of the model might be necessary to

prove the clinical utility of the final tool. For example, a recent work argues that a AI

model that has just been tested using the training-validation-test set split lack proof

of clinical validity [273]. This claim is mainly due to two reasons: first, because the

data set might contain all sorts of biases that prevent the model from generalizing

well in clinical practices, and second, because such an application should prove

to be useful to the patients’ health outcomes. In particular, the authors suggest

an evaluation of the entire patient treatment strategy involving the AI application

through randomized controlled trials.
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As prescribed by the AIA, once deployed, the AI application should be monitored

to allow for system maintenance. In 2016, the World Health Organization (WHO)

released its first guidelines on Monitoring and Evaluating Digital Health Interven-

tions [263]. Even if the focus of these guidelines is on digital health intervention

at a national level, the considerations they set out are also relevant to smaller-scale

applications (up to the penultimate stage of the application maturity). In particu-

lar, the WHO guidelines states that, as the digital health application matures over

time, also the monitoring activity needs to evolve. Indeed, in the context of a AI

application, the monitoring activity has to verify that such application is working

as intended by continuously assess if there is a degradation of the system perfor-

mance over time. At the same time, the monitoring activity should also take into

account the system’s compliance with the ethical requirements. In other words, de-

ployers should put in place auditing processes able to assess both system’s technical

performance and system’s ethical and legal requirements compliance. Indeed, some

features of the data set describing a certain population might undergo a significant

data distribution drift over time. This means that the relationship between the in-

puts and outputs of the model changed due to external factors, e.g., the relationship

between patients’ features and their probability of survival to a renal transplant

might change because of medical innovations. Such kind of drift might affect both

medical and ethical aspects. Therefore, they might lead to the degradation of the

AI model performance (e.g., accuracy degradation [60]) and degradation of the eth-

ical risks mitigation, such as privacy protection degradation or fairness degradation.

This monitoring is essential because, based on the result of this assessment, the

deployers might need to retrain the model.

4.5.4 Usage stage

According to the AIA, users of high-risk AI systems are required to use such sys-

tems according to their intended use and following the documentation provided. The

users has also responsible for monitoring the AI system according to instructions of

use (article 29 of the AIA on obligations of users of high-risk AI systems). Indeed,

AI users should be informed and aware about possible ethical and legal risks derived
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from the use of that application. For example, user should have the opportunity

to know if data used to make a prediction are stored and/or used to update the

learning model by continuous learning techniques [272]. Finally, when the AI appli-

cation directly interact with natural persons, they should be aware that it is not an

interaction with a human being.

4.6 Relevant EU legislation

In its White Paper on Artificial Intelligence [111], the EU Commission sets out

its policy objectives regarding regulation. This policy has been implemented in

the AIA [112], the act which regulates high-risk AI systems in the EU. High-risk

applications are identified with two criteria: the sector of application and if the

application is employed in a way that significant risk is likely to arise. The focus on

high-risk AI systems is particularly relevant for AI applications in healthcare since

these are explicitly mentioned as such. However, the AIA is not the only relevant

regulation for AI systems in healthcare. Indeed, every software intended to be used

in a medical device needs to be compliant with the Medical Device Regulation [3],

and personal healthcare data needs to be handled under the GDPR [2]. While we

highlighted some of the AIA requirements in the last section, we now focus on these

other relevant regulations.

4.6.1 Medical Devices in EU

Under the EU law, software intended to be used in a medical device needs to fulfill

some requirements to be compliant with the EU Medical Device Regulation (MDR).

A first innovation MDR entails, is that all software intended to be used for medical

purposes by the manufacturer is considered a medical device under its regime. This

means that also AI applications for healthcare are considered medical devices and

are subject to the same regulation. In particular, the software applications, that fall

under the definition of a medical device, are all the applications developed for:

• Diagnosis, prevention, monitoring, prediction, prognosis, treatment or allevi-

ation of disease
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• Diagnosis, monitoring, treatment, alleviation of, or compensation for, an injury

or disability

• Investigation, replacement or modification of the anatomy or of a physiological

or pathological process or state

• Provide information by in vitro examination of specimens derived from the

human body, including organ, blood and tissue donations

However, the regulation specifies that software intended for general purposes,

even when used in a healthcare setting or software intended for life-style and well-

being purposes, is not a medical device. A clear example is a wearable device that

tracks vital signs (e.g., blood pressure, heartbeat, oxygen saturation) and offers

advice on lifestyle and sleep habits, as opposed to a device performing exactly the

same tasks and functions and developed the same way but that is intended for the

above mentioned medical uses. The latter is subject to MDR legal and safety rules,

whereas the first one is not (even if they are created out of the same dataset and

methods)4. The Annex I of MDR “General safety and performance requirements”

requires that such software

shall be designed to ensure repeatability, reliability and performance in

line with their intended use. In the event of a single fault condition,

appropriate means shall be adopted to eliminate or reduce as far as

possible consequent risks or impairment of performance.

Furthermore, the regulation requires a document containing detailed information

regarding test design, complete test or study protocols, methods of data analysis,

in addition to data summaries and test conclusions. In particular, the regulation

mentions the need for information regarding stability, performance and safety. These

requirements guarantee accountability in the medical device monitoring systems.

Also, according to this information and characteristics, the MDR classifies medical

devices into different risk classes (the higher the class, the higher the risk it entails):
4Note that the MDR applies also to the provision of a diagnostic or therapeutic service offered by

Information Society (IT) services as defined in point (b) of article 1(1) of Directive (EU) 2015/1535
or by other means of communication (article 6 MDR). Thus a Machine Learning-based software
offering a diagnostic or therapeutic service is subject to the same regulation.
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• Class I - Low risk

• Class IIa - Low to medium risk

• Class IIb - Medium to high risk

• Class III - High risk

In general, software is classified in Class I. However, software intended to provide

information which is used to take decisions with diagnosis or therapeutic purposes

and software intended to monitor physiological processes are classified in Class IIa.

Finally, if such decisions have an impact that may cause respectively serious deterio-

ration of a person’s state of health/surgical intervention and death or an irreversible

deterioration of a person’s state of health they are classified medium to high (Class

IIb) or high risk devices (Class III). If the nature of variations of the monitored

vital physiological parameters is such that it could result in immediate danger to

the patient, it is classified as Class IIb.

It then becomes apparent that it is essential to consider the intended use of

the developed medical device together with the information regarding its stability,

performance and safety. These are indeed the bases of the risk-benefit analysis

needed to obtain and maintain marketability and to eventually investigate liability

for defective medical devices. This risk-benefit analysis is also vital to secure suffi-

cient financial coverage for the eventual malfunctioning of the medical device, which

should be proportionate to its risk class, type of device and size of the enterprise.

4.6.2 Medical Device malfunction

The legal definition of a medical device malfunction must be sought in the coordina-

tion of the two definitions given by the MDR and by the Product Liability Directive5.

The MDR defines device deficiency6 in terms of:

Any inadequacy in the identity, quality, durability, reliability, safety or

performance of an investigational device, including malfunction, use er-

rors or inadequacy in information supplied by the manufacturer.
5article 6, Council Directive 85/374/EEC
6article 2 n. 59
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while according to the Product Liability Directive:

A product is defective when it does not provide the safety which a person

is entitled to expect, taking all circumstances into account, including: (a)

the presentation of the product; (b) the use to which it could reason-

ably be expected that the product would be put; (c) the time when the

product was put into circulation.

In case of a malfunction, current EU legislation on liability for defective products7

states that:

If a defective product causes any physical damage to consumers or their

property, the producer has to provide compensation irrespectively of

whether there is negligence or fault on their part.

Therefore, the producer of the medical device is the subject that should be held

accountable if the consumer is harmed.

However, in case of medical devices that use AI it might be difficult to identify the

origin of the defect and hold accountable the device manufacturer or the developer,

if they are different [79]. Note that, in principle, the manufacturer of a complex

device, that incorporates more components, is usually considered the solely liable

entity for a defective product. Finally, note that the safety level requested is high

for medical devices8. Accordingly, stability, performance and safety information are

particularly relevant for developers since the reference to inadequacy of performance

widens the notion of defective device.

Even if the health-related AI application does not fall under the definition of

medical device, some other relevant laws still apply. Consider for example the case of

a AI application trained on “unrepresentative health data” [64], i.e. data containing

features that describe only a particular ethnic group and that does not generalize well

outside of that ethic group. The EU Race equality directive9 might apply to this kind

of application if their scope remains in the protected domains. The fact that training
7Directive 85/374/EEC
8EUCJ Joined Cases C-503/13 and C-504/13, of 5 March 2015
9Directive 2000/43/EC
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datasets should be sufficiently representative is also both directly mentioned in the

White Paper [111] and prescribed in the AIA. Another health-related example of this

kind is a AI model which targets the wrong dietary advice [25] to a consumer that

has a chronic pathology such as diabetes or has a mental illness such as Anorexia

nervosa, the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive10 and the Consumer Rights

Directive11 might apply. Similarly, the Products Liability Directive applies, although

the notion of defectiveness can have a smaller scope for non-medical device health-

related products. Note, again, that less regulated Machine Learning-based products

might remain on a higher slippery slope for possible unethical uses.

4.6.3 Handling health data under the GDPR

Whenever an AI system processes EU citizens’ personal data, such a system is

regulated by the GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) [2]. Therefore it

is of pivotal importance to understand what type of data is considered personal

data under the GDPR and what constitutes processing of such data. Furthermore,

according to the GDPR, even in a research context, it is essential to determine a

valid legal basis for the lawful processing of personal data. We will now go into the

details of these issues focusing on AI-based health applications in a research context.

Data protection as a fundamental right In the EU, the protection of a natural

person personal data is considered a fundamental right by article 8 of the Charter

of Fundamental Rights of the European Union [1]:

Protection of personal data - data should be processed fairly and for

specified purposes and on the basis of consent or some other lawful basis.

The fundamental right to personal data protection is also linked to the right to

privacy (article 7 of the Charter). Indeed having technical tools for data protection

is needed in order to ensure data privacy, i.e. to guarantee that only authorized

users can access sensitive and personal data.
10Directive 2005/29/EC
11Directive 2011/83/EC
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Personal data and data processing under the GDPR As previously men-

tioned, the notions of privacy and data protection in the GDPR are directly con-

nected to those of personal data and processing12 which are expanded with respect

to previous EU rules. Indeed, the GDPR applies only to personal data, which is

any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person. The GDPR

increases the spectrum of data considered as personal data in its definition of iden-

tifiable natural person:

an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or

indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name,

an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one

or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental,

economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person.

Compared to previous definitions, this one notably adds location data, and genetic

identity to the list of identifiers of a natural person. The GDPR defines data pro-

cessing as:

any operation or set of operations which is performed on personal data

or on sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means, such as

collection, recording, organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or

alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dis-

semination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination,

restriction, erasure or destruction.

Consequently, almost all forms of AI-based processing of personal data fall within

the scope of the right to data protection, regardless of whether the right to privacy

is impaired. If the such processing is carried out for research purposes, it enjoys

some simplifications. From now on, we will focus on this latter case.

Legal bases for personal data processing under the GDPR It is worth

noticing that the GDPR does not apply to anonymous data. Recital 26 offers a

reidentifiability test:
12article 4 par. 1 and 2
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To determine whether a natural person is identifiable, account should

be taken of all the means reasonably likely to be used, such as singling

out, either by the controller or by another person to identify the natural

person directly or indirectly. To ascertain whether means are reason-

ably likely to be used to identify the natural person, account should be

taken of all objective factors, such as the costs of and the amount of

time required for identification, taking into consideration the available

technology at the time of the processing and technological developments.

In case data is not anonymous, the GDPR requires a legal basis for any data

processing, i.e., it is necessary to identify the scenario where data processing is

legally permitted. We will now identify the different possible legal bases (article 6

and 9 GDPR) for the AI-based processing of personal data for research purposes in

the medical field.

• Consent The consent of the data subject, although sometimes problematic,

has always been a very important legal basis also for research. It is any

freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous indication of the data sub-

ject’s wishes13 by which data subjects accept the processing of their personal

data. Consent must be given for one or more specific purposes14. This general

requirement of the GDPR is problematic for data-intensive activities and for

data reuse also within Machine Learning. However, recital 33 of the GDPR

contributes to the greater flexibility of consent in the context of scientific re-

search:

Data subjects should have the opportunity to give their consent only

to certain areas of research or parts of research projects to the extent

allowed by the intended purpose.

The practical consequences of this recital appears to be the legitimacy of broad

consensus formulas possibly covering reuse provided that they cover specific ar-

eas of research and the relevant ethical standards are respected. Nonetheless,
13article 4, par. 11
14article 6, par. 1(a)
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consent is not always an appropriate legal basis because it is always with-

drawable15 and, in the absence of another legitimate legal basis, any further

processing after such withdrawal would be unlawful, requiring the immediate

erasure of personal data. Note that data deletion following the withdrawal of

consent affects the model developed, the training implemented, the technical

choices made. Thus, the whole development and deployment stages of the

lifecycle of the AI application need to be reviewed accordingly, taking into

consideration that also the assessment of privacy, bias and fairness should be

influenced.

• Special Categories of Personal Data Given the issues of consent, other

legal bases for data processing for AI-based applications in the health domain

can be more suitable. While the processing of special categories of personal

data such as genetic data and data concerning health is prohibited by article

9, par. 2(h) and (i) allow the use such data in health research without consent

when the law provides for an exception respecting the essence of the right to

data protection.

• Public Interest and Legitimate Interests Article 9 of the GDPR estab-

lishes that Union or Member States law may provide alternatives legal bases

such as the public interest16 and the legitimate interests of the holder17. How-

ever, to rely on the public interest there must be a legal basis found in Member

States or EU laws.

Further processing

A central issue for AI systems is that of legitimate further processing and therefore

the reuse of personal data. Concerning this aspect, we need to distinguish two

scenarios:

• Research Context Article 5.1(b) explicitly states that further processing

of personal data for scientific or historical research or statistical purposes is
15article 7, par. 3
16article 6, par. 1(e)
17article 6, par. 1(f)
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compatible with the initial purposes if aligned with Article 89(1) that relaxes

some constraints. Further elaboration, a presumption of non-incompatibility

for research is therefore allowed. To benefit from it, the safeguards set out

in Article 89 and Recital 156 must be respected, including the demonstration

that it was not possible to use anonymous data.

• Non-Research Context In case the further processing in the Machine Learn-

ing processing is not for research purposes, there is no presumption of com-

patibility with the original processing. The developer must positively evaluate

(in a demonstrable way for accountability purposes) the provisions of Article

6.4.

Data governace under the GDPR The GDPR also imposes the establishment

of a real governance structure for personal data: obligation to demonstrate com-

pliance18, hypothesis of appointment of a data protection officer19, rules on data

breaches20 and sanctions, including fines of up to 20 million euros or 4% of total

turnover21.

4.7 Discussion

This chapter explored the ethical principles and legal requirements relevant to the

development of AI applications in healthcare. The analysis brought to light some

important challenges and issues. First of all, the approach to AI ethics worldwide

is deeply heterogeneous. In the era of globalization, this could be an obstacle to

the regulatory harmonization of such technologies that can, in turn, result in a

fragmented global market, undermining trust in AI-based systems and slowing down

their adoption in real-world clinical scenarios. Often, such different approaches to AI

ethics depend on cultural differences, which can also have an impact on the definition

of some values, such as fairness, which is one of the most difficult ethical values to
18articles 5, 13 and 30
19articles 37-39
20articles 33 and 34
21article 83
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be uniquely defined across the world. Furthermore, our analysis highlighted that the

human component is, at the same time, too present in the biases often discovered

in the data and too far removed from the decision-making process.

Considering the EU guidelines for trustworthy AI and the recent proposal for

an AI act, the analysis highlighted three requirements particularly relevant to XAI

research.

First of all, the transparency requirement and the related explainability sub-

requirement. In this context, XAI methods might help achieve the technical ability

necessary to understand AI decision-making. However, several research gaps need

to be addressed to use these methods to interpret AI-based healthcare applications

correctly. One of these gaps is purely technical and concerns the applicability of

existing XAI techniques to typical healthcare data (we further explore this issue in

chapter 5). However, solving technical issues does not guarantee appropriate XAI

solutions. Indeed, as highlighted by our analysis, the transparency requirement is

also strongly linked to the human oversight and fairness requirements.

We explore the relationship between XAI and fairness in chapter 6. In particular,

we study how XAI tools can be used to audit a black-box AI system based on

proprietary software in a healthcare setting to prevent possible fairness issues. This

effort is also motivated by the accountability requirement and the related auditability

sub-requirement. This issue shifts the focus from an algorithm-centered perspective

on XAI to a sociotechnical and human-centered one.

Furthermore, our analysis highlighted that the EU guidelines explainability re-

quirement also implies the ability to explain how the human decision-maker interacts

with the AI decision-support system and how (s)he is influenced by it. This aspect

is connected to the human oversight requirement and is also clearly illustrated in

articles 13 and 14 of the AIA. Indeed, we recall that article 13 prescribes that and

high-risk AI system should be designed to allow the user to interpret its output

appropriately, and article 14 prescribes the design of appropriate human-computer

interfaces to allow human oversight.

This requirement again reveals the limits of a purely technical approach to XAI.

An interdisciplinary approach is fundamental to study explanations effectiveness in
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enabling human oversight. Indeed, the goodness of an explanation does not lie in

the XAI method but in the perceptions of the person receiving the explanation. We

explore this topic in chapter 7, where we adopt a human-computer interaction point

of view to test the impact of AI explanations on trust and intention to adopt the

technology in the context of clinical decision support systems.
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Chapter 5

A solution to the black box outcome

explanation problem for healthcare

data

5.1 Introduction

As mentioned in the previous chapter, we begin our journey to test the ability of

XAI techniques to meet the requirements for trustworthy AI in healthcare with a

technical take on the problem. In this chapter, we study how to solve the black

box outcome explanation problem (defined below) for healthcare data (objective 2

of chapter 3). Indeed, the healthcare domain poses many unique challenges that

require novel XAI techniques to be addressed. Furthermore, such a high-stake do-

main requires a dedicated effort to develop tailored solutions to perform a sanity

check of black-box models beyond mere performance [138, 352]. Since most of the

successful applications of AI are in the domain of image processing and computer

vision [149, 9], most of the XAI techniques for healthcare data have been focusing in

the medical image domain [332, 301]. However, few of them can be directly applied

in the medical domain [21, 103] and even fewer focus on other types of healthcare

data. For example, healthcare data often presents peculiar features such as sequen-

tiality (section 5.1.4), multi-label predictions (section 5.1.3), and links to structured

background knowledge (section 5.1.5).
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5.1.1 Terminology and definition of the outcome explanation

problem

In this section, we introduce the terminology we use to identify the main components

of the outcome explanation problem, i.e., the problem of providing an explanation

for a specific black box outcome. Names, symbols and definitions follow those intro-

duced in [144]. Consider a statistical learning problem [157] where a ML algorithm

is used to train a ML model from data (i.e., the ML algorithm already used the

available training data to optimize its internal parameters with respect to its error

function). As explained in greater detail in chapter 2, we call black box model or

predictor an already trained ML model whose decision-making process is obscure.

More specifically, given an input space 𝒳 (𝑚) (the set of all possible inputs 𝑥 ∈ 𝒳 (𝑚)

of the model) and an output space 𝒴 (the set of all possible outputs 𝑦 ∈ 𝒴), the

black box model is a function 𝑏 : 𝒳 (𝑚) → 𝒴 that maps each data point, or in-

stance, 𝑥 of the input space into an output, or outcome, 𝑦 = 𝑏(𝑥). Given a set of

instances 𝑋 ⊆ 𝒳 (𝑚), we use 𝑌 = 𝑏(𝑋) as a shorthand to denote the set of outcomes

𝑌 = {𝑏(𝑥)|𝑥 ∈ 𝑋}. A specific instance 𝑥 ∈ 𝒳 (𝑚) is represented by set of 𝑚 features

whose values identifies the data point in the input space.

In the case of a black box model, the function 𝑏 is either unknown or uninter-

pretable by humans. Considering interpretability as the degree to which a human

can understand the cause of a decision [241], a function 𝑏 can be uninterpretable

by humans for several reasons. Consider for example a black box model that takes

as input 28×28 pixel dermatology images of moles and outputs whether the mole

is benign or malignant. In this case, the input space 𝒳 (𝑚) is the set of all possible

28×28 pixel images of moles, an instance 𝑥 ∈ 𝒳 (𝑚) is one of these images, the 𝑚

features are the pixels (𝑚 = 28 × 28) whose values identify the image, and the

output space is 𝒴 = {−1,+1} that encodes whether the depicted mole is benign

(outcome 𝑦 = +1) or malignant (outcome 𝑦 = −1). The black box model might be

uninterpretable because 𝑏 might be a highly nonlinear function of the pixel values of

the image that do not have any semantic meaning for humans. Another possibility is
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that the number of parameters of the function 𝑏 is too high for the limited capacity

of human cognition [223].

In the context of the outcome explanation problem, the explanation of a black box

outcome 𝑦 = 𝑏(𝑥) is generally provided in terms of the input features that generated

such outcome. However, the input features are not always interpretable by humans.

For example, in the context of dermatology images, when trying to classify a mole

as malignant or not, doctors do not reason in terms of single pixels. To generate

human-understandable explanations it is therefore important to provide them in

terms of a human-interpretable domain ℰ which is a transformation of the original

features space and needs to be defined on a case-by-case basis. The explanation is

therefore defined as an instance in the human-interpretable domain 𝑒 ∈ ℰ .

There are many ways to obtain local explanations. Local XAI techniques can be

either specific for a particular black box model (e.g., they can only be applied to a

certain kind of neural networks) or agnostic with respect to it. The model-specific

approaches usually involves a process that can only be applied to one particular

kind of of ML models. For example, a XAI technique for images might be limited

to convolutional neural networks because it needs to perform a backpropagation

process to obtain an explanation for the network’s outcome [337, 319]. In this thesis

we focus on the model-agnostic outcome explanation problem. In particular, we

focus on exploiting interpretable models 𝑐 : 𝒳 (𝑚) → 𝒴 (defined in greater detail in

chapter 2) that are able to mimic the black box model behaviour in a neighborhood

�̃� ⊂ 𝒳 (𝑚) of the instance we want to explain, i.e. ideally 𝑐(𝑥) = 𝑏(𝑥) ∀𝑥 ∈ �̃�.

How this local neighborhood is defined is what differentiate most of the local XAI

techniques and is discussed in greater details in section 5.1.2.

The intuition behind many of the local approaches to explanation is that even

if the decision boundary learned by the black box in the feature space can be arbi-

trarily complex, locally, it can always be faithfully approximated by a simpler, more

interpretable model 𝑐, also called local surrogate model (a simple representation of
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Figure 5-1: Toy example in 2 dimension of a complex decision boundary for a binary
classification task (from [302]). The red cross is the instance to be explained, the
dotted line is the local surrogate model (linear in this case).

this intuition is shown in Figure 5-1). These local interpretable ML models might

be linear models, decision trees or any inherently interpretable model. Since their

goal is to mimic the decision-making process of the black box, these local inter-

pretable models are trained using the instances of the neighborhood �̃� of 𝑥 and

the related set of black box outcomes 𝑌 = 𝑏(�̃�). We write 𝑐 = 𝑓(𝑏, 𝑥) to indicate

that the local predictor is the result of a process 𝑓(·, ·) that exploits both the in-

stance 𝑥 whose outcome 𝑦 = 𝑏(𝑥) we want to explain, and the black box model 𝑏.

In this thesis, the process 𝑓(·, ·) includes the definition of the neighborhood �̃� of

the instance 𝑥 whose outcome needs an explanation and training the local model 𝑐.

Finally, the local interpretable model 𝑐 is used to generate and explanation in the

human-understandable domain 𝑒 ∈ ℰ . We write 𝑒 = 𝜀(𝑐, 𝑥) to identify the process

𝜀(·, ·) that extracts an explanation for the instance 𝑥 from the local classifier 𝑐.

5.1.2 The local neighborhood

As explained in the previous section, the local predictor 𝑐 is usually trained on a fea-

ture space local neighborhood �̃� of the instance whose outcome we want to explained.

One key aspect that differentiate the XAI methods that employ this approach to
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local explanations is how they generate such a neighborhood [122, 139, 358, 207].

Indeed the neighborhood should be both local and expressive enough to allow the

interpretable model 𝑐 to learn the black box model’s local behavior. The locality of

the neighborhood is usually defined by a distance function 𝑑(𝑥, 𝑥′) that ensures that

the instances 𝑥 ∈ �̃� are close to the instance whose outcome we want to explain.

The closer we are to the instance to explain in the feature space, the greater the

chances of the local decision boundary being simple enough to be learned by 𝑐 (as

exemplified in figure 5-1). At the same time, such a neighborhood should be expres-

sive, i.e., 𝑌 = 𝑏(�̃�) should contain different outcomes. For example, in the case of

a binary classification problem where 𝒴 = {−1,+1}, the instances of the neighbor-

hood should have both outcomes 𝑦 = −1 and 𝑦 = +1. Indeed, if the instance we

want to explain is not close to the local black box decision boundary, there is the

risk that its neighbors will all have the same outcome. In this case we would have

a training set for 𝑐 that does not contain the local decision boundary of the black box.

In order to generate such an optimal neighborhood, many XAI methods perform

a local synthetic augmentation, i.e. they create synthetic local instances close to

the one to be explained. Indeed, synthetically increasing the local density of the

feature space allows the surrogate model to better mimic the local behaviour of the

black box [86]. Ideally, these synthetic instances should be drawn from the true

underlying local distribution 𝒳 (𝑚)
𝑙 . Unfortunately, this distribution is generally un-

known, therefore the synthetic instances are created extrapolating information on

𝒳 (𝑚)
𝑙 from a set of available instances 𝑥 ∈ 𝒳 (𝑚) or from the instance to be explained

itself. The problem of generating meaningful synthetic instances has been tackled

in many different ways.

In [302] the authors present LIME (Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explana-

tions), where they fit a local linear model on a synthetic neighborhood generated by

perturbing a human-understandable representation ℰ of the instance to be explained

𝑥. The locality of the generated synthetic neighbors is preserved by weighting each

instance according to its distance from 𝑥. However, the expressiveness of the re-
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sulting neighborhood is not guaranteed. LIME can be applied to many data types

(images, text, tabular) and it employs occlusion as its main perturbation strategy,

e.g. in the case of images, it creates synthetic instances by randomly replacing the

pixel value of some parts of the image with the average pixel value of the overall

image. LIME adopts a slightly different approach to perturbation when applied to

tabular data. In this latter case the synthetic neighborhood is generated by perturb-

ing 𝑥 by sampling from a normal distribution having mean and standard deviation

of the distribution of that feature in the training set. In [397] the authors present a

similar approach to [302], however, they do not create a synthetic neighborhood, in-

stead they first partition the training data using a hierarchical clustering algorithm,

then they use a k-nearest neighbors algorithm to select one of these clusters as the

set of local instances to fit the surrogate model. Other approaches use a genetic

algorithm to create the synthetic neighborhood [186, 143]. In particular, in [143]

the authors present an explainability methods which employs a genetic algorithm

to generate a neighborhood which is then used to train a decision tree from which

a decision and a counterfactual rule are extracted. This approach guarantees the

expressiveness of the local neighborhood by including a term that optimize for a

varied set out local outcome in the fitness function of the genetic algorithm. Other

approaches focus on creating a local and expressive neighborhood by perturbing the

instances in a latent space [141, 327, 179, 358]. Pros and cons of these approaches

in comparison to ours are discussed in section 5.5.

We choose to empirically extrapolate the local distribution of features from a set

a set of neighbors of the instance to be explained. Our hypothesis is that perturb-

ing the features according to such empirical distributions should ensure locality. In

particular, in section 5.3 and 5.4 we will present two solutions to the outcome expla-

nation problem that propose two new approaches to generate the local neighborhood:

one tailored to ensure both locality and expressiveness in the case of multi-label out-

comes, and one that exploits feature space semantic knowledge. Both of them first

define locality around the instance to be explained according to a distance function

and use this function to find a set of instances close to it from a set of known in-
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stances. Then they perturb such instances to create a synthetic local neighborhood

around the instance to be explained which becomes the training set for a decision

tree acting as the local interpretable model 𝑐. A local explanation is then extracted

by the decision tree trained on the synthetic neighborhood. The explanation is in

the form of a decision rule 𝑟=(𝑝 → 𝑦) including in its premise 𝑝 the split conditions

on the path from the root to the leaf node that is satisfied by the instance 𝑥. We

chose to express the explanation in the form of a decision rule, e.g. a logic-based

statement of the type IF ... THEN, because using logic allows the user to reason

over the explanation [274, 16].

5.1.3 Multi-label classification tasks

Multi-label classification is the task of learning to assign a set of non-mutually

exclusive labels to each instance in the feature space. These tasks are quite common

in healthcare [356, 379]. For example when there is the need to simultaneously

predict the risk of several chronic diseases [218, 409, 127, 117], when trying to classify

unknown genes functional expressions [31, 77], when building a clinical algorithm to

predict the diagnoses and medications order of patient’s future visit [72, 305], when

trying to learn multiple indicators of early-stage diseases [75] or when performing

clinical text categorization or annotation [32, 96, 403]. More formally, the multi-label

classification task can be defined as [405]:

Definition 1 (Multi-label classification task) The multi-label classification task

consist in learning a function 𝑏:𝒳 (𝑚)→𝒴(𝑙) which maps data instances 𝑥 from a

feature space 𝒳 (𝑚) with 𝑚 input features to a decision vector 𝑦 in a label space

𝒴(𝑙)={0, 1}𝑙.

An instance 𝑥 consists of a set of 𝑚 attribute-value pairs (𝑎𝑖, 𝑣𝑖), where 𝑎𝑖 is

a feature (or attribute) and 𝑣𝑖 is a value from the domain of 𝑎𝑖. The domain of a

feature can be continuous or categorical. Note that, 𝑦𝑖=1 if the 𝑖𝑡ℎ label is associated

with the instance 𝑥, 𝑦𝑖=0 otherwise.
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There are several approaches to solve a multi-label classification task. The most

intuitive one is the binary relevance approach [46], which consists in decomposing

the multi-label classification into multiple independent binary classification tasks.

However, this approach is not an easily scalable solution since the output space di-

mensionality grows exponentially with the number of potential classes (if there are

𝑙 possible classes, then the output space is 2𝑙). Furthermore, most of the binary

relevance approaches do not take into consideration some important information

contained into the potential correlations between the different labels [227, 402]. For

this reason, a plethora of other works focus on adapting classical learning algorithms

to exploit such information [299, 357, 404, 297, 413]. Particularly relevant to the

work in this thesis are multi-label decision trees [77, 93, 368], which are used as local

surrogate model to extract an explanation.

As mentioned in section 5.1.2, such surrogate model is trained on a synthetic local

neighborhood of the instance to be explained. The synthetic neighborhood is created

to increase the number of instances in the vicinity of the point of interest, then these

instances are labeled using the black box, and finally, they are used as a training set

for the interpretable classifier. This procedure is done to help the surrogate model

better understand the black box’s local decision boundary. For this reason, we want

to avoid the creation of a synthetic neighborhood that contains instances classified

with the same label, i.e., the neighborhood should be expressive enough to contain

the relevant part of the local decision boundary. A common approach to build such

an expressive neighborhood is to make sure that all the labels are represented by

the selected neighbors. However, while in the case of a binary and multi-class task,

creating a local and expressive neighborhood is a straightforward task, in the multi-

label case, a trade-off exists. Indeed, since the output space grows exponentially,

not all combinations of labels preserve neighborhood locality, i.e., they might not

be close to the instance to be explained. We study this trade-off in section 5.3 and

in particular in section 5.3.2.
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5.1.4 Sequential Data

Sequential data is any data that contains instances whose representation implies

some sort of order. Some examples of sequential data are text (an ordered sequence

of words or characters), video, DNA (a sequence of nucleotides), the history of

consumers’ purchases or spatial trajectories. This kind of data is also quite com-

mon in healthcare. For example, patients’ clinical histories can be represented as

sequences of clinical events over time, disease progression can be represented as se-

quences of symptoms and conditions, medications histories are inherently sequential,

and finally, physicians’ clinical notes are sequences of words describing the patient

encounter. Sequential data has been fed into AI algorithm to perform disparate

healthcare-related tasks such as next-visit diagnoses prediction [72, 224], informa-

tion extraction from clinical notes [175], prediction of hospital readmission [293], and

prediction of risk of life-threatening conditions such as heart failure [183], suicidal

tendencies [276] and glaucoma [217].

Most of the explainability approaches related to sequential data modeling are

model-specific, i.e., they can be applied only to some types black box model. The

most popular technique focus on adding an attention mechanism [26, 360] to a se-

quential model and use the attention weights as a form of explanation [74, 231, 393,

27], however recent works have highlighted how this kind of explanation might lack

consistency [176, 323, 50] and that attention should not be used as an explanation.

Other approaches related to sequential data modeling focus on understanding the

internal behavior of the black-box under study [387, 191].

However, none to few of the explainability methods for sequential data present in

the literature are agnostic with respect to the black box [330]. This is probably due

to the fact that, for most sequences, is not straightforward to pre-define a sequen-

tial human-interpretable domain ℰ that solves the outcome explanation problem

(detailed in section 5.1.1). Furthermore, there are no off-the-shelf inherently inter-

pretable sequential models able to act as local surrogate models. We studied this

problem in section 5.4 and in particular in section 5.4.3. A similar work (which
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has been published after ours) solves this problem by proposing TimeSHAP [37], a

variation of the popular SHAP method [228] that, similarly to our approach, per-

forms sequence perturbations. However, our approach takes also into consideration

the semantic 5.1.5 relationships among the perturbed features through the use of

ontologies, as better explained in section 5.4.3.

5.1.5 Ontology-linked data

There is no agreed upon formal definition of what an ontology is. The word ontology

might mean different things for different communities and in different contexts. In

Computer Science, an ontology is usually defined as an explicit specification of a

conceptualization [137], or more specifically:

"An ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptual-

isation. A conceptualisation refers to an abstract model of some phe-

nomenon in the world by having identified the relevant concepts of that

phenomenon. Explicit means that the type of concepts used, and the

constraints on their use are explicitly defined. For example, in medical

domains, the concepts are diseases and symptoms, the relations between

them are causal and a constraint is that a disease cannot cause itself.

Formal refers to the fact that the ontology should be machine readable,

which excludes natural language. Shared reflects the notion that an on-

tology captures consensual knowledge, that is, it is not private to some

individual, but accepted by a group". [341]

In other words, an ontology is a structured, machine-readable representation of

the knowledge pertaining a specific aspect of a domain. In order to be machine-

readable, the language used to encode the knowledge must have formal properties

that are well understood, which means that usually ontologies are specified using

logic-based languages that can also be used to perform computational inference

through automated reasoning.
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In the literature, two kinds of ontologies are distinguished; lightweight and heavy-

weight ontologies [83]. Lightweight ontologies [132] define a set of vocabulary terms

of the domain of interest, also referred to as concepts, and encode all their relevant

properties and relationships. Heavyweight ontologies also provide constraints on

the use of the concepts and their relationships and therefore are able to model the

knowledge in a deeper way. Ontologies can be visualized using graphs, where the

nodes are the concepts and the links are the relationships among the concepts.

When data are ontology-linked its items can be linked to the concepts represented

in an ontology, e.g., the words in a text documents can be mapped to WordNet [240],

a lexical ontology containing relatioships between words in multiple languages. The

presence of ontology-liked data is widespread in the medical and biological fields.

A medical ontology might capture different aspects of the field of medicine. For

example, it might represent the knowledge of anatomy and physiology or it could

encode medical terminology. Some notables examples are the Disease Ontology [315],

the Open Biomedical Ontology (OBO) [334], the Diabetes mellitus Diagnosis On-

tology (DDO) [104], the Systematised Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms

(SNOMED-CT) [97] and the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [42]. In

the following we focus on the ICD-9 codes ontology since it is the one that we

mostly used in this thesis.

ICD-9 codes ontology

The International Classification of Diseases (ICD) is the standard for the reporting

and coding of diseases and health conditions [383]. In its Ninth Revision, Clinical

Modification (ICD-9-CM) the codes have an alphabetic or numeric first digit, the

remaining digits are numeric. Their length can vary from a minimum of three digits

to a maximum of five digits. Their structure is the following [58]:

XXX .XX

Category (digits 1–3) Etiology (digits 4–5)

Anatomic site

Manifestations
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Figure 5-2: A representation of a branch of the tree-shaped ICD-9 hierarchical
ontology: the root is a general condition Disease while its children and grandchildren
are increasingly more specific conditions.

So the first 3 digits identify the category of the diagnosis (e.g. infectious and par-

asitic diseases, endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases, and immunity disor-

ders) while the last 2 digits identify the etiology or the anatomic site of the diagnosis.

The set of hierarchical relationships between these codes constitues a taxonomy,

i.e. a lightweight ontology containing concepts related by the simple relationship

type "is-a", e.g. 250: Diabetes mellitus "is-a" 249-259: Diseases Of Other En-

docrine Glands "is-a" 240-279: Endocrine, Nutritional And Metabolic Diseases, And

Immunity Disorders "is-a" ROOT: Disease. A branch of the ICD-9 ontology is rep-

resented in Figure 5-2.

ICD codes’ main use is to share health information in a structured way. In par-

ticular, they are used to share patients’ clinical history across hospitals, to monitor
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diseases’ prevalence and incidence, to evaluate hospital performances, and to fill the

claims for health insurance reimbursement. ICD codes also allow for data-driven

health policies, and recently they have been exploited to build clinical decision-

support-systems (DSS) based on Machine Learning (ML) models [72, 63, 160]. Most

of ML-based DSS trained on ICD codes assume that these are a good proxy for the

patient’s actual health status. However, ICD codes can misrepresent such status

because of many potential sources of error in the translation of the patient’s actual

disease into the respective code (see [261] for a complete description of these sources

of error).

ICD-9 codes can also be mapped in a smaller set of codes using the Clinical Clas-

sifications Software (CCS) [106] which is a diagnosis and procedure categorization

scheme that collapses them into a smaller number of clinically meaningful categories.

Ontological similarity measures

Having ontology-linked data allows to calculate a set of ontological similarity mea-

sures [7] among the data items, i.e., finding data points that are semantically similar.

This is relevant for the creation of a neighborhood to solve the outcome explanation

problem (detailed in section 5.1.1). Such measures of similarity are built starting

from measures of similarity among the concepts of the ontology under study. These

similarity measures use the relationships encoded in the ontology to determine if

two concept are semantically similar, which intuitively means that they have simi-

lar meanings in the context provided by the ontology.

Two main approaches to semantic similarity are present in the literature [284]:

those based on Information Content (IC) and those based on path measures on the

ontology graph representation. IC-based measures of similarity adopt a probabilistic

approach based on the frequency of occurrence of concepts in the data and are based

on the intuition that similar concepts have similar degree of informativeness [300],

while path-based measures are based on distances that takes into consideration the

edges that connect two nodes in the graph representation of the ontology, e.g., edge
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counting [291] and weighted edge counting [199, 211]. Path-based measures are

particularly well suited for taxonomies (hierarchical ontologies with only "is-a" re-

lationships) because for most of them concepts that are higher in the hierarchy, i.e.

they are close to the root, represents more general concepts than those close to the

leaves. Anyway, it has been shown that these two approaches to ontological similar-

ity measures are related and some of them can be derived from the same generalized

model of similarity [89].

We exploit one path-based ontological similarity measure, the Wu and Palmer

similarity [389], to study the creation of an ontological neighborhood to extract local

explanations that solve the outcome explanation problem with an agnostic approach

in section 5.4 and in particular in section 5.4.3.
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5.2 Main contribution

This chapter is a based on two of our papers:

• Cecilia Panigutti, Riccardo Guidotti, Anna Monreale, and Dino Pedreschi.

Explaining multi-label black-box classifiers for health applications. In Inter-

national Workshop on Health Intelligence, pages 97–110. Springer, 2019

• Cecilia Panigutti, Alan Perotti, and Dino Pedreschi. Doctor xai: an ontology-

based approach to black-box sequential data classification explanations. In

Proceedings of the 2020 Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and Trans-

parency, pages 629–639, 2020

In the first paper we presented MARLENA (Multi-lAbel Rule-based ExplaNA-

tions), a model-agnostic XAI methodology to address the outcome explanation prob-

lem in the context of multi-label black box outcomes. MARLENA explains an indi-

vidual black box decision in three steps. First, it generates a synthetic neighborhood

around the instance to be explained using a strategy suitable for multi-label deci-

sions. It then learns a decision tree on such neighborhood and finally derives from

it a decision rule that explains the black box decision. Our experiments show that

MARLENA performs well in terms of mimicking the black box behavior while gain-

ing at the same time a notable amount of interpretability through compact decision

rules, i.e., rules with limited length.

Building on the insights we gained from the experiments carried out in this first

paper, we developed Doctor XAI, a model-agnostic technique that is suitable for

multi-label black box outcomes and it is also able to deal with sequential inputs.

More importantly, Doctor XAI exploits the medical domain knowledge encoded in

ontologies in its explanation process. In particular, Doctor XAI performs a querying

process of the model which is semantically meaningful for a domain expert. We

show that exploiting the temporal dimension in the data and the domain knowledge

encoded in the medical ontology improves the quality of the mined explanations.
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5.3 MARLENA: multi-label black box outcome ex-

planation

In this section, we present MARLENA (Multi-label Rule-based ExplaNAtions)

as an agnostic solution to the multi-label black box outcome explanation problem.

Given any kind of multi-label black box classifier 𝑏 and a specific instance 𝑥 labeled

with outcome 𝑦 by 𝑏, MARLENA first generates a set of synthetic neighbors close

to 𝑥 using an ad-hoc strategy, then uses 𝑏 to label such neighbors and uses them to

train a multi-label decision tree classifier. Finally, it explains 𝑦 = 𝑏(𝑥) by extracting

a decision rule containing all the split conditions of the decision tree that lay on the

path from the root to the leaf that matches 𝑥. For the generation of the neighborhood

of 𝑥, we test two alternative strategies based on the idea of generating neighbors

close to 𝑥 both in the features and in the label space. We validate MARLENA with

experiments on real datasets to quantitatively assess its accuracy in mimicking 𝑏

and the complexity of its explanations.

5.3.1 Problem definition

As detailed in section 5.1.1, given a black box classifier 𝑏, human interpretable do-

main ℰ , and an instance 𝑥, the outcome explanation problem consists in providing

an explanation 𝑒 ∈ ℰ for the decision 𝑦 = 𝑏(𝑥).

We address this problem in the specific case in which the black box is a multi-

label classifier 𝑏:𝒳 (𝑚)→𝒴(𝑙). Our approach is based on the idea of learning an

interpretable classifier 𝑐 that reproduces and accurately emulates the local behavior

of the black box. An explanation for the decision is then derived from 𝑐.

By local, we mean that we focus on the behavior of the black box in the neigh-

borhood of the specific instance 𝑥, without aiming at providing a description of the

overall decision-making process of the black box. The neighborhood of 𝑥 has to be

generated as part of the explanation process.
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We assume that some knowledge is available about the feature space 𝒳 (𝑚), like

the ranges of admissible values for the domains of the features and, like in this

work, the (empirical) distribution of the features. Nothing is instead assumed about

the process of constructing the black box 𝑏. Let us define the problem of outcome

explanation through interpretable models:

Definition 2 (Explanation through interpretable models) Let 𝑐 = 𝑓(𝑏, 𝑥) be

an interpretable classifier derived from the black box 𝑏 and the instance 𝑥 using

some process 𝑓(·, ·). An explanation 𝑒∈ℰ is obtained through 𝑐, if 𝑒=𝜀(𝑐, 𝑥) for

some explanation extraction process 𝜀(·, ·) which involves 𝑐 and 𝑥.

In the next section we will describe the process 𝑓(·, ·) we propose for obtaining

an interpretable classifier 𝑐. Similarly to [143], we adopt as explanation a decision

rule (simply, a rule) 𝑟 of the form 𝑝 → 𝑦 describing the reason for the decision value

𝑦 = 𝑐(𝑥). The decision 𝑦 is the consequence of the rule, while the premise 𝑝 is a

boolean condition on feature values.

Definition 3 (Local explanation) Let 𝑥 be an instance, and 𝑐(𝑥)=𝑦 be the deci-

sion of an interpretable multi-label classifier 𝑐. A local explanation 𝑒 is a a decision

rule 𝑟=(𝑝 → 𝑦) consistent with 𝑐 and satisfied by 𝑥.

We assume that 𝑝 is the conjunction of split conditions sc of the form 𝑎 ∈ [𝑣1, 𝑣2],

where 𝑎 is a feature and 𝑣1, 𝑣2 are values in the domain of 𝑎 extended with ±∞.

An instance 𝑥 satisfies 𝑟, or 𝑟 covers 𝑥, if the boolean condition 𝑝 evaluates to

true for 𝑥, i.e., if sc(𝑥) is true for every sc ∈ 𝑝. For example, the rule

𝑟 ={60<age≤70,

BMI>36.2,

hyperglycemia=𝑌 𝑒𝑠,

→[Diabetes ,Hypertension,Hypothyroidism]

(5.1)
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is satisfied by:

𝑥0={age=63,BMI=36.5, hyperglycemia=Yes}

while is not satisfied by:

𝑥1={age=65,BMI=35, hyperglycemia=No}

We say that 𝑟 is consistent with 𝑐, if 𝑐(𝑥)=𝑦 for every instance 𝑥 that satisfies

𝑟. Consistency means that the rule specifies some conditions for which the classifier

makes a specific decision. When the instance 𝑥 for which we have to explain the

decision satisfies 𝑝, the rule 𝑝 → 𝑦 represents a motivation for taking a decision

value, i.e., 𝑝 locally explains why 𝑏 returned 𝑦. Therefore, a solution to the problem

will consists of:

1. Computing an interpretable predictor 𝑐 for a black box 𝑏 and an instance 𝑥,

i.e., designing function 𝑓(·, ·) according to Definition 2;

2. Deriving a local explanation 𝑒 from 𝑐 and 𝑥, i.e., defining the explanation

extraction process 𝜀(·, ·) according to Definition 3.

Let us consider as an example the following explanation for the diagnoses pre-

diction of a patient:

𝑒 ={60 < age ≤ 70,

BMI>36.2,

hyperglycemia=𝑌 𝑒𝑠,

insulin=𝑈𝑝,

systolicpressure=150/100𝑚𝑚𝐻𝑔}

→[Diabetes ,Hypertension,Hypothyroidism]

(5.2)

The meaning of this explanation is that the diagnoses of diabetes, hypertension

and hypothyroidism are predicted by the black box because the patient is obese

(BMI>36.2), his systolic pressure is high, his age is in the [60, 70) range and his
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blood test results show high levels of sugar (hyperglycemia) and insulin. For the

sake of clarity, we only show the diseases that have been predicted by the black box,

which correspond to non-zero elements of the binary label vector 𝑦 ∈ 𝒴(𝑙) = {0, 1}𝑙.

5.3.2 Neighborhood Generation

The goal of this phase is to create a local training set 𝑍 for the local surrogate model

𝑐 which contains the local decision behavior of the multi-label black box 𝑏. Locality

means that the instances of such a training set should be neighbors of the instance

to explain 𝑥. In addition to being local, this training set should also be expressive

enough to include instances with both decisions equal to 𝑏(𝑥), i.e. 𝑏(𝑧)=𝑏(𝑥) and de-

cisions different from 𝑏(𝑥), i.e, 𝑏(𝑧) ̸=𝑏(𝑥). Given the multi-label setting, which grows

exponentially the number of possible combinations of labels satisfying 𝑏(𝑧) ̸=𝑏(𝑥), we

can not include in 𝑍 all the possible ways in which the black box decision differ from

𝑦 = 𝑏(𝑥). Our hypothesis is that we can build a local neighborhood 𝑍 that is both

expressive and local by considering locality both in the features space 𝒳 (𝑚) and in

the label space 𝒴(𝑙).

In order to do so we propose two approaches that first identify a core real neigh-

borhood 𝑋* of 𝑥 using a distance function that takes into consideration both feature

space and label space. This set of instances is selected from a set of known instances

�̂�∈𝒳 (𝑚) that may be a set of instances of the training set, a set of instances to be

explained or in general, a set of instances belonging to the same domain of 𝑥 (in our

experiments, we setup �̂� as the instances to explain in the test set). Once identified

this core of real instances, we use them to derive the empirical local distributions of

features around 𝑥, and then we randomly generate the set of synthetic neighbors 𝑍

according to these distributions.

We tested two ways of considering locality both in the features space and in the

label space to which correspond two different distance functions. In the following,

we describe MARLENA-m and MARLENA-u, the two resulting versions of

MARLENA.
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Figure 5-3: (1st plot) 2D feature space with multi-label instances having 3 types of
different labels, the arrow points out the instance to explain. (2nd plot) MARLENA-
m selects 𝛼𝑘 neighbors in the feature space. (3rd plot) MARLENA-m selects (1−𝛼)𝑘
neighbors in the latent space. (4th plot) The resulting mixed neighborhood obtained
merging merge the previous sets of instances.

MARLENA-m: mixed neighborhood

This method introduces a parameter 𝛼 ∈ [0, 1] which allow us to set the percentage

of neighbors that we want to take from the features space. MARLENA-m selects

from the given instances �̂� a core of 𝑘 real neighbors 𝑋* = 𝑋𝑓 ∪ 𝑋𝑙, where 𝑘 =

𝑘𝑓 + 𝑘𝑙, 𝑘𝑓=𝛼𝑘 and 𝑘𝑙=(1−𝛼)𝑘

• The set 𝑋𝑓 is composed of the 𝑘𝑓 instances �̂� ∈ �̂� closest to 𝑥 with respect to

the feature space 𝒳 (𝑚), according to a distance function 𝑑𝑓 (𝑥, �̂�)

• The set 𝑋𝑙 comprises the 𝑘𝑙 instances �̂� ∈ �̂� closest to 𝑥 with respect to the

target space 𝒴(𝑙), i.e., the black box decision, according to a distance function

𝑑𝑙(𝑏(𝑥), 𝑏(�̂�)).

The parameter 𝛼 is then an hyperparameter of the MARLENA-m approach to

be set according to the task at hand. Our hypothesis is that such parameters helps

exploring the expressiveness of the created neighborhood (instances in 𝑋𝑙 which are

close to 𝑥 with respect to the black-box decision are not necessarily close to 𝑥 in the

feature space). Low values of 𝛼 could bring to the generation of a sparse real core

neighborhood in the feature space. Figure 5-3 shows a graphical representation of

mixed neighborhood generation starting from a sample dataset with three different

labels (left most plot).
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Figure 5-4: (1st plot) 2D feature space with multi-label instances having 3 types of
different labels, the arrow points out the instance to explain. (2nd plot) MARLENA-
u selects 𝑘 neighbors using the distance function which combines distances in the
features and in the label space generating in one single step the unified neighborhood.
(3rd plot) MARLENA-u perturb the core of 𝑘 neighbors generating a dense synthetic
neighborhood around the instance to explain.

MARLENA-u: unified neighborhood.

This method selects from the given instances �̂� a core of 𝑘 real neighbors 𝑋* as

the 𝑘 instances �̂� ∈ �̂� closest to 𝑥 with respect to both the feature space 𝒳 (𝑚)and

the target space 𝒴(𝑙), according to a distance function 𝑑𝑢(𝑥, �̂�, 𝑏) which combines 𝑑𝑓

and 𝑑𝑙:

𝑑𝑢(𝑥, �̂�, 𝑏) =
𝑚

𝑚+ 𝑙
· df (𝑥, �̂�) +

𝑙

𝑚+ 𝑙
· 𝑑𝑙(𝑏(𝑥), 𝑏(�̂�))

.

For an example see Figure 5-4 (1st plot) and (2nd plot).

Both approaches are parametric with respect to the distance functions 𝑑𝑓 (·, ·) and

𝑑𝑙(·, ·). Since we have binary vectors with length 𝑙, in the target space we use the

Hamming distance as 𝑑𝑙(·, ·). On the other hand, in the feature space we account

for the presence of mixed types of features by a weighted sum of the Hamming

distance [346] for categorical features, and of the normalized Euclidean distance1 for

continuous features. Thus, assuming 𝑠 categorical features and 𝑚 − 𝑠 continuous

ones, we use:

𝑑𝑓 (𝑥, �̂�) =
𝑠

𝑚
· Hamming(𝑥, �̂�) +

𝑚− 𝑠

𝑚
· nEuclidean(𝑥, �̂�)

Beside 𝛼 for MARLENA-m, both approaches have two other hyperparameters:
1http://reference.wolfram.com/language/ref/NormalizedSquaredEuclideanDistance.

html
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the number of core real neighbors 𝑘 and the number of synthetic neighbors 𝑍 to

generate 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛. All of these parameters need to be set according to the task at hand

and to the characteristics of the dataset.

Synthetic neighborhood creation

Once identified the set of core real neighbors 𝑋* from the available set of instances

�̂�, MARLENA generates a dense synthetic neighborhood 𝑍 of 𝑥 using the empirical

features distributions of 𝑋*. In particular, in our experiments, for each continu-

ous features we sampled from a Gaussian 𝒩 (𝜇;𝜎2) distribution having mean and

variance equal to the ones calculated from the empirical distribution for that fea-

ture in 𝑋*. Similarly, for each categorical feature we randomly sampled one value

according to its empirical frequency in 𝑋*. However, we stress that our approach

can be employed with other kinds of sampling. We can see the an example of the

resulting synthetic neighborhood 𝑍 resulting from a unified core real neighborhood

in Figure 5-4 (3rd plot).

Rule-based explanations

Given the synthetic neighborhood 𝑍 of 𝑥, the second step is to build an interpretable

classifier 𝑐 trained on the instances 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍 labeled with the black box decision 𝑏(𝑧).

Such a classifier is intended to mimic the behavior of 𝑏 locally in the 𝑍 neigh-

borhood. MARLENA adopts multi-label decision tree as interpretable classifier 𝑐

as it makes easy the explanation extraction. Indeed, given the multi-label decision

tree 𝑐, we derive the decision rule representing the explanation as a root-leaf path

in the tree, i.e., the decision rule 𝑟 = (𝑝 → 𝑦) is formed by including in 𝑝 the split

conditions on the path from the root to the leaf node that is satisfied by the instance

𝑥, and setting 𝑦 = 𝑐(𝑥). By construction, the rule 𝑟 is consistent with 𝑐 and satisfied

by 𝑥.
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5.3.3 Experiments

In this section, we describe the experiments we carried out to evaluate the perfor-

mance of MARLENA. We first present the experimental setup and then we show

the results of our analyses which prove that the proposed multi-label local approach

is more effective than a global one. We study the effect of the neighborhood gener-

ation parameter 𝛼 on MARLENA-m performance, and we provide a qualitative

and quantitative evaluation of the multi-label explanations. MARLENA was de-

veloped in Python2, we used the sklearn implementation of the multi-label decision

tree as interpretable classifier.

Datasets

We ran experiments on three real-world multi-label tabular datasets: yeast [105],

woman3 and medical [278]:

• The yeast dataset is a collection of yeast microarray expressions and phyloge-

netic profiles which can be used to learn the yeast gene functional categories.

One row of this dataset represents a gene, and the labels are its associated

functional classes. Each gene might belong to more than one functional class.

• The woman dataset contains survey data about women health-care require-

ments gathered by a US non-profit organization. One row of this dataset

contains the questionnaire replies of one woman concerning her demographics,

pregnancies, family planning, use of health care services, and medical insur-

ance. The labels of this dataset are the health-care requirements.

• The medical dataset contains a corpus of fully anonymized clinical text. Each

document in the corpus is associated with a set of ICD-9 codes which represents

the diagnosis associated with the clinical report. To each report might be

assigned several ICD-9 codes.

2Source code, datasets, and the scripts for reproducing experiments are publicly available at
https://github.com/riccotti/ExplainMultilabelClassifiers

3https://www.kaggle.com/ravikrishnareddy/multi-label-classification
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Dataset instances features labels avg. labels RF SVM MLP
yeast 2,417 117 14 4.24 .62 .62 .64

women 14,644 44 14 3.53 .71 .72 .71
medical 978 1449 45 1.25 .37 .79 .77

Table 5.1: Real health-related dataset information and black box performance (F1-
measure).

The woman dataset includes both categorical and continuous features, the yeast

only continuous features and the medical dataset contains only binary features that

represent the presence or absence of each word in each document. Details of the

datasets after missing values correction 4 and black box performance are reported in

Table 5.1. To train the black boxes, we randomly split the yeast and woman dataset

into a training and a test set containing respectively 70% and 30% of the instances.

For the medical dataset we use the partitioning described in the related paper [278].

Black box classifiers

After the training phase we used the black boxes to classify the instances in the

test set, denoted by 𝑋, and we used the MARLENA approach to explain such

decisions. We denote by 𝑌 the decisions provided by the black box 𝑏 on 𝑋, and

with 𝑌 the decisions provided by the explainer 𝑐. We underline that the black box

performance is not the focus of our work: once the black box is trained on the

training set we forget about the real label associated with each instance and we use

the black box labels as target labels for the training of the decision tree.

We experimented the following predictors as black boxes: Random Forests (RF),

Support Vector Machines (SVM), and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)5. For each

black box, we performed an hyper-parameters tuning using a five-fold cross-validation

and a randomized search over a grid of parameters on the training set.
4We replace the missing values with the mean for continuous variables and with the mode for

categorical ones. We remove the features with more than 40% of missing values.
5Implementations are those of scikit-learn library.
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Evaluation Measures.

We adopt the following metrics to evaluate MARLENA’s performance in explain-

ing black box decisions and in mimicking its local behavior. Aggregated values of

fidelity and hit are reported by averaging them over the set 𝑋.

• fidelity(𝑌, 𝑌 )∈[0, 1]. It compares the decisions of the interpretable classifier

𝑐 to those of the black box 𝑏 on the set 𝑋. The s-fidelity measures the per-

formance on the synthetic neighborhood, 𝑋=𝑍. The r-fidelity measures the

performance on the core real neighborhood, 𝑋=�̂�. It answers the question:

“how good is 𝑐 at mimicking 𝑏 in a neighborhood of 𝑥?". We measure it using

the F1-measure [346].

• hit(𝑦, 𝑦)∈[0, 1]. It compares the prediction of 𝑐 and 𝑏 on the instance 𝑥 un-

der analysis. We use the simple match similarity to evaluate it, i.e., 1 −

ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑦, 𝑦). hit(𝑦, 𝑦) = 1 means that 𝑐 correctly identifies all the labels

returned by 𝑏, a value between 0 and 1 means that some labels are misclassifed.

5.3.4 Results

In this section we discuss the results of the experiments set up in previous section.

For both neighborhood generation approaches mixed and union, we set the size of

the synthetic neighborhood as 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛 = 1000, and the size of the core real neighborhood

𝑋* is computed from the size of the set of known instances as follows: 𝑘 = 1
2

√︀
�̂�

The impact of 𝛼 on MARLENA-m

We perform several experiments to assess how MARLENA-m performance are

impacted by the neighborhood generation parameter 𝛼. We measure r-fidelity and

hit for different values of 𝛼, the results are show in figure 5-5. We observe that,

contrary to our hypothesis, the value of 𝛼 does not have a noticeable impact on the

MARLENA-m performance. Therefore, we can safely set 𝛼=0.7 for the following

analyses, this guarantees the locality in the feature space of the core of real instances

selected to generate the synthetic neighborhood. We recall that high values of 𝛼

favorite neighbors close to 𝑥 in the feature space.
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Figure 5-5: Hit and r-fidelity varying 𝛼 for yeast and woman, upper and lower figure
respectively.

Comparison between the two approaches

To understand if one of the two approaches of neighborhood generation performs

significantly better than the other, we compare them in terms of their s-fidelity and

r-fidelity on the woman and yeast datasets. The results are reported in Tables 5.2.

We observe that the two approaches have comparable performance, but the mixed

approach performs slightly better on the synthetic neighborhood.

s-fidelity r-fidelity
Black Box mixed unified mixed unified

RF .94 ± .02 .90 ± .05 .89 ± .09 .87 ± .11
SVM .91 ± .05 .87 ± .07 .65 ± .20 .68 ± .21
MLP .93 ± .07 .91 ± .11 .68 ± .22 .68 ± .21

Table 5.2: Fidelity (mean ± stddev) of MARLENA-m and MARLENA-u on all
datasets.

Dataset yeast woman medical
Black Box mixed union mixed union mixed union

RF .93 ± .03 .92 ± .04 .94 ± .02 .90 ± .05 .93 ± .06 .90 ± .12
SVM .84 ± .07 .84 ± .08 .92 ± .03 .88 ± .05 .95 ± .05 .86 ± .14
MLP .90 ± .05 .90 ± .06 .95 ± .02 .94 ± .04 .80 ± .12 .72 ± .20

Table 5.3: s-fidelity (mean ± stddev) of MARLENA mixed and union for each
dataset.
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Dataset yeast woman medical
Black Box mixed union mixed union mixed union

RF .89 ± .06 .90 ± .06 .89 ± .09 .87 ± .12 .94 ± .09 .97 ± .06
SVM .86 ± .08 .86 ± .08 .57 ± .16 .60 ± .18 .92 ± .12 .97 ± .06
MLP .89 ± .06 .89 ± .07 .62 ± .21 .61 ± .19 .81 ± .20 .89 ± .14

Table 5.4: r-fidelity (mean ± stddev) of MARLENA mixed and union for each
dataset.

We want to highlight that all the reported aggregated performance considers

only instances for which an explanation is returned. Indeed, for some instances of

the medical dataset using the RF black box an explanation is not returned. This

is due to the fact that, as reported in table 5.1, the performance of the RF on the

medical dataset is very poor. This means that when labeling the synthetic neighbors

generated by MARLENA, such black box always returns the same label, creating a

training set for the surrogate model which does not contain any decision different

then the one of the instance to be explained, i.e, the synthetic neighborhood is not

expressive enough. When this happens, MARLENA learn a dummy decision tree

with no internal nodes which always classify instances with the same level. This

translates into the creation of a rule with no premises. The creation of a non-

expressive local neighborhood might also be due to the fact that some instances are

far from the decision boundary.

The impact of the cohesion of the dataset

We can also see how the aggregated performance on all datasets show lower values

of r-fidelity when our methods are used to explain SVM and MLP decisions. Look-

ing at r-fidelity values in Table 5.2, we observe that this behaviour is due to weak

performance on the woman dataset. This gap of performance among the different

datasets is due to the different levels of cohesion of the data points selected in the

core real neighborhood in the feature space.

In order to quantitatively measure the level of cohesion of each neighborhood,

we compute the SSE (Sum of Squared Errors [346]) employing distance function 𝑑𝑓
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Figure 5-6: Distributions of mean mixed distance among core real neighborhood
points.

defined in section 5.3.2. In Figure 5-6 we report the distribution of SSE values, i.e.,

the mean values of distances among the data points in the core real neighborhoods

for each dataset. We observe how the data points in the woman dataset are more

distant from the center of their neighborhood, compared to those of the other two

datasets. This impacts the performance of the methods because selecting data

points scattered in the feature space for the core real neighborhood generates a

synthetic neighborhood which does not preserve the locality around the instance to

be explained.

Quantitative comparison with a global decision tree

Since most of the XAI methods are not directly applicable to the multi-label case,

we compared MARLENA against a global approach based on a multi-label decision

tree directly trained on all the set of instances that needed explanations labeled by

the black box. In particular, we compared the performance of MARLENA to the

one of a Global Decision Tree (GDT) for hit-performance and rule lenght. We used

rule lenght as a measure of comprehensibility of the provided explanation. Indeed, a

long rule, i.e., a long explanation, put a high cognitive load on the end user. There-

fore shorter rules are preferable.

The results for both the mixed and unified approaches are shown in Table 5.5

and Table 5.6, respectively. Usually, a global approach to explainability based on

approximating the whole black box decision boundary with a single decision tree
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Dataset yeast woman medical
Black Box MARLENA-m GDT MARLENA-m GDT MARLENA-m GDT

RF .97 ± .05 .98 ± .04 .95 ± .06 .99 ± .04 1.00 ± .01 1.00 ± .01
SVM .95 ± .06 .93 ± .07 .87 ± .09 .99 ± .03 1.00 ± .01 .99 ± .01
MLP .97 ± .05 .94 ± .07 .82 ± .13 .99 ± .03 .99 ± .01 .99 ± .01

Table 5.5: Hit performance comparison (mean and standard deviation).

Dataset yeast woman medical
Black Box MARLENA-u GDT MARLENA-u GDT MARLENA-u GDT

RF .97 ± .05 .98 ± .04 .94 ± .07 .99 ± .04 1.00 ± .00 1.00 ± .01
SVM .95 ± .06 .93 ± .07 .87 ± .09 .99 ± .03 1.00 ± .01 .99 ± .01
MLP .96 ± .05 .94 ± .07 .81 ± .12 .99 ± .03 1.00 ± .01 .99 ± .01

Table 5.6: Hit performance comparison (mean and standard deviation).

should be a weak alternative to a local approach. Indeed, a single decision tree

should not have the expressive power to capture the whole complex decision-making

process of the black box. However, in this case the the hit performance of the global

decision tree (GDT) are high, all above 0.93. This makes the GDT a non-trivial

baseline. The high mimicking performance of the global approach is probably due to

the characteristics of the selected datasets (small number of instances and generally

low degree of multi-labeledness, i.e., the average number of labels per instance). We

show that our approaches outperform the global one in mimicking the SVM and the

MLP black box on the yeast dataset. However, although MARLENA in some cases

performs worse in terms of hit, it always greatly outperforms the GDT in terms of

rule interpretability. Indeed, as shown in Tables 5.7 and 5.8, MARLENA always

produces explanations (decision rules) with considerable lower number of conditions

in the rule premise. The reduction of rule length is really important especially on

woman dataset.

Dataset yeast woman medical
Black Box MARLENA-m GDT MARLENA-m GDT MARLENA-m GDT

RF 2.92 ± 2.27 9.09 ± 3.35 4.30 ± .98 13.20 ± 4.56 1.41 ± 1.90 7.70 ± 3.12
SVM 3.29 ± 2.24 5.68 ± 1.47 4.31 ± 1.51 16.30 ± 6.61 5.35 ± 1.67 11.76 ± 4.82
MLP 2.44 ± 1.99 6.70 ± 2.36 2.93 ± 1.17 14.85 ± 6.17 4.58 ± 1.40 10.77 ± 5.40

Table 5.7: Mean rule length and standard deviation comparison between
MARLENA-m and GDT.
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Dataset yeast woman medical
Black Box MARLENA-u GDT MARLENA-u GDT MARLENA-u GDT

RF 2.91 ± 2.44 9.09 ± 3.35 4.36 ± 1.19 13.20 ± 4.56 1.80 ± 2.01 7.70 ± 3.12
SVM 3.18 ± 1.99 5.68 ± 1.47 4.36 ± 1.62 16.30 ± 6.61 4.31 ± 2.32 11.76 ± 4.82
MLP 2.70 ± 2.30 6.70 ± 2.36 2.77 ± 1.42 14.85 ± 6.17 4.50 ± 1.75 10.77 ± 5.40

Table 5.8: Mean rule length and standard deviation comparison between
MARLENA-u and GDT.

Qualitative comparison with a global decision tree

We now make a qualitative comparison of the explanations provided by MARLENA-
m and the GDT. We consider explanations for black box behavior on the medical
dataset since its features are easily comprehensible also by non-experts. What fol-
lows is an example of an explanation for the SVM black box where both MARLENA-
m (𝑒M ) and the GDT (𝑒G) predict the same labels as the black box. In the medical
dataset the classification task is to map words coming from clinical notes to one
or more diagnosis. The following explanations highlights which are the words that
influenced more the black box decision with their presence or absence. We highlight
words common to both explanations as they probably are the most important for
the decision.

𝑒M = {duplication=0, reflux=0,hydronephrosis=1,normal=1,pyelectasis=1,mild=1}

→ [Urinaryincontinence,Hydronephrosis]

𝑒G = {cough=0, reflux=0, tract=0,neurogenic=0,hydronephrosis=1, hydroureter=0,

evaluate=0,pyelectasis=1, follow=1}

→ [Urinaryincontinence,Hydronephrosis]

We observe that the GDT’s explanation is longer and more confusing since it
contains words falling outside the context of kidney problems, like cough, and generic

words such as evaluate and follow.

5.3.5 Lessons learned

We have proposed MARLENA a model agnostic approach to address the multi-

label black box outcome explanation problem. Our approach learns a local classifier

on a synthetic neighborhood generated by a strategy suitable for multi-label deci-

sions. Then, it derives from the interpretable local prediction a meaningful expla-

nation represented by a decision rule, explaining the reasons for the decision. We
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have proposed two strategies for the synthetic neighborhood generation that take

into consideration the particular structure of the multi-label decision. Our experi-

mentation shows that MARLENA presents an acceptable performance in terms of

accuracy in mimicking the black box and is able to produce explanations represented

by compact rules. In the following, a summary of some key aspects emerging from

the analysis:

• Local multi-label decision trees can provide high-quality explanations in terms

of fidelity to the black box, hit and compact rules.

• Contrary to our initial hypothesis, considering locality both in the features

and in the label space does not seem to make a difference in terms of fidelity

and hit. This suggests that it is sufficient to consider neighbors in the feature

space.

• Training the surrogate model on a synthetic neighborhood created starting

from a set or real neighbors allows to capture the local features distributions.

• Some data points are harder to explain because they are far away from the

decision boundary. This issue is easily solvable by increasing the number 𝑘 of

core real neighbors until the resulting synthetic ones are labeled with different

kinds of black box decisions.

• The results show that different levels of local data density highly impact the

quality of neighborhood generation. This issue is a drawback of building the

training set of the surrogate model starting from the first real neighbors in

the dataset: if the dataset is sparse, then the synthetic neighborhood will not

preserve locality. This issue is highly dependant on the dataset and can be

solved by reducing the initial number of core real neighbors.

• Perturbing independently each feature when creating the local synthetic neigh-

borhood do not consider important relationships between features (thus po-

tentially creating unrealistic instances), we will address this issue in the next

section by performing perturbations that takes into considerations semantic

relationships between features.
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• The introduced approach is agnostic with respect to the black box because it

does not use any internal model parameters. However, the current implemen-

tation of the presented methodology is only suitable for tabular data. In the

next section, we will build on the above insights to develop a new method also

applicable to sequential data.
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5.4 Doctor XAI: sequential and ontology-linked data

In this section, we introduce Doctor XAI, a novel explainability technique able

to deal with multi-labeled, sequential, ontology-linked data. Doctor XAI is a post-

hoc interpretability method that focuses on local explanations, i.e., it explains the

rationale behind the classification of a single data point. It is also model-agnostic,

as it produces explanations whose computation is not based on the black-box inner

parameters or structure. In this regard, Doctor XAI is similar to other black-box-

agnostic techniques [302, 303, 143, 268]. However, to the best of our knowledge,

ours is the first agnostic XAI technique applicable to sequential and ontology-linked

data classification.

Given a patient whose clinical history classification needs an explanation, Doc-

tor XAI first generates a local synthetic neighborhood around the selected patient

exploiting the semantic information encoded in the ontology and uses the black-box

model to label it. Then it transforms the clinical history of such synthetic patients

into a format suitable to train a decision tree. This transformation allows taking the

sequential nature of the data into account. Finally, Doctor XAI trains a decision

tree on the labeled synthetic neighborhood, and it extracts an explanation in the

form of a decision rule.

We applied Doctor XAI to explain the decisions of Doctor AI [72], a recurrent

neural network which takes as input patients’ sequential EHR data and predicts the

next visit set of diagnoses. We compared the quality of the explanations provided by

Doctor XAI against those of the same technique without the ontological information.

We show how exploiting the semantic information encoded in the ontology increases

the performance of the explainability technique across all the evaluated metrics. We

want to highlight that, even if our system deals by design with sequential, multi-

labeled, ontology-based data, none of these features is strictly necessary: Doctor XAI

can be used with datasets displaying any combination of the three aforementioned

features, by exploiting only the corresponding specific modules.
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5.4.1 Ontology use in machine learning and XAI

In our work, we exploit the ontology of ICD-9 diagnosis codes (see section 5.1.5) to

increase the fidelity performance of the interpretable model to the black-box. The in-

crease in predictive performance, thanks to the infusion of knowledge in the learning

procedure, was adopted in several other works. For example, in [73], the authors use

an attention mechanism that leverages the medical ontology of ICD-9 to learn a code

representation that combines the embeddings of its ontology ancestors. They then

train this attention mechanism together with an RNN with GRU units to improve

the classification performance of prediction of the predictive model. They show that

the performance is increased by 10% with respect to a basic model that does not

exploit the medical ontology. Furthermore, they show that the learned representa-

tion of medical codes aligns with medical knowledge. Moreover, the authors of [283]

show how disease classification performance can improve using features based on

the ICD-9 codes semantic similarity. To compute the ontological similarity among

sets of ICD-9 codes, i.e., a visit, they first calculate the semantic similarity of each

pair of terms in the sequences as the importance of their lowest common ancestor in

the hierarchy and then take the maximum of these similarities as the similarity of

the two sequences. This approach over-estimates the similarity of the two sequences

since it is sufficient to have one ICD-9 code in common to have similarity equal to

one. The importance of the lowest common ancestor is related to the level of the

term in the hierarchy; according to the authors this feature is related to the rarity

of the disease, but it just captures how well specified is the disease. However, even

with this basic approach to encoding medical knowledge into the learning process,

the performance of the algorithms is increased. We use a more sophisticated ap-

proach to compute patients similarity as detailed in Section 5.4.3. Closely related to

ours, is the work presented in [82] where the authors use ontologies in the training

of the surrogate model. In particular, they used a custom ontology to constrain the

training of a surrogate global decision tree (DT) and perform a user study proving

that if the nodes of the DT represents more general concept, the understandability

of the explanation increases.
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5.4.2 Methods

In this section, we introduce the components of Doctor XAI and how they form

the full explanation pipeline. Our technique solve the outcome explanation prob-

lem (detailed in section 5.1.1) by learning an interpretable classifier able to mimic

the decision boundary of the black-box that is relevant to the decision taken for a

particular instance. In other words, given an instance 𝑥 and its black-box outcome

𝑦 = 𝑏(𝑥), an explanation is extracted for this individual decision from an inherently

interpretable model 𝑐 trained to mimic the local behavior of 𝑏.

For our approach, we follow the pipeline already presented in section 5.3 of

generating a set of synthetic instances (the synthetic neighborhood) surrounding the

instance 𝑥 we want to explain by perturbing a set of real neighbors taken from

a set of available instances, then labeling them utilizing the black-box 𝑏, training

an interpretable model 𝑐 on such labeled neighborhood, and finally extracting an

explanation in the form of a symbolic rule. However, we have developed specific

modules in order to deal with the temporal dimension in the data and exploit linked

structural knowledge representation: Figure 5-7 illustrates our explanation pipeline.

5.4.3 The explanation pipeline

The starting point is the data point whose black-box prediction we are interested

in explaining. As the first step, we select the data points that are closest to the

instance to be explained in the available dataset: these points are called the real

neighbors of the instance.

We can either select the closest data points according to a standard distance

metric, such as the Jaccard one or exploit ontology-base similarities. We describe

the latter in Subsection 5.4.3. In both cases, we obtain a set of real neighbors, each

of which is represented as a sequence.

We then generate the synthetic neighborhood perturbing the first real neigh-
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Figure 5-7: The explanation pipeline

bors to ensure the locality of the augmented neighborhood. The synthetic neighbors’

sampling is crucial to the purpose of auditing black-box models.

Ideally, the synthetic instances should be drawn from the true underlying lo-

cal distribution. Unfortunately, this distribution is generally unknown, and how to

generate meaningful synthetic patients is still an open question. While most state-

of-the-art agnostic explainers employ random perturbations, we use the domain

knowledge encoded in the ICD-9 ontology to generate more meaningful synthetic

instances, as explained in Subsection 5.4.3. It could be argued that the interpretable

model could be trained directly on the closest real neighbors. However, the ratio-

nale behind the generation of synthetic neighbors is that we want to build a dense

training set for the interpretable classifier 𝑐 in order to increase its performance in
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mimicking the black-box.

Unlike other explanation techniques, we do not perturb directly the features of

the instance whose black-box decision we want to explain. By doing so, we prevent

the case of generating a synthetic neighborhood containing only instances with the

same black-box classification - a situation that would make the training of any in-

terpretable model impossible. In other words, we ensure the expressiveness of the

synthetic neighborhood, i.e., the black-box classifications are heterogeneous among

the synthetic neighbors.

For the perturbation steps in our pipeline, we can follow two alternative paths,

represented by the red and blue arrows in Figure 5-7 (the two paths share the black

arrows). The red path is based on the normal perturbation, which we describe

in Subsection 5.4.3; the blue path involves the ontological perturbation, as de-

scribed in Subsection 5.4.3. Both paths involve steps of temporal encoding/decod-

ing (with the relative algorithms described in Subsection 5.4.3), since the black-box

model requires a sequential input, whereas the interpretable one requires a tabular

(flat) one.

The red path is based on the normal perturbation: first, the real neighbors

are encoded (flattened) into sparse vectors. Then the normal perturbation is applied

in order to obtain a synthetic neighborhood - and this kind of data can be fed to

an interpretable model. In order to obtain the labels for the synthetic data points,

however, we have to decode them (back into sequences) so that we can feed them to

our black-box model for labeling. Once we have both the synthetic neighborhood

and the corresponding labels, we can train the interpretable model, and finally, ex-

tract symbolic rules.

Similarly to [268], we chose a multi-label decision tree as inherently interpretable

classifier 𝑐. From such decision tree, we extract rule-based explanations in the form

𝑝 → 𝑦 where 𝑦 = 𝑐(𝑥). The explanations are extracted by including in the rule
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premise 𝑝 all the split conditions on the path from the root to the leaf node that is

satisfied by the instance 𝑥.

The blue path involves the ontological perturbation. In this case, we can

apply the perturbation directly on sequential data, obtain a synthetic neighborhood

as a set of sequences, and feed them to the black-box model for labeling. However,

as it was for the red path, the interpretable model requires a tabular input, so we

proceed to flatten (time-encode) the synthetic neighbors in a set of vectors. At this

point, the blue path follows the same final steps as described above: training of the

interpretable model and extraction of symbolic rules.

We remark that, while we followed a general framework for our model-agnostic

explanation pipeline, we have extended the framework with novel contributions in

order to deal with structured data and sequential data respectively. We observe

that these components can be independently plugged in an explanation pipeline

according to the nature of the data point to be explained.

Ontological Neighborhood

In this section, we define a new distance measure that allows us to select the seman-

tically closest neighbors of the instance whose decision we want to explain.

Each patient’s clinical history is represented as a list of visits, which in turn are

encoded as lists of ICD-9 codes. Every instance is therefore a list of lists of ICD-9

codes. More formally, if we define the set of ICD-9 codes as 𝒞 = {𝑐1, 𝑐2, . . . , 𝑐|𝒞|},

each patient’s clinical history is represented by a sequence of visits 𝑉1, . . . , 𝑉𝑀 such

that 𝑉𝑖 ⊆ 𝒞. A simple example of a patient clinical history representation is as

follows:

[[433.10, 453.81], [453.81], [453.81, 788.5, 790.01]]

The patient visited the hospital three times; the condition 453.81 (Acute embolism

and thrombosis of superficial veins of unspecified upper extremity) is chronic, con-
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dition 433.10 (Occlusion and stenosis of carotid artery without mention of cerebral

infarction) was observed on the first visit only, whereas two new conditions (with

codes 788.5 and 790.01) were diagnosed only in the third visit.

We observe that multi-hot encoding all occurring ICD-9 codes is a fairly ineffi-

cient representation for visits - the obvious drawback being the size of the encoding

vector corresponding to the size of the ICD-9 dictionary. Furthermore, this posi-

tional representation does not encode the semantic distance from ICD-9 codes - a

patient with food poisoning, one with a broken hand and one with a broken wrist

are equally distant from a purely Hamming-based perspective. In order to mine the

semantically similar data points, we introduce an ontology-based distance metric.

Code-to-code similarity Each ICD-9 code represents a medical concept in a

hierarchical ontology, these concepts are the nodes of the graph-representation of

such ontology, and it is therefore possible to compute distance and similarity scores

among any pair of them. Several similarity metrics could be selected; in this paper,

we adopt the Wu-Palmer similarity score (WuP) [389] because it is one of the most

commonly used for ICD-9 ontologies [180, 14, 131]. Given two ICD-9 nodes 𝑐1 and

𝑐2, let 𝐿 be their lowest common ancestor (LCA) and 𝑅 be the root of the ICD-9

ontology; also let 𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) be the number of hops (steps) required to reach node 𝑦

from node 𝑥 following the ontology links. The WuP similarity measure between 𝑐1

and 𝑐2 corresponds to:

𝑊𝑢𝑃 (𝑐1, 𝑐2) =
2 * 𝑑(𝐿,𝑅)

𝑑(𝑐1, 𝐿) + 𝑑(𝑐2, 𝐿) + 2 * 𝑑(𝐿,𝑅)

𝑊𝑢𝑃 (𝑐1, 𝑐2) ∈ [0, 1] for any couple of ICD-9 nodes. The lower bound 0 is obtained

when 𝑑(𝐿,𝑅) = 0, that is, when the LCA of 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 is the root node. Conversely,

a node has WuP-similarity 1 with itself. By relying on the underlying ICD-9 ontol-

ogy, we can therefore use the WuP similarity to compute pairwise distances between

ICD-9 codes. This yields a much more fine-grained analysis compared to a coarse

Hamming similarity.
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Visit-to-visit distance Having defined a code-to-code distance, the following

step is to compute distances at the visit level - since visits are defined as lists of oc-

curring ICD-9 codes. We adopted the weighted Levenshtein [213] distance, a string

metric for measuring the difference between two sequences as the minimum number

of single-character edits (insertions, deletions or substitutions) required to change

one sequence into the other. The weighted version of the Levenshtein distance al-

lows defining custom insertion/deletion/edit costs. We have set 1 − 𝑊𝑢𝑃 (𝑐1, 𝑐2)

as edit cost for modifying 𝑐1 into 𝑐2, and 1 as insertion/deletion (indel) cost (since

𝑊𝑢𝑃 (𝑐1, 𝑐2) ≥ 0, 1 − 𝑊𝑈𝑃 (𝑐1, 𝑐2) ≤ 1) in order to favor edits over indels. This

gives us a distance metric between pairs of visits which is based on the similarity

between the ICD-9 codes occurring in each of the two visits.

Patient-to-patient distance The third step is to compute a patient-to-patient

distance metric based on how similar the visits of the two patients are. In order to

do so, we adopted the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm [38], again using

the pairwise visit distances provided by the weighted Levenshtein algorithm as edit

distance. The sequences of visits are warped non-linearly in the time dimension to

determine a measure of their similarity independent of certain non-linear variations

in the time dimension. This final step provides us with the pairwise distances for all

patients (data points) in the dataset, thus enabling us to select real neighbors with

ontologically similar conditions w.r.t. the data point to explain.

Ontological Perturbation

As previously mentioned, after selecting the first real neighbors of the instance whose

decision we want to explain, we perturb them in order to generate synthetic neigh-

bors. There are mainly two ways to perform an ontology-based perturbation on an

instance: by masking or replacing some conditions (ICD-9 codes) in the patient’s

clinical history according to their relationships in the ontology. We decided to adopt

the first type of perturbation in order to limit the amount of noise injected in the

training set of the interpretable classifier. The idea behind perturbing the patient’s
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Figure 5-8: (1st plot) The node corresponding to the randomly selected ICD-9 code
(276.4) of the patient is highlighted in red in the ICD-9 ontology graph represen-
tation. (2nd plot). The ontological superconcept of the selected ICD-9 is selected
and highlighted (276). (3rd plot) All ICD-9 codes all having as parent the identified
superconcept are selected and removed from the patient (codes 276.1, 276.2 and
276.4).

history in this way is that we want to explore how the black-box label changes if

we mask all the semantically-similar items from the sequence. Furthermore, the

ontological perturbation of instances takes into account by-design the relationships

among the single features (in this case the ICD-9 codes) thus creating more realistic

synthetic instances. We decided to randomly mask all the occurrences of the items

with the same least common superconcept. By doing so, we are exploring how a

general condition (a higher concept in the ontology) is affecting the black-box di-

agnosis. In our case, we are dealing with patients’ clinical history. Each patient’s

clinical history is a sequence of visits, and each visit is represented by lists of ICD-9

codes. In the ICD-9 ontology, all codes are composed of a prefix and a suffix, sep-

arated by a dot: the prefix defines the general condition, and the suffix provides

increasingly specific information. We show an example of the hierarchical structure

of the ICD-9 ontology in Figure 5-2. Our implementation of the ontological per-

turbation is the following: We first randomly select one ICD-9 code in the clinical

history of the patient we want to perturb (a leaf of the ontology), then we mask

all the ICD-9 codes in the patient’s history that share the same prefix (the least

common superconcept). By doing so, we generate synthetic patients that lack a

specific group of semantically similar conditions.

Consider, for example, the following patient:

𝑃 = [[276.1, 276.2], [276.4, 530.1], [507, 530], [276.2, 530.19]]
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Figure 5-9: Example of temporal encoding for a patient

One example of ontological perturbation is the following: we randomly select ICD-9

code 276.4 which is mixed acid-base balance disorder. Starting from this code we

create the synthetic patient

𝑃 * = [[], [530.1], [507, 530], [530.19]]

by masking all the ICD-9 codes related to ICD-9 276, i.e., disorders of fluid electrolyte

and acid-base balance (the least common superconcept). A graphical representation

is shown in Figure 5-8. Note that, without ontological information, we have 7

different codes and therefore 27 potential perturbations, most of which don’t really

isolate different conditions. Conversely, using the ontology we group the occurring

ICD-9 codes in three categories {276*, 507*, 530*}: as a consequence we have 8

potential maskings, each of which isolates a subset of different conditions.

Normal Perturbation

As an alternative to the ontological perturbation of the first real neighbors of the

instance under study, we performed a normal perturbation on such features. This

perturbation applies to a broader number of cases since it does not require an ontol-

ogy to be performed. Given the flattened version of the real neighbors, the normal

perturbation creates the new synthetic instances feature by feature drawing from

a normal distribution with mean and standard deviation of the empirical distri-

bution of that feature in the real neighbors. This perturbation implies the strong

assumption that every feature is independent of the others.
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Figure 5-10: Example of temporal decoding for a patient

Temporal encoding and decoding

As introduced above, the standard data type for longitudinal healthcare data is to

represent a patient as a list of visits, and in turn each visit as a list of occurring

conditions (in our case, ICD-9 codes). There is no inherently interpretable model

able to deal with the multi-label classification of such type of input; therefore, we

need to perform an input transformation that both retains its sequential information

and allows to feed it into an interpretable model - a decision tree in our case.

We introduce a pair of encoding-decoding algorithms so that we can flatten the

temporal dimension when feeding our synthetic neighborhood to the interpretable

model. The binary encoder implements a time-based exponential decay rooted at

the last item of the sequence. Intuitively, each code 𝑐𝑖 in visit 𝑉𝑗 will be given a

score of +.5 if 𝑉𝑗 is the last visit, +.25 if 𝑉𝑗 is the second-to-last visit, and so on.

More formally, when encoding a patient 𝑃 = [𝑉1, .., 𝑉𝑁 ], each code 𝑐 ∈ 𝑃 will be

encoded as follows:

𝐸𝑁(𝑐, 𝑃 ) =
𝑛∑︁

𝑖=1

(1/2𝑛−𝑖+1 if 𝑐 ∈ 𝑉𝑖 else 0)

The encoding is 0 for all items that never occur in that sequence, and it tends to 1

for a growing number of elements in the sequence in which that item occurs. The

encoded (flattened) representation of a patient is therefore a sparse vector of real

numbers, and as such it can be fed to multiple interpretable models.

Conversely, we define the decoding from a sparse vector of real numbers to a sequence
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of visits as:

𝐷𝐸(𝑋, 𝑡, 𝑙) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
[] if 𝑋 = 0 or 𝑙 = 0

𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝐷𝐸(𝑋 − 𝑡, 𝑡/2, 𝑙 − 1), [1]) if 𝑋 > 𝑡

𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝐷𝐸(𝑋, 𝑡/2, 𝑙 − 1), [0]) otherwise

where 𝑋 is the value to be decoded, 𝑡 is initially set at .5 and 𝑙 controls the maximum

length of the generated sequence (we use the average length of the real neighbors).

The result of the decoding is a list of 0s and 1s that indicates the presence/absence

of a certain code.

We show a simple example of temporal encoding in Figure 5-9. In this example,

the patient visited the hospital three times. Each visit contains a set of ICD-9 codes

(for the sake of simplicity here represented as letters). As a first step, a weight is

associated to each visit. Then the weight of each ICD-9 code is computed by adding

the weights of the visits where it occurred. We also show a simple example of tempo-

ral decoding of a flat synthetic patient in Figure 5-10. In this example, we transform

the value of the first ICD-9 code (represented by letter A) into its occurrence in the

sequence. In this example we set the maximum length of the generated sequence

to 𝑙 = 3. It is important to remark that the decoding algorithm, when presented

with perturbed data, might potentially produce arbitrarily long sequences, where

progressively small residuals are mapped to the occurrence of the decoded ICD-9

code in progressively further away visits. The 𝑙-guard was introduced to prevent

this from happening so that flattened synthetic patients match the number of visits

of the flattened real neighbors.

5.4.4 Experiments

Dataset

We ran our experiments on the Multiparameter Intelligent Monitoring in Intensive

Care III (MIMIC-III) database [188]. This database contains de-identified data of

over 40.000 ICU (Intensive Care Unit) patients of the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical
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Center data in Boston collected from 2001 to 2012. We used the information related

to the hospital stay (dates and diagnosis codes) to build the patient clinical history

as performed by the pre-processing script available in Doctor AI GitHub repository6.

This operation removes all patients with less than two visits, some statistics about

the dataset after the pre-processing procedure can be found in Table 5.9.

MIMIC-III

n. of patients 7499
n. of visits 19911
avg. n. of visits per patient 2.65
min. n. of visits per patient 2
max. n. of visits per patient 42
n. of unique ICD-9 codes 4880
n. of unique CSS grouper codes 272
avg. n. of ICD-9 codes per visit 13.06

Table 5.9: MIMIC-III characteristics for patients with more than one visit

The clinical history of each patient is modeled as time-stamped sequence of visits.

As previously mentioned, each visit is represented by a set of ICD-9 diagnosis codes,

these codes are assigned to each patient at the end of his or her hospital stay,

and hospitals use them to bill for care provided. They are organized in a "is-a"

hierarchical tree structure7 that places more general concepts closer to the root of

the tree and more fine-grained concepts closer to the leaves of the tree. The ICD-9

taxonomy and occurring ICD-9 codes in MIMIC are visualized in Figure 5-11. We

used this ontology to measure the similarity between patients’ clinical history as

described in section 5.4.3 and to generate the synthetic neighbors of each patient as

described in section 5.4.3.

Black-box classifier

Doctor AI [72] is a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with Gated Recurrent Units

(GRU) that predicts the patient’s next visit time, diagnoses and medications order.

We focus here only on the diagnosis prediction task of the model. The authors

trained their model on 260.000 patients of the EHRs database of Sutter Health Palo
6https://github.com/mp2893/doctorai
7https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/ICD9CM
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Figure 5-11: ICD-9 ontology. The red dots represent codes occurring in the MIMIC
dataset, the orange ones their parent nodes.

Alto Medical Foundation. The multi-hot input vector representing the diagnoses

at each time-step of patient clinical history is first projected in a lower-dimensional

space and then received as input by a stack of RNN layers implemented using GRUs.

Finally, a Softmax layer is used to predict the diagnosis codes of the next time-

stamp. The predictive performance of Doctor AI are evaluated using recall@n with

𝑛 = 10, 20, 30 achieving 0.79 recall@30.

We trained Doctor AI on MIMIC-III for 50 epochs, using approximately 70%

of patients as the training set, 15% as the validation and 15% as the test set.
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Table 5.10: Doctor AI performance on different datasets.

Dataset and algorithm recall@n
n=10 n=20 n=30

Doctor AI: MIMIC-III 0.350 0.521 0.631
Most frequent: MIMIC-III 0.383 0.473 0.491
Doctor AI: dataset from [72] 0.643 0.743 0.796
Most frequent: dataset from [72] 0.566 0.674 0.717

We built the label for each time step of the sequence by grouping the full-length

ICD-9 codes using CCS single-digit groupers8. By doing so, the dimensionality

of the label space shrinks from 4880 codes to 272 groups of codes. We compare

the predictive performance of Doctor AI trained by us on MIMIC-III dataset with

the ones reported in the original paper in Table 5.10. We also trained a baseline

model to imitate one of the benchmarks of the original paper. This baseline, the

Most frequent, predicts the top-k most frequent labels observed in visits before the

current visit. The fact that we trained Doctor AI on a much smaller dataset lowers

the algorithm’s predictive performance compared to the ones of the original paper.

However, they are in line with the performance on the MIMIC-II dataset discussed

in the original paper. Furthermore, having a good predictive performance is not our

goal; we will use the black-box labels as ground-truth labels for the decision tree. In

our work, we focus on explaining Doctor AI because of the availability of its source

code and because the authors’ results are easily reproducible using open-source data.

However, we want to stress that our method is not specific to this black-box.

Experimental set-up

We decided to test our explanation method on a cohort of 1.000 randomly selected

patients from the MIMIC database. We put each of these 1.000 patients through 3

different explanation pipelines and we explained their top-10 CCS-codes prediction.

The first two exploit the ontological information encoded into ICD-9 codes, whereas

the last one can also be used to explain sequential data classification if an ontology

is missing. We aim to show that exploiting the ontological information in the data
8https://www.hcup-us.ahrq.gov/toolssoftware/ccs/ccs.jsp
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increases the explanation quality.

• Ontological pipeline with ontological perturbation - Dr.XAI. This pipeline fully

exploits the knowledge encoded into the ICD-9 ontology to create the synthetic

neighborhood. Given a patient whose black-box decision we want to explain,

it selects its first 𝑘 neighbors in the dataset using the ontological distance

described in section 5.4.3 and then it generates the synthetic neighborhood by

perturbing them using the ontological perturbations described in section 5.4.3.

This pipeline corresponds to the blue path of Figure 5-7 using the Ontological

similarity.

• Ontological pipeline with normal perturbation. This pipeline selects the first

𝑘 real neighbors of the instance to explain using the ontological distance, but

then it creates the synthetic neighborhood by perturbing these instances using

the normal perturbation described in section 5.4.3. This pipeline corresponds

to the red path of Figure 5-7 using the Ontological similarity.

• Non-ontological pipeline with normal perturbation. This pipeline does not use

the semantic information encoded in the ICD-9 codes. It first selects the 𝑘 real

neighbors of the instance to be explained using Jaccard similarity between each

patient visit and then it perturbs them by using normal perturbations 5.4.3.

This pipeline corresponds to the red path of Figure 5-7 using the Jaccard

similarity.

By comparing the two ontological pipelines, we want to show that exploiting the

semantic information encoded in the ICD-9 ontology is also useful to create the

synthetic neighbors. We developed the non-ontological pipeline as a baseline for

explanation quality. However, this last pipeline is also the most general one because

it can be applied to sequential data that does not have an associated ontology.

Furthermore, we wanted to show that increasing the density of the feature space

around the instance to be explained by creating the synthetic neighbors actually

increases the interpretable model’s ability to mimic the black-box locally. For this

reason, for each instance to be explained, we trained two decision trees. One decision

tree is trained directly on the real neighbors of that patient from the dataset, and
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the other one is trained on a fraction of the augmented synthetic neighborhood. We

then compare the performance of these decision trees on an out-of-sample set of

synthetic neighbors. We utilize the following metrics to evaluate and compare the

different explanation pipelines.

• Fidelity to the black-box ∈ [0, 1] This metric compares the predictions made

by the interpretable model with the predictions made by the black-box on a

synthetic neighborhood of the instance. It measures the ability of the inter-

pretable classifier to locally mimic the black-box, and therefore it is tested on

a held-out subset of the synthetic neighborhood. Since we are dealing with

a multi-label classification task, we calculate the fidelity the 𝐹1 measure with

micro-averaging [406].

• Hit ∈ [0, 1] This metric compares the interpretable classifier prediction 𝑦𝑐 and

the black-box prediction 𝑦𝑏 on the instance to be explained. It tells us if the

interpretable classifier predicts the same label as the black-box on the instance

we want to explain. Since the prediction we are trying to explain is a multi-

label classification, we calculate the hit as 1− hamming-distance(𝑦𝑏, 𝑦𝑐).

• Explanation complexity. This metric measures the complexity of the explana-

tion as the number of premises in the rule-based explanation. This measure is

important since we do not want to approximate the black-box with a model

that loses its interpretability because of the high-dimensionality of the expla-

nations it produces [223, 98].

5.4.5 Results

In Figure 5-12 we show the fidelity sample distributions at different values of 𝑘 for the

decision trees trained using the ontological explanation pipelines, i.e., the pipelines

that select the first 𝑘 dataset neighbors of the instance to be explained using the

ontological distance. The first observation is that the decision trees trained directly

on the 𝑘 real neighbors (blue and green boxplots) generally have a lower fidelity to the

black-box compared to the ones trained on the augmented synthetic neighborhood

(orange and red boxplots). This trend is true for all values of 𝑘 and for both the
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ontological pipeline with ontological perturbation and the ontological pipeline with

normal perturbation. The fidelity values of each decision tree have been evaluated

on an held-out test set of synthetic neighbors. This trend confirms that increasing

the local density of points in the feature space around the instance to be explained

helps the interpretable model to understand the black-box behavior. The second

observation is that the fidelity of the decision tree trained using the ontological

pipeline with ontological perturbation (red boxplot) is generally higher compared to

all the other explanation pipelines. This observed tendency confirms that exploiting

the ontological information during the synthetic neighborhood creation allows the

decision tree to better approximate the local black-box decision boundary.

Figure 5-12: Fidelity distribution for the ontological pipeline with different k, per-
turbation type, and training/test set.

In Figure 5-13 we show the fidelity sample distributions at different values of 𝑘

for the decision trees trained using the non-ontological explanation pipeline, i.e., the

pipeline that selects the first 𝑘 dataset neighbors of the instance to be explained

using the Jaccard similarity between patients’ visits. We developed this explanation

pipeline that does not use the semantic information encoded into the ICD-9 codes as

a baseline to prove that an approach that does not exploit this information has lower

performance. This is true if we compare this explanation pipeline with the fully-

ontological one (the ontological pipeline with ontological perturbation). However, the
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fidelity performance of this non-ontological pipeline is comparable to the ones of the

ontological pipeline with normal perturbation. The high values of fidelity achieved by

this pipeline prove that we developed a trustable explainability technique applicable

to any black-box that takes as input any sequential data, even when there is no

ontology associated with the items of the sequence. Furthermore, it is important

to notice that, also for this pipeline, the values of fidelity to the black-box increase

after the synthetic neighborhood augmentation (the orange boxplot).

Figure 5-13: Fidelity distribution for the non-ontological pipeline at different values
of k and training set.

In Figure 5-14 we show the sample distribution of explanation complexity, i.e.,

the number of premises in the rule-based explanations at different values of 𝑘 for

the two ontological explanation pipelines. As expected, we see how the length of the

explanation increases as 𝑘 increases. This happens because if we start from a high

number of first real dataset neighbors we are trying to approximate a larger por-

tion of the decision boundary of the black-box with the interpretable classifier. We

could say that we are not restricting ourselves to the local decision boundary close

to the instance whose decision we want to explain. Therefore, since we are trying
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Figure 5-14: Explanation complexity for the ontological pipelines

to approximate a more complex decision boundary the dimensionality/complexity

of the decision tree grows and consequentially the length of the rule increases. From

this plot it is also possible to see that the explanation length of the explanations ex-

tracted from the ontological pipeline with ontological perturbation (orange boxplot)

is more variable than the ones extracted using the ontological pipeline with normal

perturbation for large values of 𝑘.

Aggregated statistics of fidelity and of hit for all the explanation pipelines are

shown in Tables 5.11 and 5.12: we can observe that the value of hit is consistently

high for all explanation pipelines and across all values of 𝑘.

5.4.6 Explanation example

We show in Figure 5-15 an explanation example extracted with the ontological

pipeline with ontological perturbation with 𝑘 = 10. In order to make it more com-

prehensible for readers not familiar with ICD-9 codes, we enriched the rule-based
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explanation with the ICD-9 codes semantic. The original decision rule extracted

from the decision tree can be seen at the top of the figure with the fidelity of the

decision tree and its hit value. There are several ways to read this rule since it

contains many layers of information. The decision rule is the decision tree pathway

that leads from the root of the tree to the leaf containing the black-box decision;

for this reason, all inequalities are to be considered in conjunction - furthermore,

the ICD-9 codes occurring in the rule are ranked in order of information gain. Each

conjunct of the rule follows the pattern

ICD-9_code = 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ≷ 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

The observed value is the value of that ICD-9 code for the patient whose decision

we want to explain. Recall that the temporal encoding or flattening procedure

described in Section 5.4.3 assigns to each ICD-9 code a weight according to the visit

in which it was observed (diagnosed). The threshold value is the split value assigned

by the decision tree to that ICD-9 code. Both these values can be interpreted as

the presence of the ICD-9 code in a set of visits. The patient under examination

had four visits. The ICD-9 codes describing the diagnoses associated with each

visit are represented in the timeline just below the decision rule. Recall that we

are explaining the top-10 CCS-codes predicted by Doctor AI. The ICD-9 codes

considered meaningful by the black-box have been colored to enhance the readability.

The explanation of each real and threshold value can be found in the list below the

timeline. For example, the ICD-9 code 584.5 has an observed value of 0.25, which

means that it was observed in the second-to-last visit (visit 3). Its threshold value is

0.12, whose closest value among those generated in the temporal encoding process

is 0.125 which represents the third-to-last visit (visit 2). For this reason, even if this

ICD-9 code was observed in the penultimate visit, the interpretation of the first rule

conjunct is 584.5 has to have been observed at least once in the last three visits.

The code to run our experiments as well as our results are available on GitHub9.
9https://github.com/CeciPani/DrXAI
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Figure 5-15: Explanation example

5.4.7 Lessons learned

We have presented Doctor XAI, the first model-agnostic approach to address the

multi-label black-box outcome explanation problem for sequential and ontology-

linked data. These features are typical of healthcare data. Our technique builds

on the insights provided by the analysis of MARLENA (section 5.3). Indeed it

employs the same pipeline: it first generates a set of synthetic instances close to the
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instance whose black-box decision we need to explain, then it trains an interpretable

classifier - a multi-label decision tree - on such neighborhood, and finally, it extracts

a rule-based explanation from it. However, each step has been tailored to deal with

sequential data and exploit ontology-linked data. In the following, a summary of

some key aspects emerging from the analysis:

• Similar to the analysis conducted on MARLENA (section 5.3), we found that

local multi-label decision trees can provide high-quality explanations in terms

of fidelity to the black box, hit and compact rules.

• The synthetic augmentation of the interpretable classifier training set by per-

turbing a set of core real neighbors allows it to increase its fidelity to the

black-box.

• Exploiting the semantic information encoded in medical ontologies in the cre-

ation of the neighborhood of the instance to be explained increases the quality

of explanation in terms of fidelity, in particular:

- If exploited in finding the set of real neighbors. We tested the sequential-

only version of our explanation technique showing that it achieves good fidelity

to the black-box, while also confirming that the ontology-enriched approach

achieves a better score.

- If exploited in the generation of synthetic neighbors. We studied the behav-

ior of the interpretable classifier varying the hyper-parameter 𝑘 - the number of

first neighbors in the real dataset that are considered in the synthetic neigh-

borhood generation. In particular, we showed that, for all values of 𝑘, the

synthetic neighborhood generation procedure which exploits the ontological

information encoded in the ICD-9 codes achieves better performance in ap-

proximating the local behavior of the black-box if compared to a procedure

which does not have access to the ontology.

• The highest quality of explanations in terms of fidelity is probably due to the

fact that the ontological perturbations used to create the synthetic neighbors

take into account the relationships between features by design.
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5.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we presented two novels XAI approaches to solve the outcome expla-

nation problem for multi-label outcomes and sequential and ontology-linked data.

This peculiar data characteristics are often found in healthcare data, as discussed in

sections 5.1.3, 5.1.4 and 5.1.5. The presented approaches extracted an explanation

for the black box decision on a specific data point 𝑥 by first generating a synthetic

neighborhood around such instance, then training a local surrogate model (in par-

ticular a decision tree) on this neighborhood, and finally extracting an explanation

for the instance in the form of the decision path (decision rule) satisfied by 𝑥 on the

decision tree.

In section 5.3, we studied different ways to create an appropriate synthetic neigh-

borhood for multi-label outcomes which is both local and expressive enough to cap-

ture the relevant part of the black box decision boundary. We created such synthetic

neighbors by first selecting a set of real neighbors from a set of available instances

and then perturbing them by sampling from their empirical local features distribu-

tions. We selected these real neighbors considering both distances in the features

and labels space, following the hypothesis that this would have increased the local

surrogate model fidelity to the black box. While this hypothesis turned out to be

false, we learned that creating the synthetic neighbors starting from a set of 𝑘 real

neighbors and using multi-label decision trees allowed us to generate high-fidelity

explanations. We also learned that the local data density, i.e., how close the real

neighbors are to each other, highly impacts the fidelity of the explanations, making

𝑘 an important hyperparameter of the explanation process.

In section 5.4, we presented an approach for the explanation of multi-label out-

comes of black boxes trained on sequential ontology-linked data. This approach

builds on the insights of section 5.3 by creating a synthetic neighborhood starting

from a set of 𝑘 real neighbors and training a multi-label decision tree to extract an

explanation. However, we considered only neighbors in the feature space and we
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tested our method for different values of 𝑘 showing good fidelity performance across

all tested values. We also showed that performing a synthetic local data augmenta-

tion by perturbing the 𝑘 real neighbors always increased the local surrogate fidelity

to the black box. Two key aspects of the presented approach are that it exploited the

ontology in creating the synthetic neighborhood and employed a novel encoder/de-

coder scheme for sequential data that preserves the interpretability of the features.

The ontological perturbation of the 𝑘 real neighbors allowed to create synthetic in-

stances that considered local features interactions. Indeed it perturbed the set of

real neighbors by masking semantically similar features. This approach showed a

great fidelity improvement with respect to a classical random perturbation approach.

Two types of criticisms are usually made on the type of approaches presented

in this chapter, i.e., the post-hoc approach to explainability based on local surro-

gates. The first one is that they suffer from explanation instability, i.e., they might

provide different explanations for the same instance in different iterations of the ex-

plainer [15, 146, 43, 372]. This is caused by the fact that the training set of the local

surrogate model is stochastically generated by perturbing the available instances.

The stability of the proposed approach was not the main focus of this thesis. How-

ever, it is a pertinent issue since explanation stability is a relevant requirement for

high-stakes domains such as healthcare. Even though how to solve this problem is

still an open question, the presented approaches could be optimized for explanation

stability by creating multiple realizations of synthetic neighborhoods for the same

instance and employ an appropriate aggregation technique to merge all the result-

ing explanations. However, this would highly increase the time needed to extract

an explanation. Other solutions to this problem has been proposed by avoiding to

generate a synthetic neighborhood [397] (however, as shown in this chapter, avoiding

to generate a synthetic neighborhood has a cost in terms of the surrogate model fi-

delity) or by performing the perturbation process into a latent space [141, 327, 179].

Intuitively, if the number of dimensions of the latent space is correctly chosen, they

should distill all the relevant information and variability of the local data distribu-

tion. However, when working in the latent space, it is difficult to understand each
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latent feature’s semantic meaning, which adds a layer of opacity to the explainability

method. This opacity makes it difficult to determine the correct number of dimen-

sions for the latent space. Furthermore, correctly training local embedding models

such as autoencoders [141] could be taxing.

The second type of criticism is based on the fact that black box models have

become the default choice even when not needed [306] because they are wrongly

perceived as being more accurate than their interpretable counterparts. Therefore

the research community should "stop explaining black box machine learning models

for high stakes decisions and use interpretable models instead". This claim is based

on the fact that Data Science is an iterative process that includes moving back

and forth between the different stages of problem understanding, data preparation,

modeling and evaluation. Furthermore, post-hoc explainers force the user to rely

on the accuracy of two models instead of one and that they could be misleading in

a number of different ways. While this is a valid criticism, we argue that post-hoc

explainability techniques play an indispensable role for the development of AI ap-

plications and in the knowledge discovery process overall for many reasons.

First, they provide an additional and much-needed debugging tool for machine

learning engineers [39]. The combined use of black box algorithms and post-hoc

XAI techniques allows the developer to explore the data and model at hand that,

in principle, could allow her to gain enough insight to build an interpretable model.

Second, they allow a sanity check for sophisticated models that solve critical tasks

when there is no alternative. Indeed there is no guarantee that the back and forth

between the different phases of the data mining process makes it possible to develop

an interpretable model with the same level of performance as a more complex one.

Moreover, even if preliminary work on theoretical guarantees of the existence of such

models exists [320], it might be challenging to find it in practice. Furthermore, the

two lines of research on XAI and on Interpretable ML are not mutually exclusive.

However, we agree that the field of XAI is still in its infancy, and it needs to solve a

number of critical challenges before being ready to be deployed. Furthermore, when
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developed correctly, faithful, stable and trustworthy post-hoc explanations could, in

principle, reconstruct reasonings that differ considerably from the human one, but

which allow learning something new. This would be especially interesting in AI

applications such as pharmacology, where AI algorithms are employed to discover

new drugs. Lastly, they are the only solution to auditing black boxes covered by in-

dustrial and commercial secrecy, i.e., commercial black boxes. A use case where the

Doctor XAI 5.4 is used to perform external auditing of a black box clinical decision

support system is presented in next chapter 6.

Furthermore, while in this chapter we focused our evaluation on technical metrics

of explanation goodness such as fidelity and explanation complexity, in chapter 7,

we study how an explanation could impact users trust in the AI system and their

behavioral intention of use such systems.
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Chapter 6

XAI to audit clinical decision

support systems that are proprietary

software

6.1 Introduction

The previous chapter focused on the ability of XAI to solve the problem of technical

transparency. With this chapter, we start to move from a purely technical point

of view to a sociotechnical and human-centered one. In particular, we examine

the ability of XAI to audit a commercial black-box, i.e., an AI algorithm that is

proprietary software (objective 3 of chapter 3). Indeed, the growing availability of

Electronic Health Records (EHR) and the constantly increasing predictive power

of Machine Learning (ML) models are boosting both research advances and the

creation of business opportunities to deploy clinical Decision Support Systems (DSS)

in healthcare facilities [181, 91, 242]. Since many of such models are not equipped

to differentiate between correlation and causation, they might leverage spurious

correlations and undesired biases to boost their performance. While there is an

increasing interest in the AI community to commit to interdisciplinary endeavors

to define, investigate and provide guidelines to tackle biases and fairness-related

issues [275, 309, 259], quantitative and systematic auditing of real-world datasets

and ML models is still in its infancy.
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Ensuring the fairness of the suggestions provided by ML-based clinical DSS is

a delicate task that requires to consider the whole process that goes from data to

action. In critical scenarios, ML models do not make autonomous decisions without

the supervision of a human; however, they might inadvertently learn to discrimi-

nate using unjustified bases for differentiation that reflect a history of systematically

adverse outcomes for certain groups [29, 275, 281], thus leveraging and perpetuat-

ing harmful biases in their suggestions. Even under human supervision, the issue

of biased suggestions of clinical DSSs is problematic since it has been shown that

clinicians are affected by automation-bias, i.e., the tendency to over-rely on automa-

tion [134, 164, 221]. These findings highlight the importance of auditing the clinical

DSS before it reaches its end-user.

While the source and the impact of errors of clinical DSS suggestions are nu-

merous, in this chapter, we focus on errors that lead to systematic biases, and as

consequence might cause fairness issues. In other words, we analyze the perfor-

mance of a ML model across legally recognized protected groups such as gender,

ethnicity, age, and on a proxy of socioeconomic status such as healthcare insurance.

Indeed, model performance could create fairness issues if the algorithm suggestions

on a protected group are systematically wrong [326, 259]. Our Research Question

is therefore the following:

How can we audit a black-box Clinical Decision Support System in order to detect

potential biases on different groups and explain its mislabellings on specific data

points?

6.1.1 Bias in healthcare data and algorithms

Fairness issues can raise both from data biases and from biased algorithm [167, 344,

345]. However, in this chapter, we focus on fairness issues stemming from biased

data. Indeed, healthcare data might contain several biases that can impact the

model performance beyond its predictive accuracy. These biases are usually due to

a lack of cohort diversity that might be originated by technical and non-technical

reasons. Technical reasons that generate lack of cohort diversity:
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• Clinical study exclusion criteria This happens when data used to train

the DL model was collected for a specific target clinical population study, e.g.,

some studies focus only on adult population.

• Poor data collection design This generally applies every time the popu-

lation used to train, validate and test the model does not reflect the target

population of the clinical setting in which the model will be deployed [119, 342].

This mismatch might generate a wide range of biases. A comprehensive list

of all these biases is outside the scope of this chapter, however, the main ones

are temporal biases [60, 256, 161] (there is a concept drift between the time

the model was developed and the time the model is deployed), geographical

biases (the model was developed using only one-site data) [193], bias due to

confounding or omitted variables (for example one missing variable such as the

aggressivity of the treatment might mislead the model to wrongly classify high-

risk patients as low-risk) [59] and spectrum bias (the population of the data set

used to develop the model does not have a real representation of the spectrum

of disease states – severity, stage etc. – of the target population) [273].

• Secondary use of data collected with other purposes An example of

such practice is the use of ICD (International classification of Diseases) codes

for predictive diagnosis purposes in DL applications. These codes were orig-

inally intended for billing purposes and might not properly describe the real

health status of the patient [394, 261].

• Lack of high-quality human labeling This might happens for two reasons:

the first one is the general low quality of the data set being used, the second one

is specific to healthcare data. The problem arises from the fact that different

doctors might give different diagnoses to the same patient. The fact that there

is no gold standard for early cancer diagnosis well exemplifies this issue [312].

Furthermore, sometimes a lack of high-quality labeling might reflect a lack

of knowledge: this is for example the case of sepsis prediction, there is no

agreed upon definition of what sepsis is and thus, there is no universal ground

truth [321].
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Non-technical reasons of bias are due to the historical omission of certain popu-

lations from clinical studies [64, 326, 245, 6, 380, 206] and to the reflection of human

biases and discrimination into the data set. Several examples in literature show

how discriminatory biases influence ML outcomes. For example, Sayyed-Kalantari

et al. [326] studied the bias of state-of-the-art Deep Convolutional Neural Network

(CNN) on assigning the right diagnosis to chest X-ray images. They trained the CNN

on three different large open data sets and showed that the underdiagnosis rate was

consistently higher for women, minorities, and those with low socioeconomic status.

Another work by Obermeyer et al. [259] exposes the racial bias of a risk-prediction

algorithm used to rank patients according to their healthcare needs. They found

out that using healthcare costs as a proxy label to identify patients that would ben-

efit the most from targeted intervention was discriminating Black patients. This

result was due to the fact that White patients generated higher healthcare costs

conditional on health conditions with respect to Black patients, so the algorithm

was favoring White patients. Even though most of the time fairness studies focus

on legally protected groups, other forms of biases in healthcare could still be detri-

mental if ignored. For example, it is proven that many healthcare providers hold

strong biases against people with obesity [289]. This attitude influences the quality

of care provided and the healthcare outcomes of treatments [279]. Even if weight

bias is still not regulated it could still be very harmful if silently perpetrated by ML

applications in healthcare. Lastly, it is important to notice that removing sensitive

features do not prevent discrimination since there might be other features correlated

with the sensitive ones.

6.1.2 Fairness

The various stakeholders involved with the healthcare ecosystem (clinicians, pa-

tients/patient advocate, researchers, federal agencies and industry) identified the

following urgent priorities for healthcare applications: trustworthiness, explainabil-

ity, usability, transparency and fairness [90]. As suggested in [295], before launching

(or deploying) a new ML-based product, a thoughtful auditing process is needed.

While the auditing process involves multiple stakeholders and embrace several as-
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pects of product development, one of the ultimate goals is to help understanding

if the ML model outcomes are fair. Consequently, the auditing process helps to

choose the best actions to perform or the best bias mitigation strategy to adopt.

Building an auditing system first requires defining fairness according to societal val-

ues and then operationalize it. Many efforts have been devoted to detecting and

measuring discrimination in model decisions [308, 398, 150]. Several definitions and

methodologies have been proposed to measure bias and fairness [275, 100, 229, 152];

however, despite the effort, a general consensus on such measures is still missing.

This is because the most appropriate fairness metric is highly context-dependent.

Generally speaking, the most prevalent approach to fairness in machine learning is

to solicit for approximate parity of some statistics of the predictions (such as false

negative rate) across pre-defined groups [200, 194, 76]. Moreover, there are very

few available general-purposes resources to operationalize them [12, 354, 35, 309].

The majority of such research has focused on binary or multi-class classification

problems to prevent discrimination based on sensitive attributes assessing fairness

issues between only two groups (e.g. female vs male, black vs white) [116], and a few

studies focus specifically on multi-label classification problems, which is the learning

problem of the presented FairLens use-case, with many concentrating on fairness in

ranking and recommendation systems [8, 101, 126]. In the context of medical appli-

cations, a recent paper [65] suggested that the post-deployment inspection of model

performance on groups and outcomes should be one out of five ethical pillars for

equitable ML in the advancement of health care.

6.2 Main contribution

This chapter is a based on our paper:

• Cecilia Panigutti, Alan Perotti, André Panisson, Paolo Bajardi, and Dino Pe-

dreschi. Fairlens: Auditing black-box clinical decision support systems. Infor-

mation Processing & Management, 58(5):102657, 2021

In this paper we introduced FairLens, a methodology for discovering and ex-

plaining biases. We show how this tool can audit a fictional commercial black-box
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model acting as a clinical DSS (DSS). In this scenario, the healthcare facility experts

can use FairLens on their historical data to discover the biases of the model before

incorporating it into the clinical decision flow. FairLens first stratifies the available

patient data according to demographic attributes such as age, ethnicity, gender and

healthcare insurance; it then assesses the model performance on such groups high-

lighting the most common misclassifications. Finally, FairLens allows the expert

to examine one misclassification of interest by explaining which elements of the af-

fected patients’ clinical history drive the model error in the problematic group. We

validate FairLens’ ability to highlight bias in multilabel clinical DSSs introducing

a multilabel-appropriate metric of disparity and proving its efficacy against other

standard metrics.

6.3 FairLens: target user and context

FairLens is an auditing tool that allows to test a clinical DSS before its deployment,

i.e., before handing it to final decision-makers such as physicians and nurses. The

designated user of FairLens is a healthcare facility expert who wants to audit the ML

model before adopting and deploying it in the facility, as illustrated in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1: FairLens as a tool for auditing a clinical decision support system before
its deployment in a healthcare facility. Our contribution, in blue, provides to the au-
ditor an instrument to detect and explain systematic ML model biases on protected
groups.

In this representation, the origin of model bias might be either in the unknown

training data or in the learning process. Since it is generally not possible to access

the training data used to build the clinical DSS, FairLens can become a powerful tool
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to assess if the model is appropriate for the specific hospital’s reference population,

i.e., the auditing data of Figure 6-1. Indeed, FairLens allows the human expert to

perform a thorough analysis of potential fairness issues. However, the final decision

on whether the signaled bias constitutes a real problem or it is a justified basis for

differentiation is left to the auditor. Ideally, the FairLens user is an IT expert with

a quantitative background and an in-depth knowledge of the healthcare setting, for

example, the director of the IT department of a big hospital. This type of user

usually has the responsibility to ensure the quality and trustworthiness of new tech-

nologies before adoption. FairLens then becomes an additional tool to understand

whether to adopt the system or to evaluate if a bias mitigation strategy is needed,

for example, by post-processing the DSS outcomes.

FairLens takes bias analysis a step further by explaining the reasons behind

the poor model performance on specific groups. FairLens embeds explainability

techniques in order to explain the reasons behind model mistakes instead of simply

reporting model scores.

Throughout this chapter, we present a use case where FairLens is used to in-

vestigate the potential biases in ML models trained on patients’ clinical history

represented as diagnostic codes using the International Classification of Diseases

(ICD) standard. This type of structured data allows for a machine-readable repre-

sentation of the patient’s clinical history and is commonly used in longitudinal ML

modeling for phenotyping, multi-morbidity diagnosis classification and sequential

clinical events prediction [390, 72, 63]. As already mentioned in section 5.1.5, the

implicit assumption behind the use of ICD codes in this kind of ML applications is

that these codes are a good proxy for the patient’s actual health status. However,

ICD codes can misrepresent such status due to many potential sources of error in

translating the patient’s actual disease into the respective codes [261, 66]. This is

particularly true when ICD codes are fed into black-box ML models, i.e., models

whose internal decision-making process is opaque.
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6.4 FairLens: pipeline

This section describes the FairLens methodology to audit black-box clinical DSSs in

order to 𝑖) detect potential biases on different groups and 𝑖𝑖) explain its mislabellings

on specific data points. Here we describe an end-to-end use of FairLens on a specific

setting (i.e. prediction of future health conditions, based on past observation of

ICD codes), and we provide an alternative scenario in the Appendix A. Indeed, it is

worth stressing that the functional blocks of the pipeline are quite general and thus

FairLens can also be used in different settings after an appropriate tailoring of the

modules. In particular, different applications might be interested in stratifying the

data points according to different categories other than gender, ethnicity, age and

insurance. Moreover, according to the classification problem at hand, the scoring

measure might be different from the one presented here for the high-dimensional

multi-label classification, and clearly the explanation method should be suitable for

the black-box as well. Such considerations highlight the potential of FairLens as a

useful framework to allow humans inspecting algorithmic decision-making pipelines,

without delegating to yet another automated tool the delicate task of auditing unin-

tended and potentially harmful consequences of decision support systems. As such,

our approach provides insights about the who and the why of the differential treat-

ment of a clinical DSS on certain groups, letting the human experts understanding

if such behaviour is legit or may lead to fairness issues.

Given a black-box to audit, the building boxes of the pipeline described hereafter

are: stratification, scoring, ranking, inspection, explanation and summary report.

A bird’s-eye view of the pipeline is depicted in Figure 6-2.

Let 𝐵𝐵 be a sequential black-box ML model trained on ICD data. The model

can be available as an on-premise-installed software or it could be integrated via

an exposed API. The only requirement about 𝐵𝐵 is that it can be queried at

will. Let 𝑃 = {𝑝1, · · · 𝑝𝑁} be the set of patients. Let each patient 𝑝𝑖 be repre-

sented as (𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖 , 𝑝𝑐ℎ𝑖 ), where 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖 is a set of attributes such as ethnicity, gender, and

insurance type, and 𝑝𝑐ℎ𝑖 = {𝑣𝑖,1, · · · 𝑣𝑖,𝑉 } is the clinical history represented as a se-

quence of visits. In turn, each visit is represented by a set of ICD codes. Let
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Figure 6-2: Fairlens pipeline: a tool to support human experts investigating if a
black-box clinical DSS behaves differently on groups based on protected attributes,
highlighting which health conditions are more often misclassified and why.

𝑣𝐵𝐵
𝑖,𝑗 = 𝐵𝐵({𝑣𝑖,1, · · · 𝑣𝑖,𝑗−1}) be the prediction of the black-box for the 𝑗 − 𝑡ℎ visit of

patient 𝑝𝑖.

It is worth to notice that the 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖 are not part of the feature space of the 𝐵𝐵,

and in principle the patients’ attributes could be more than those presented here to

exemplify the use of FairLens. In general, 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖 could include any attribute that is

not used by the model to predict future health conditions, but can be collected in a

structured database (e.g. education level, job status).

Stratification

The first step of our methodology is depicted in Figure 6-2(a). Since we aim to

compare the ML model performance across groups, we stratify our patients set 𝑃

according to a set of conditions 𝑐 on the set of attributes 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡, e.g. 𝑐 = {age ≤

40, insurance = Medicaid}. Given a set 𝑐 of conditions, we define a group 𝐺 as the

set of non-first visits of each patients whose attributes match the conditions in 𝑐:

𝐺𝑘 = {𝑣𝑖,𝑗 | 𝑗 > 1, 𝑣𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝑝𝑐ℎ𝑖 , 𝑝𝑖 ∈ 𝑃, 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖 ∈ 𝑐𝑘}

The stratification process produces a set of groups 𝐺1, .., 𝐺𝑀 . While the stratifi-

cation process is based on the attributes of patients, we create different data-points

for each non-first visit, so that we can evaluate the performance of the model on
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every visit of the patients’ clinical history. Considering each visit as a different data

point is necessary because some demographic attributes might change between two

visits of the same patient (consider for example age and healthcare insurance). The

first visit of each patient (𝑗 = 1) are excluded because in those cases the model has

no previous patient history to base its prediction upon.

We remark that there is a degree of freedom regarding which set of attributes are

considered. The granularity might be tuned at will, ranging from one-attribute con-

straints {gender = F} to more detailed constraints {gender = F, age ≥ 65, ethnicity =

white, insurance = Medicare}. A domain expert might suggest specific condition sets

to isolate a given sub-cohort of known interest, whereas a technician might opt for

building a lattice of all possible combinations of constraints. The attributes consid-

ered here are deemed relevant for auditing purposes as existing literature suggests

that minority groups might be at risk of fairness issues, and protected attributes

(i.e. traits or characteristics that, by law, cannot be discriminated against as age

and gender) should not affect the model performance. Here, we also considered the

insurance type as it is a proxy for socioeconomic status. According to data avail-

ability, other attributes could be further added to the stratification process. We also

remark that some patients might not occur in any group or occur in more than one,

depending on the provided conditions.

Scoring

After the stratification step, FairLens proceeds to the scoring phase. For every

non-first visit 𝑣𝑖,𝑗 occurring in any group 𝐺𝑘, we query the 𝐵𝐵 on the previous

clinical history of that patient, so that we can compare the ground-truth visit 𝑣𝑖,𝑗

with its predicted counterpart 𝑣𝐵𝐵
𝑖,𝑗 = 𝐵𝐵({𝑣𝑖,1, · · · 𝑣𝑖,𝑗−1}). We therefore obtain

the predicted counterparts for every visit in every group, and we can evaluate how

different groups fare in terms of truth-prediction disparity.

Although many works in literature define disparity as a distance according to a

reference group [195], here we choose to define disparity as a measure relative to a

target standard, that in the case of ML algorithms might be e.g. perfect prediction

of the target values. Therefore, for the purposes of this discussion, we propose the
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following definition of disparity:

The quantity that separates a group from a target standard

using a particular measure of performance.

Hence, a disparity function 𝑑 : 𝐺𝑘 → 𝑠𝑘 maps every group 𝐺𝑘 to a disparity score 𝑠𝑘.

FairLens includes a number of disparity functions, such as the standard classification

metrics (such as accuracy and F1-score) and distribution-comparison functions like

the Wasserstein distance. Custom disparity functions can be used, as long as their

results can be used for ranking. Given a disparity function, FairLens computes the

score 𝑠𝑘 for each group 𝐺𝑘, which represents the performance of the 𝐵𝐵 on that

specific set of patients.

Ranking

Once each group has been scored, FairLens ranks the groups, as depicted in Fig-

ure 6-2(b). The ranking highlights groups where the 𝐵𝐵 performs relatively poorly,

signaling them to domain experts for further inspection. Alternatively, the domain

experts might arbitrarily select one group for further inspection, regardless of their

scores, due to the cohort’s known peculiarities or clinical-dependent reasons.

Inspection

Given a specific group 𝐺𝑘 flagged for further inspection by the group ranking func-

tion, FairLens compares the black-box prediction 𝑣𝐵𝐵
𝑖,𝑗 with the ground truth 𝑣𝑖,𝑗

for each visit in 𝐺𝑘. The goal of this step is to check for systematic bias of the

𝐵𝐵 on the group of patients. For each diagnostic code, the relative frequencies in

the predicted and true values are computed and we define the misdiagnosis score

the difference between these two values. Ranking the codes by misdiagnosis scores

allows to highlight which diagnostic codes are particularly over- or under-predicted

(high and low difference values respectively). FairLens thus displays the top three

over- and under-represented codes to the domain expert who can ask for an expla-

nation for the highlighted conditions that might result in producing or reinforcing

systematic over- or under-treatment. In Figure 6-2(c), we have labelled the true
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visit value as 𝐺𝑇 (for ground truth); in the mock example it can be observed that

the code 𝛽 is over-represented.

Explanation

In order to extract an explanation for the mislabeled code, FairLens first assigns

binary labels on the visits of the group of interest. Suppose the domain expert wants

to understand what elements of the group clinical histories are most influencing the

over-representation of ICD code 𝛽 in the inspected group 𝐺𝑘, then at each visit

𝑣𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝐺𝑘 will be assigned a binary label representing the misclassification of the

ICD code 𝛽:

𝑙(𝑣𝑖,𝑗) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩1 if (𝛽 ∈ 𝑣𝐵𝐵
𝑖,𝑗 )⊕ (𝛽 ∈ 𝑣𝑖,𝑗)

0 if (𝛽 ∈ 𝑣𝐵𝐵
𝑖,𝑗 ) == (𝛽 ∈ 𝑣𝑖,𝑗)

Then, FairLens selects all the misclassified visits (binary label 1) and explains

them using a local XAI technique for sequential healthcare data. Typically XAI

techniques are used to explain the outcome of a black-box ML model. In this

setting, we want to explain why the specific code was wrongly assigned, and we do

so by providing the XAI technique with the custom binary label.

More generally, we define the Explainer as a function:

𝜉 : (𝐵𝐵, 𝑥𝑖, 𝛽) → { 𝑓1 ≷ 𝑡1 · · · , 𝑓𝐹 ≷ 𝑡𝐹}

that maps a blackbox 𝐵𝐵, a patient’s feature vector 𝑥𝑖 and a clinical code 𝛽 to a

set of decision rule premises { 𝑓1 ≷ 𝑡1 · · · , 𝑓𝐹 ≷ 𝑡𝐹} where each 𝑓 is a feature in 𝑥𝑖

that, in combination with a threshold value 𝑡, explains why 𝐵𝐵 misclassified 𝛽 for

the patient 𝑝𝑖. In the case where a black-box 𝐵𝐵 predicts 𝛽 from a feature vector

𝑥𝑖 that is the patient’s clinical history 𝑝𝑐ℎ𝑖 , the feature names 𝑓 are a subset of the

medical codes in 𝑝𝑐ℎ𝑖 .

It is worth noting that while XAI techniques are usually employed to explain

the reasons behind a black-box decision, thanks to the aforementioned binarization

process, FairLens uses them to explain the reasons behind a specific mislabelling.
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Furthermore, we observe that when a model-agnostic XAI technique is employed,

FairLens can be used audit any model without having access to its internal structure

or parameters. However, FairLens can be used with model-aware XAI techniques

too, and we provide an example in the Supplementary Information.

Reporting

Finally, FairLens combines the local explanations of each mislabelled visit of group

𝐺𝑘 in one set of global rules; this corresponds to step (e) in Figure 6-2. The local

explanations extracted by FairLens are in the form of decision rules with premises.

Each condition of the rule premise follows the pattern

ICD_code ≷ 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

where the threshold value expresses whether and when the ICD code was observed

in the patient’s clinical history. These local explanations are merged by FairLens

employing a state-of-the-art XAI technique, GlocalX [325], that outputs a compact

set of global rules by hierarchically merging the local explanations based on their

similarity. Finally, FairLens translates the final set of global rules into natural

language and presents the report to the user.

6.5 Use Case: auditing a medical decision support

system

In this section we show how a domain expert can use FairLens on the historical data

available at her healthcare facility to audit a fictional commercial clinical decision

support system (DSS) that predicts patient’s future clinical events based on their

clinical history. We assume that the domain expert has access to the DSS as a

black-box, i.e. she can query the DSS at will but has no access to its source code, to

its weights or to the data used for its training. We use the MIMIC-IV (see Subsec-

tion 6.5.1) database of electronic health records as the fictitious historical database

of the facility and DoctorAI (see Subsection 6.5.2) as the fictional clinical DSS. We
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split the dataset in training (29.714 patients, 68%), validation (5.244 patients, 12%)

and test set (8.739, 20%). Training and validation sets are used to deploy DoctorAI

as a black-box and are not seen during the auditing process, while the patients in

the test set are used as auditing data. We exploit DoctorXAI (Subsection 6.5.3) as

the backbone of the FairLens explainer, and we show how this auditing process is

effective to detect and explain potential biases on different groups.

6.5.1 Dataset: MIMIC-IV

The MIMIC (Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care) [135, 188] database is

a single-center freely available database containing de-identified clinical data of pa-

tients admitted to the ICU (intensive care unit) of the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical

Center in Boston. Its most recent update, MIMIC-IV [187], contains information

of 383,220 patients collected between 2008 and 2019 for a total of 524,520 hospital

admissions. The database includes patient’s demographics, clinical measurements

and diagnoses and procedures codes of each admission. We focused our analysis on

hospital admissions coded with ICD-9 billing codes and on patients having at least

two admissions to the hospital, reducing the number of patients to 43,697 and the

number of admission to the hospital to 164,411 (see table 6.1).

number of patients 43,697
number of admissions 164,411
avg. nr. of admissions per patient 3.76
max nr. of admissions per patient 146
number of unique ICD-9 codes 8,259
avg. nr. of codes per admission 11.22

Table 6.1: MIMIC-IV: Data from patients with at least two hospital admissions

6.5.2 Clinical DSS: Doctor AI

Doctor AI by [72] is a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with Gated Recurrent

Units (GRU) that predicts the patient’s next clinical event’s time, diagnoses and

medications. For the purpose of this use-case, we focused only on diagnoses pre-

diction. We trained the model on MIMIC-IV using the training and validation set
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as defined previously using default hyperparameters. Doctor AI can be trained to

predict patient’s future clinical event in terms of either CCS (Clinical Classifications

Software) or ICD codes. CCS codes are used to group ICD codes into smaller num-

ber of clinically meaningful categories. As suggested in [72] we trained Doctor AI to

estimate the probability that a CCS code is assigned to a visit at time 𝑡+1 given the

ICD-9 codes assigned to patient’s visits until time 𝑡, and measured its performance

using Recall@𝑛 with 𝑛 = 10, 20, 30.

6.5.3 Local Explainer: DoctorXAI

DoctorXAI [271] is a post-hoc explainer that can deal with any multi-label sequen-

tial model. Since it is agnostic w.r.t. the model, i.e. it does not use any of its

internal parameter in the explanation process, it is suitable for our methodology

which considers the clinical DSS as a black-box. Furthermore, DoctorXAI exploits

medical ontologies in the explanation process and in our case we exploited the ICD-9

ontology. The explanations provided by DoctorXAI are local decision rules, which

means that they provide the rationale for one particular classification. In our sce-

nario, we want to provide an explanation for a over- or under-diagnosis observed in

a group of patients, therefore FairLens binarizes the black-box probability estimates

and it combines the explanations as described in the Explanation and Reporting

paragraphs of Section 6.4.

6.5.4 Local-to-global approach: GlocalX

GlocalX [325] is a model-agnostic XAI algorithm that explains the global behavior of

black-boxes by aggregating a set of local explanations in the form of decision rules.

GlocalX hierarchically merges local explanations optimizing both the complexity

and fidelity of the decision rules set, i.e., its size and ability to mimic the black-box

behavior correctly. In our case, we used GlocalX to merge all the local explanations

extracted by DoctorXAI to explain the individual misclassifications of a group. We

stress that while GlocalX is a methodology to generate a transparent model able to

mimic the black box’s global behavior, in our scenario, we use it as an aggregator of
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explanations for the patients of the group under investigation, i.e., all the patients

having a specific misclassification. Therefore the validity of the provided global

explanation is limited to the black-box behavior on those patients.

As described in Section 6.4, DoctorXAI produces rules that follow the pattern

ICD_code ≷ 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒, and GlocalX preserves this structure. To map back

these rules onto human-readable sentences, we simply revert DoctorXAI’s temporal

encoding. In order to circumvent the temporal nature of medical history data,

DoctorXAI exploits a fairly straightforward temporal encoding, where each ICD9

code receives an exponentially decreasing value according to its occurrence (or lack

thereof) in the visits of the patient, explored backwards. The last visit corresponds

to a score of .5, the second-to-last to a score of .25, and so on. For instance, if

some condition 𝐶 was diagnosed in the third-to-last and second-to-last visits, but

not in the last one, 𝐶 would be given the value of .375. Given this logic, it is trivial

to interpret the inequalities produced by DoctorXAI and aggregated by GlocalX:

𝐶 < .5 means, for instance, that the ICD9 𝐶 was not diagnosed in the last visit,

while 𝐶 >= .25 means that the ICD9 𝐶 was diagnosed at least once in the last two

visits of the patient.

6.5.5 Auditing DoctorAI on MIMIC-IV

Assessing the DSS performance on the healthcare facility data. The first

step that a domain expert would perform before deploying the clinical DSS on her

dataset is to measure its global performance on the facility data. In our scenario, a

domain expert would obtain the results in table A.1.

BB Recall @10 @20 @30
On auditing data 0.481 0.623 0.712

Table 6.2: clinical DSS performance

Identify problematic groups of patients

Once the global performance has been assessed, the domain expert can apply Fair-

Lens to discover potential biases learned by the model. The domain expert would
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start by deciding which attributes to use to stratify the patients. For the purpose

of our fictional scenario, we consider the following attributes occurring in the au-

diting data: Gender, Ethnicity, Age and Insurance type. The distributions of these

attributes is shown in figure 6-3.

Figure 6-3: Distributions of demographic attributes in the auditing data

Once these attributes are selected, FairLens computes the disparities across

groups. In our scenario, the black-box is a sequential multi-label model that pre-

dicts the set of codes diagnosed in the next visit in terms of CCS codes. In this

multi-label case, the disparity is evaluated using the Wasserstein distance which has

already been successfully employed as a loss function for multi-label and multi-class

ML tasks [123] and to post-process the output of a classifier to achieve fair treat-

ment [182]. This metric measures the distance between two probability distributions:

for each group of interest, the distance between the distribution of CCS codes in the

black-box output and the same distribution in the ground truth. In our scenario,

the DSS outputs the top 30 CCS codes ranked by estimated probability. Similarly

to the recall@k we define the disparity score@k which is the Wasserstein distance

between the ground truth and the predicted probability distributions over the top-

𝑘 CCS codes. From now on, we will perform the analysis using the disparity@30

unless otherwise specified.

The domain expert can decide to either explore a specific group of interest or to

have a comprehensive view of the biases of the DSS on all possible groups.

The scatter plots in Figure 6-4 confront the normalized disparity score with the

group size for all possible groups. Each scatter plot focus on a specific attribute,
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Figure 6-4: Normalized disparity scores vs. group sizes with bootstrap outliers
bands capturing 50% (light grey) and 95% (dark grey) of the random variability for
that group size. The median of the bootstrap distribution is shown as a solid grey
line.

and each point represents a group with a combination of attributes, for a total of

340 combinations. The color-coding allows to explore the disparities of each inter-

sectional identity. Data points labelled and color-coded as any correspond to groups

that do not represent a specific value for the stratification feature: for instance, the

group (male, medicare) includes patients of all ages and ethnicities.

In the same plots we show the variability in disparity score as function of the

group size, when selecting the same number of patients independently of their group

assignment. In particular, we randomly sample with replacement 1000 times for each

group size to estimate its disparity score’s sampling distribution. The plots show

the median (solid grey line) and the bands capturing the 50% (light grey) and 95%

(dark grey) of the distribution for each group size. The groups falling above the

dark grey band’s upper limit have a disparity score above the 95th percentile of the

distribution for that group size when no demographic variable is considered. These

groups are also marked with an asterisk in Table 6.3.

A higher variability in terms of disparities is observed among smaller groups.
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Group size bin Insurance Gender Age group Ethnicity Disparity score Group size
10-50 medicaid f 25-45 asian 1.00 * 23
50-100 medicare f over 65 other 0.84 * 70
100-200 any f over 65 other 0.84 * 111
200-400 any any over 65 asian 0.88 * 286
400-800 any any any asian 0.83 * 657
800-1500 other m over 65 white 0.86 * 1082
1500-3000 medicare m over 65 white 0.86 * 2783
3000-5000 any m over 65 white 0.86 * 3894
5000-24446 medicare any over 65 white 0.86 * 5679

Table 6.3: Groups with the highest disparity score in each group size bin. All
disparity scores marked with * are above the 95th percentile of random variability
for the group size.

While this might suggest fairness issues for relatively rare groups, given the small

size of these groups, the high variability and dispersion away from the mean could

also occur by chance; therefore Table 6.3 also provides an overview of the groups

with the highest disparity in predefined group-size bins. The results in this table

(supported by the Age Bracked plot in Figure 6-4) suggest that the DSS seems to

often misdiagnose older patients; indeed they are the most prevalent age group with

the largest disparity score by group size bin.

Identifying systematic sources of error in the selected group.

For each group, FairLens then computes the misdiagnosis score of each CCS code

by subtracting its ground truth value (clinical conditions) from the value predicted

by the DSS. This score allows to rank the codes, so that the the most over- and

under-diagnosed CCS codes can be isolated. Table A.2 reports the top 3 groups

by disparity score in the largest bins, and the top 3 codes ranked by over- and

under-diagnosis scores.

The domain expert auditing the system can further select a specific group for a

more in-depth investigation. Suppose she decides to focus on one of the groups with

the highest disparity and also a fairly high group-size, for example patients of Asian

ethnicity and over 65 years of age (see Table A.2). This analysis tells the domain

expert that across groups the DSS tends to over-diagnose general conditions such as

Essential hypertension or Unclassified. More interestingly, for the group of patients

of Asian ethnicity and over 65 years of age, the DSS seems to under-diagnose Heart
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Disp. Over-diagnosed (Misdiagnosis Under-diagnosed (Misdiagnosis

Group Size Score Score) Score)

Female, 65+,
Medicare,
Other ethn.

70 0.83
106: Dysrhythmia 0.027 2621: E Codes:Place of occurrence -0.010
98: Essential hypertension 0.02 2603: E Codes: Fall -0.009
259: Unclassified 0.019 210: Systemic lupuserythematosus -0.007

Female, 65+,
Other ethn. 111 0.84

259: Unclassified 0.024 2621: E Codes:Place of occurrence -0.009
98: Essential hypertension 0.024 2603: E Codes: Fall -0.007
106: Dysrhythmia 0.022 250: Nausea/vomit -0.006

Asian, 65+ 286 0.88
259: Unclassified 0.023 6: Hepatitis -0.009
98: Essential hypertension 0.020 204: Other non-traumaticjoint disorder -0.008
663: Hist. of mental healthand subs. abuse 0.016 96: Heart valve disorders -0.007

Table 6.4: Groups ranked by disparity scores and most over/under-diagnosed con-
ditions when auditing the black-box

valve disorder, which is a potentially severe condition that might need surgery.

Obtaining explanations for systematic misclassifications.

Once the groups with the highest disparities are identified, the domain expert can

use FairLens to obtain an explanation for one particular misclassification. Consider,

for example, the under-diagnosis of Heart valve disorders (CCS code 96) for over-65

Asian patients. FairLens uses DoctorXAI to discover which elements in the patients’

clinical history drive the under-diagnosis of that specific CCS. This is done by first

projecting the black box’s multi-label output on the single label 96 (as explained

in Section 6.4), then calling DoctorXAI to explain the binarized outcome for the

19 patients where the CCS code 96 was wrongly not diagnosed. By doing so we

obtain 19 explanations, one for each CCS-96-misdiagnosed patient in our patients

group. As a further step, the GlocalX local-to-global algorithm aggregates these

local explanations into a more compact and doctor-readable global explanation.

GlocalX, for this explanation set, produces the global rules of Table 6.5.

While the original rule set had 19 rules of mean length 10, the resulting rule set

contains only 5 rules of mean length 8. Clearly, this is a more compact set but not

yet comprehensible.

As a very first feedback to the expert, FairLens produces Figure 6-5: this plot

highlights the ICD9 codes that occur in the global rules (and therefore are brought

out by the FairLens pipeline as misclassification culprits) and are also most common

among the patients of the group under scrutiny. In our case, for instance, the domain
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427.31<=0.25 410.91<=0.25 396.3<=0.25 410.71<=0.25 424.0>0.25 162.3>0.125

424.1<=0.25 425.4 > 0.16 202.10 > 0.0005 427.31 > 0.5 244.9>0.5 E933.1>0.1
V10.3 > 0.004 V49.86 > 0.024 V12.72 > 0.033 E930.7 > 0.016 V45.82>0.244

427.31 > 0.62 V45.82 > 0.125 428.0 > 0.437 567.29 > 0.125 575.4>0.125 574.00>0.062
362.50 > 0.125 530.81 > 0.375 411.1 > 0.25 412 > 0.187 401.9>0.25 564.00>0.062
V04.81 > 0.25

427.31<=0.25

424.1 > 0.25 V12.71 > 0.344 401.9 > 0.148 305.1 > 0.219 E849.9>0.023 403.90>0.344
288.3 > 0.0625 255.9 > 0.0625 V13.01 > 0.25

Table 6.5: Set of rules produced by DoctorXAI and aggregated by GlocalX to explain
why the CCS code 96: Heart valve disorders was under diagnosed for over-65 Asian
patients by the model DoctorAI. Each row group is a rule with a set of premises,
each premise is in the form of ICD-9 ≷ 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒. For the human-readable
description of each ICD-9 code the reader can consult http://www.icd9data.com/.
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Figure 6-5: Aggregated visualization of the relevant ICD-9 codes for the under-
diagnosis of Heart valve disorders in over-65 Asian patients.

expert can immediately observe that the highlighted ICD9 codes are 410.91 (Acute

myocardial infarction of unspecified site, initial episode of care), 396.3 (Mitral valve

insufficiency and aortic valve insufficiency) and 410.71 (Subendocardial infarction,

initial episode of care).

Figure 6-5 provides useful preliminary insights to the FairLens user, but at the

same time the information conveyed by the global explanations is richer and can be

presented in greater details. First, we want to translate these rules back into natural

language, and we do so as explained in the previous subsection: for instance, the
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last global conjunct is V13.01>0.25 and it corresponds to ‘Personal history of urinary

calculi’ was diagnosed in the last visit. Second, we want to rank our global rules. To do

so, we measure the coverage of each rule as the number of patients whose features do not

violate the rule, and we select the rules in a greedy fashion, highlighting those with higher

coverage. For our case-study, the re-interpreted output of GlocalX is the following:

• FairLens focused on 19 patients

• 13 patients were misdiagnosed because ‘Atrial fibrillation’ was not diagnosed in the

last visit.

• 5 remaining patients were misdiagnosed because ’Aortic valve disorders’ was not

diagnosed in the last visit, ‘Other primary cardiomyopathies’ was diagnosed at least

once in the latest two visits, ‘Mycosis fungoides, unspecified site, extranodal and solid

organ sites’ was diagnosed at least once in the latest three visits, ‘Atrial fibrillation’

was diagnosed in the last visit, ‘Unspecified acquired hypothyroidism’ was diagnosed

in the last visit, ‘Antineoplastic and immunosuppressive drugs causing adverse effects

in therapeutic use’ was diagnosed at least once in the latest three visits, ‘Personal

history of malignant neoplasm of breast’ was diagnosed at least once in the latest

three visits, ‘Do not resuscitate status’ was diagnosed at least once in the latest three

visits, ‘Personal history of colonic polyps’ was diagnosed at least once in the latest

three visits, ‘Antineoplastic antibiotics causing adverse effects in therapeutic use’ was

diagnosed at least once in the latest three visits, and ‘Percutaneous transluminal

coronary angioplasty status’ was diagnosed at least once in the latest two visits.

• 1 remaining patient was misdiagnosed because ‘Aortic valve disorders’ was diagnosed

in the last visit,‘Hypertensive chronic kidney disease, unspecified, with chronic kidney

disease stage I through stage IV, or unspecified’ was diagnosed in the last visit, and

‘Eosinophilia’ was diagnosed at least once in the latest three visits.

This human-readable snippet is the final output of FairLens pipeline - it provides medical

experts with insights on why the medical decision support system misdiagnosed patients

of the selected group, failing to diagnose the highlighted condition, CCS 96 - Heart valve

disorder.
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6.6 Validation

To empirically validate the reliability of FairLens in discovering biases, we created an ar-

tificially biased DSS and we ran the FairLens pipeline on it. The aim of this validation is

to check whether the disparity measure used by FairLens is able to highlight the bias we

injected in the DSS even when standard measures of multi-label performance (e.g. recall@n

and microAUC) do not detect it.

Creating the biased DSS.

One of the most common causes of bias in machine learning is the under-representation of

some categories in the training set. We then performed a random undersampling of patients

having Other as Insurance, removing 90% of them from MIMIC-IV dataset (sampling A of

figure 6-6). Finally, we used this skewed dataset as the training set for DoctorAI creating

the biased DSS. While in this case we used such approach to validate the proposed pipeline,

it is worth to notice that several studies suggest that ICD9 codes might be severely biased

by the insurance type variable [282, 154, 128, 230].

The biased DSS created using this training set also contains, by construction, all the

biases already present in the original dataset. To check whether the bias detected by

FairLens in the biased DSS is actually the one we synthetically injected rather than the one

already present in the original dataset, we created a baseline DSS by training DoctorAI on

a random undersampling of MIMIC-IV (sampling B in figure 6-6). This sampling creates a

training set that has the same size as the biased one, but that has the same distributions of

demographic variables as the auditing dataset. Figure 6-6 shows the resulting distributions

of training set demographic variables for the two sampling and for the test set.

The fact that the size of the training set is the same for both the biased and the baseline

DSS allows a fair comparison of the performance metrics among the two. Indeed comparing

the performance of the biased DSS with a baseline trained on a MIMIC-IV dataset withoug

sampling would result in a baseline performance higher than the biased one only due to the

bigger size of training set, creating a confounding factor for the analysis. The performance

of the two DSSs on the test set are shown in Table 6.6.

Comparing the distributions of demographic variables of these two black-boxes (Figure

6-6), we note that by removing 90% of patients having Other insurance, we also changed
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Figure 6-6: Sampling procedure and distribution of demographic variables in the
training sets and test set. We first extract from the whole MIMIC-IV a test set with
20% of data points. From the remaining points, we extract two training sets with
different sampling procedures (sampling A and sampling B). Sampling A produces a
training set with artificially injected bias. Sampling B produces a training set with
random sampling that respects the same distribution of demographic variables as
the original dataset.

BB Recall trained @10 @20 @30
on biased training set 0.449 0.586 0.671
on baseline training set 0.454 0.591 0.683

Table 6.6: Performance of clinical DSS trained on the biased and on the baseline
training sets

the distributions of other demographic variables. Consider, for example, the age distribu-

tion in the biased training set. We can see that patients having age 0−15 almost disappear

from the dataset.
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6.6.1 FairLens Analysis

We then proceed to run FairLens Pipeline on these two DSS. The first step is to identify

potentially problematic groups of patients using FairLens scatterplots (Figure 6-7) and

tables (Table 6.7).

Comparing the two scatterplots we can immediately see that FairLens detect both the

Insurance and the Age bias synthetically injected in the biased DSS. Indeed, the majority

of patients having the biggest disparity scores are those of age 0-15 and those having

insurance Other. This is visible also in the tables that show the highest disparity scores

binned by group size (see Tables 6.3 and 6.7).

group size bin insurance gender age braket ethnicity disparity score group size

10-50 other f 0.0-15.0 white 1.00 * 10
50-100 other any 0.0-15.0 any 0.66 * 57
100-200 other m any asian 0.42 * 149
200-400 any any over 65 asian 0.40 * 286
400-800 any any any asian 0.39 657
800-1500 other m any black/african american 0.40 * 866
1500-3000 medicare f over 65 white 0.41 * 2896
3000-5000 medicare f over 65 any 0.41 * 3832
5000-24447 any f over 65 any 0.40 * 5351

Table 6.7: Groups with the highest disparity score in each group size bin for the
biased DSS. All disparity scores marked with * are above the 95th percentile of
random variability for the group size.

rank on rank on mean rank on mean rank on
insurance baseline biased baseline biased
medicare 1 2 107.82 119.09
other 2 1 111.24 93.97
medicaid 3 3 143.75 155.04

Table 6.8: The ranking performed by FairLens using disparity score for the baseline
and biased DSS.

We also compared FairLens average ranking aggregated by insurance type for both the

biased and the baseline DSS. The results reported in Table 6.8 show that, for the baseline

DSS, FairLens ranks Medicare as the insurance having the highest disparity score across

different groups, while Other is ranked above the others for the biased DSS.

Finally, we measured the outcome disparity for the insurance variable using the multi-

label standard metrics used to evaluate DoctorAI performance in the original paper, re-

call@k and the microAUC. We compared the difference of these metrics in the baseline
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Figure 6-7: FairLens scatterplots for the baseline DSS (a) and biased DSS (b)
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Figure 6-8: Average metrics across insurance groups

and biased DSS in Figure 6-8. We can see that while the standard metrics remain almost

constant or slightly decrease in the biased BB with respect to the baseline DSS, both dis-

parity scores evaluated at top 𝑘 = 20 and 𝑘 = 30 exhibit a clear increase for the under

sampled group in the BB where bias was artificially injected.
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6.7 Discussion

In this chapter, we explored the ability of XAI to audit a commercial black box. As also

highlighted in chapter 4.5, systematic auditing procedures must be in place when black-box

ML-based clinical DSSs are deployed in real-world healthcare settings.

It is essential to build external algorithmic auditing tools that allow an objective eval-

uation of the effectiveness and fairness of algorithmic systems. Even though an internal

algorithmic auditing process is of pivotal importance to release a product that meets the

ethical and reliability standards of those who developed and marketed the product, its

cost-benefit analysis might be skewed toward maximizing profit. External auditing tools

allow companies to be held accountable to third parties and increase the credibility of the

algorithmic pipeline. Independent auditing is also helpful to test the model on the target

population where the DSS should be deployed.

We proposed FairLens, an algorithmic pipeline to inspect clinical DSSs to spot potential

fairness issues in patients’ groups that call for further investigation of possible over-/under-

diagnosed conditions. The proposed methodology can help domain experts investigate the

reason behind the systematic black-box misclassification by pointing to the most common

causes of error within groups through XAI techniques.

The main use-case presented in this chapter describes the auditing process of a clinical

DSS trained on sequential visits to predict the diagnoses associated with the next patient’s

visit. FairLens can be generalized to other use-cases with different DSS tasks, as far as the

building blocks are adequately adapted. The application of FairLens to a different clinical

DSS is presented in Appendix A. While the final aim (auditing a black-box) and the

intended user (IT expert responsible for deploying the DSS in the healthcare facility) are

the same, the machine learning model is completely different. The experiment highlights

the flexibility of our framework, adapted to work on predicting the ICD9 codes given the

raw text of clinical notes, relaxing the temporal dimension of sequential visits. While the

scoring mechanism remains unchanged, the explainability approach and the local-to-global

aggregation mechanism are adapted to the prediction task.

DSS developers can also use FairLens to perform a sanity check of the model and

detect and mitigate potential biases before its release. However, this would require ML

engineers to know the medical domain or team up with medical personnel to understand

if the potential bias signaled by FairLens reflects a real fairness issue.
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It is worth stressing that FairLens is not designed to be an automated tool but rather

to help human auditors in identifying groups where fairness issues may arise. Moreover,

FairLens is not able to provide the origin of such misbehavior (e.g., eliciting if the source

of bias is in the original training data, is embedded in the algorithm itself [126] or in

the prediction task), as it is designed to perform external audit without having access to

information about the black-box nor the original training data.

External auditing tools such as FairLens could also identify ICU patients’ over/under-

treatment to improve patient experience in the hospital. Under the assumption that high

disparity scores suggest a mismatch between what the clinical DSS learned and how the

patients were historically treated in the healthcare facility, the auditor might even find

biases in the auditing data, leading to a quality assessment of hospital services.

It is also important to discuss potential uses of FairLens, which differ from the one

envisioned and discussed in this chapter. Theoretically, if linked with information that

leads to the identification of the operator responsible for patients’ treatments, FairLens

could be used to identify doctors that systematically treat groups differently. While doctor

performance assessment is precious and several techniques to operationalize it already

exist [265], such unintended use of FairLens should be properly considered.

While in this chapter, we shift our focus toward a real-world setting, the explanations

provided by FairLens might be challenging for non-technical users. In the next chapter, we

take a step back and focus on evaluating the effectiveness of Doctor XAI explanations (the

explanations combined in a local-to-global fashion in FairLens) on healthcare providers.
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Understanding the impact of

explanations on advice-taking: a user

study for AI-based clinical Decision

Support Systems

7.1 Introduction

The previous chapter focused on the ability of XAI to audit a fictional commercial black-

box AI system whose software is proprietary. While the results show that this is possible

from a technical point of view, we need to investigate whether the provided explanations

are effective on real-world users. Indeed, up to this point, we did not include any human

evaluation of the explanations provided by the presented methods. In this chapter, we

take a step back and focus on evaluating Doctor XAI explanations’ impact on a group

of healthcare providers. Involving the end-users is of pivotal importance to evaluate if

explanations can enable a real human oversight (objective 4 of chapter 3). Indeed, AI

shows great potential for healthcare applications such as clinical Decision Support Systems

(DSS). However, the rate of adoption of such technology in health clinics and hospitals is

low [395, 13, 317]. A recent report estimated that 84% of healthcare providers in Europe

currently do not use any AI system [159]. The reasons behind the low adoption of clinical

DSS that do not embed AI have been well studied, and the difficulties include perceived
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challenges to autonomy, lack of time, and dissatisfaction with user interfaces [208, 41,

246, 359, 311, 355, 196, 202]. In addition to these adoption barriers, AI technologies also

face trust issues from medical staff and a lack of knowledge about their limitations and

capabilities [159, 363]. Trust plays a central role in the adoption of new technologies and

explanations of AI recommendations are often touted as the solution to trust issues [302,

114, 369, 392]. This chapter explores the relationship between trust, XAI explanations, and

users’ intention to adopt an AI-based clinical DSS. We studied these aspects by performing

an online user study on the impact of AI explanations in the medical field. In the following

we present the theoretical foundations of our experiment and related works.

7.1.1 Theoretical models of acceptance and use of technology

Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and psychology researchers have developed several

theories to identify and explain the factors that predict users’ acceptance and use of tech-

nology. More than one theoretical framework might be needed to study a particular issue.

In our work, we followed the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [364] and the Unified

Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology Model (UTAUT) [366]. The central factor

in these models is people’s intention to perform a particular behavior, i.e., their behavioral

intention. The behavioral intention is assumed to be the best predictor of actual behavior.

Indeed, the greater the intention to engage in a behavior, the more likely its execution

should be. These models propose different factors influencing behavioral intention to use

technology.

Perceived
Usefulness

Perceived 
Ease Of 

Use

Behavioral
Intention Behavior

Figure 7-1: Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
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At its core, the TAM [92] (figure 7-1) and its subsequent extensions [365, 364] postulate

that the two most important predictors of an individual’s behavioral intention of using a

certain technology are its perceived usefulness, defined as "the degree to which a person

believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job performance" and

its perceived ease of use defined as "the degree to which a person believes that using a

particular system would be free of effort".

Performance 
Expectancy

Effort 
Expectancy

Social
Influence

Facilitating
conditions

Gender Age Experience Voluntariness
of use

Behavioral
Intention Behavior

Figure 7-2: Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology Model (UTAUT)

The UTAUT (figure 7-2) integrates eight models of technology acceptance by identify-

ing four key categories of direct determinants of behavioral intention. Some of these are in

common with TAM. For example, it considers the performance expectancy and the effort

expectancy constructs which can be respectively mapped to the perceived usefulness and

the perceived ease of use. However, it also considers some organizational aspects. Indeed

it also identifies as key constructs the social influence, defined as "the degree to which an

individual perceives that important others believe he or she should use the new system"

and the facilitating conditions, defined as "the degree to which an individual believes that

an organizational and technical infrastructure exists to support the use of the system".

In the original UTAUT paper, gender, age, experience, and voluntariness of use have a

moderating role on the relationship between the model’s key constructs and behavioral

intention. The UTAUT questionnaire has already been used in the healthcare setting

to evaluate the factors influencing healthcare professionals’ adoption of mobile electronic
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medical record [198, 367] and to investigate the adoption of AI-based medical diagnosis

support system [114].

7.1.2 Trust

Neither the TAM nor the UTAUT explicitly acknowledges trust as a construct of the

model. Trust has been overlooked in these models because it was assumed to be associated

only with interpersonal relationships [165, 121]. However, many studies have shown that

humans respond socially to complex technology [254], i.e., when the system used goes

beyond a simple tool with clearly determined and easily understood functions [210, 162].

Therefore, trust plays a central role in the adoption of AI-based technologies. We adopt

the following definition of trust:

Trust is the extent to which a user is confident in, and willing to act on

the basis of, the recommendations, actions, and decisions of an artificially

intelligent decision aid [234].

Trust in AI becomes vital in scenarios that entail risk, uncertainty, and vulnerability to

negative outcomes [10]. For example, trust is not an essential factor in adopting an AI

algorithm that ranks the documents in a folder according to their relevance, whereas trust is

essential in a clinical decision-making context. Trust can be measured both by employing

explicit and implicit measures. Explicit measures involve the use of trust scales that

directly ask users whether they trust the AI or not [166], while implicit measures rely on

operationalizing the definition of trust in terms of user behavior: does the user changes

his or her behavior after receiving the AI-system suggestion? [396] Indeed, in the context

of decision-making, trust is positively associated with advice taking [130, 336]. Advice

taking can be measured using the Weight Of Advice (WOA) [156], i.e., the extent to which

participants change their initial estimate after receiving the AI system’s suggestion:

𝑊𝑂𝐴 =
|𝐹 − 𝐼|
|𝐴− 𝐼|

where 𝐼 and 𝐹 are respectively the pre- and post-advice judgments and 𝐴 is the received

advice. The WOA is often used with the Judge-Advisor System (JAS) framework [335, 336].

In a JAS there are two distinct roles in the decision-making process: the judge and the

advisor. While the advisor provides to the judge suggestions and advice, the judge is the
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only responsible for the final decision. In the context of clinical decision-making the clinical

DSS is the advisor and the clinician is the judge, solely responsible to provide appropriate

care for the patient.

7.1.3 Trust calibration and AI explanations

Ideally, explaining clinical DSS recommendations should help clinicians with trust calibra-

tion, i.e., to properly adjust their level of trust according to the actual reliability of the AI

system [313]. There are several levels of trust falling along a spectrum ranging from com-

plete distrust to overreliance on AI. Both extremes have been observed towards AI-based

clinical DSSs. On the one hand, some works have shown that clinicians tend to over-rely

on automated suggestions by taking less initiative [214] or accepting incorrect diagnoses

suggested by AI [151]. This phenomenon is known as automation bias [210, 333] and can

be particularly dangerous in critical domains such as medicine. On the other hand, physi-

cians are reluctant to trust algorithms that they do not understand [56, 331] and might

be subject to algorithm aversion [95], which is the human tendency to discount algorith-

mic advice [225]. Distrust in AI applications in medicine also comes from doctors’ fear

of legal repercussions if something goes wrong due to unclear liability regimes [255, 339].

While, at first glance, explanations of such DSS seem the solution to these issues, some

studies suggested that explanations can be inadequate to deal with overreliance on flawed

algorithms [174]. Furthermore, explanations might even increase overreliance on AI-based

clinical DSS [53, 204], and it might be necessary to design the system to force the user to

engage in analytical thinking when explanations require substantial cognitive effort to be

evaluated [51]. These findings highlight the importance of involving the end-user of the

explanation when evaluating its efficacy and, ideally, in the design phase. However, there

is a gap between state-of-the-art XAI explanations and end-users. A recent survey has

shown that machine learning engineers mainly use explanations of black-box AI systems to

debug their model in the development phase [39], i.e., developers of XAI methods design

explanations for themselves. In the medical field, a few works have tried to close such

a gap by involving the doctors in the design procedure [392, 316, 205] or by performing

exploratory surveys on their needs [352, 56, 220]. Despite these recent efforts, most of the

research has been focused on laypeople [19, 248, 68]. However, several works have shown

that users’ domain expertise is relevant to the trust calibration process [258, 377, 412], e.g.,

novice users tend to over-rely on AI suggestions. For these reasons, in our study we focus
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on the impact of explanation on advice taking involving a specific pool of end-users, i.e.,

healthcare providers, and observing the use of explanation in the appropriate decisional

context [40, 237], i.e., while performing a task supported by a clinical DSS.

Finally, another important factor to consider is the perceived explanation quality. In-

deed, good explanations enable end-users to develop an appropriate mental model of how

the AI system works, facilitating the trust calibration process. To measure explanations

quality, we employed the explanation satisfaction scale [166] which measures explanations’

understandability, feeling of satisfaction, sufficiency of detail, completeness, usefulness,

accuracy, and trustworthiness from users’ point of view.

7.2 Main contribution

In this chapter, we present the results of an online user study on the impact of AI ex-

planations in the medical field. For our experiment, we considered our XAI methodology,

Doctor XAI (presented in section 5.4), and we employed Doctor AI [72], a recurrent neural

network, to act as clinical DSS. The purpose of our research is to understand how expla-

nations could enhance the trust in the AI system and the intention of using an AI system

in the medical field. Our research questions are the following:

• RQ1: How AI explanations impact users’ trust in algorithmic recommendations in

the healthcare context?

• RQ2: How AI explanations impact users’ behavioral intention of using the system

in the healthcare context?

In particular, we want to test the following main hypotheses:

• Hp1: Participants trust more the algorithmic suggestion when it is presented with

the explanation.

• Hp2: Participants feel more confident when they use the system that provides an

explanation

• Hp3: Participants have a higher behavioral intention to use the system that provides

an explanation.

• Hp4: Participants express higher trust for the system with the explanation
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7.3 Methods

7.3.1 Participants

We ran an online experiment on the Prolific platform (www.prolific.co). We prescreened

participants to be healthcare providers (doctors, nurses, paramedics, and emergency ser-

vices providers), fluent in English, and high acceptance rate. All participants provided

written informed consent and studies were approved by local Research Ethics Commit-

tees. Each participant was asked to perform a task (detailed below) and answer a set of

questionnaires and received a compensation of 6.20£ for it.

7.3.2 Estimation task

To evaluate whether the explanation of the algorithmic recommendation influenced par-

ticipants’ behavioral intention and trust in the clinical DSS, we used an estimation task.

During the estimation task, the participant is asked to make an estimate before and after

being presented with the algorithmic recommendation. In this case, the task was to es-

timate the chances of a patient suffering from an acute myocardial infarction (acute MI)

in the near future. Participants were first presented with the patient’s clinical history and

asked to make an initial estimate based on their knowledge and experience. Then they

were shown the algorithmic suggestion, and they were asked to make a second and final

estimate (more details can be found in Appendix B.9). This task allowed participants to

decide how much they want to rely on the algorithmic suggestion, weighing it compared

to their first estimate. Our paradigm adapts to the judge-advisor system (JAS) [335, 336]

7.3.3 Experimental design

The experimental design followed a two-cell (only AI suggestion vs. AI suggestion and

explanation) within-subjects design. Each participant was asked to perform the estimation

task twice: once using the interface providing only the AI suggestion (blue path of figure

7-3) and once using the interface providing the suggestion and the explanation (yellow path

of figure 7-3). To prevent the learning effect, each participant used the two interfaces on

two different yet analogous patients. To prevent order effect, participants were randomly

assigned to different experimental groups to control the order of presentation of the different

types of algorithmic suggestions (with or without explanation).
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Figure 7-3: Flowchart of the estimation task for the two interfaces: only suggestion
(blue path) and suggestion and explanation (yellow path)

7.3.4 Collected data

Implicit trust and confidence

Our main dependent variable was the Weight of Advice (WOA) [156] defined as follows:

𝑊𝑂𝐴 =
|𝐹 − 𝐼|
|𝐴− 𝐼|

where 𝐹 and 𝐼 are respectively the final and initial participant’s estimates, while 𝐴 is

the algorithmic suggestion. Participants were asked to estimate the patient’s chances of

developing an acute MI in the near future on scale from 0 to 100% and their confidence

in the estimate on a sliding scale. To avoid adding further degrees of freedom to the

experiment, we selected only patients correctly predicted by the algorithm as having an

acute MI in the near future, therefore 𝐴 = 100 in all cases. Participants were also asked

to indicate their confidence level after each estimate.

Explicit trust

In addition to the WOA, we also measured the explicit trust in the system by directly

asking participants’ perception on the system reliability, predictability, and efficiency (5-

point Likert scale, from 1="strongly disagree" to 5="strongly agree") [166, 55, 10].
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Behavioral intention and correlated constructs

To measure and compare the Behavioral Intention (BI) of using the two interfaces, we

adapted the UTAUT and the TAM questionnaires from [364, 366] (the whole questionnaire

can be found in Appendix B.11). In particular, we collected the following constructs (5-

point Likert scale, from 1="strongly disagree to 5="strongly agree"):

• Performance Expectancy: the degree to which an individual believes that using

the system will help him or her to attain gains in job performance [366].

• Effort Expectancy: the degree of ease associated with the use of the system [366].

• Attitude Towards using Technology: an individual’s overall affective reaction

to using a system [366].

• Social Influence: the degree to which an individual perceives that important others

believe he or she should use the new system [366].

• Facilitating Conditions: the degree to which an individual believes that an orga-

nizational and technical infrastructure exists to support the use of the system [366].

• Image: the degree to which use of an innovation is perceived to enhance one’s image

or status in one’s social system [364].

• Job relevance: The degree to which an individual believes that the target system

is applicable to his or her job [364].

• Output Quality: The degree to which an individual believes that the system per-

forms his or her job tasks well [364].

• Result Demonstrability: The degree to which an individual believes that the

results of using a system are tangible, observable, and communicable [364].

Explanation satisfaction

We measured the perceived explanation quality using the explanation satisfaction scale

(5-point Likert scale, from 1="strongly disagree to 5="strongly agree") proposed in [166]

and collected qualitative feedback using open-ended question on participants’ experience

using the two AI interfaces (see Appendix B.15 for the complete list of questions).
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Confounding factors

We controlled for confounding factors such as participants’ familiarity and involvement

in the task [99], demographic information such as gender, age, and the type of medical

profession (see Appendix B.5). We also controlled for participants’ Need For Cognition

(NFC) - an aspect related to the individual tendency to enjoy effortful cognitive tasks

(5-point Likert scale, from 1="strongly disagree to 5="strongly agree") [54, 239] (see

Appendix B.4). We now proceed to illustrate the two AI interfaces used in our experiment.

7.3.5 Interface "Only suggestion"- Dr. AI

Figure 7-4: Static visualization of the only suggestion AI interface

Acting as clinical DSS, we used Doctor AI [72], a Recurrent Neural Network able to

predict patients’ future diagnoses based on their past clinical histories. We post-processed

Doctor AI outcomes transforming them from multi-label (every diagnosis of future visits)

to binary to predict whether a patient would have an acute MI or not. A static visualization

of the interface providing only Doctor AI suggestions is shown in figure 7-4. The visits

of the patients are represented as a set of grey dots, and each dot represents a condition

diagnosed in the corresponding visit. For example, this patient was diagnosed with five

conditions in their first visit and with three conditions in the second one. In the dynamic

visualization, participants were able to explore the conditions diagnosed in each visit and

visualize their descriptions by moving the cursor over the corresponding dots. Finally, the

AI suggestion is shown in red to the left of the patient’s clinical history.

7.3.6 Interface "Suggestion and explanation" - Dr. XAI

To extract an explanation for the algorithmic suggestion, we employed Doctor XAI [271],

an eXplainable AI (XAI) technique able to deal with sequential clinical histories that
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Figure 7-5: Static visualization of the suggestion and explanation AI interface

use medical knowledge in its explanation extraction process. Doctor XAI’s explanations

highlight which conditions in the clinical history of the patients were deemed the most

important ones by the algorithm in its decision-making process. Furthermore, Doctor XAI

also provides information regarding the missing conditions that influenced the algorithmic

decision. A static visualization of the interface providing AI suggestions and explanations

is shown in figure 7-5. Doctor XAI assigns a different color to each dot according to the

corresponding condition’s relevance to the algorithmic decisions. Dots corresponding to

conditions deemed irrelevant are left grey, while dots deemed relevant are colored blue.

Furthermore, Doctor XAI shows as yellow dots conditions that are missing from the pa-

tient’s clinical history that would have changed algorithmic suggestion. Finally, a summary

of the explanation is written under the algorithmic suggestion. The dynamic visualization

allowed participants to highlight the conditions in the clinical history corresponding to

each sentence in the written explanation summary.

7.4 Results

7.4.1 Quantitative analysis

A total of 31 healthcare providers participated in the online experiment. The analysis

discarded three participants: one did not pass the attention check question, while two

gave 100 as their initial estimate, which yielded undefined values for the WOA (𝐴 = 𝐼).

Eventually, 28 participants were retained for the study. 5 doctors, 20 nurses, one health

care assistant, one dietetic assistant practitioner, and one ambulance call dispatcher. The

mean age was 41 years old (SD=11) ranging from 24 to 65 years old. 21 were women and

7 men. The male sample has a mean age of 34 years old (SD=9), and the female sample
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has mean 43 years old (SD=11). We performed all the analysis in Python.
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Figure 7-6: Boxplot comparing the WOA (a) the confidence shift after the advice
(b) the behavioural intention of use and (c) the explicit trust in the two systems
(d).

Weight of Advice and Confidence. In figure 7-6(a) we show the result of the com-

parison between the WOA for the two AI interfaces: Dr.AI (only suggestion) and Dr.XAI

(suggestion and explanation). The WOA was higher for the Dr.XAI interface (Mdn=0.31)

than the Dr.AI interface (Mdn=0). A paired-samples two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test

indicated that this difference was statistically significant (𝑇 = 32.5, 𝑝 = 0.002). This

confirmed our first hypothesis showing that participants were more influenced by the AI

interface showing an explanation for its recommendation. Since advice-taking is positively

correlated with trust, we can interpret this result saying that, on average, participants

implicitly trusted more the AI interface that provides explanations. In figure 7-6(b) we

compared participants’ confidence shift for the two interfaces. The confidence shift was

measured as the difference of the reported participant’s confidence in the estimate be-

fore and after receiving the AI advice. A paired-samples two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank

test did not find any statically significant difference between the two interfaces 𝑇 = 169,

𝑝 = 0.869. This means that the explanation did not significantly increases or decreased

participants confidence in their second estimate compared with a system that provide only

the suggestion.

Behavioural Intention and explicit trust In figure 7-6(c) we compared the behavioural

intention of use for the two AI interfaces. A paired-samples two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank

test did not find any statically significant difference between the two interfaces 𝑇 = 37,

𝑝 = 0.076. This did not allow us to confirm our second hypothesis that the behavioural

intention of use of the AI interface Dr.XAI (suggestion and explanation) was higher than
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UTAUT variable median Dr.AI median Dr.XAI Wilcoxon statistic p-value
Performance Expectancy 3.2 3.0 66.0 0.391
Effort Expectancy 3.6 3.5 66.5 0.016(*)
Social Influence 3.2 3.5 74.5 0.403
Facilitating Conditions 3.2 3.5 79.5 0.333
Attitude toward techology use 3.2 3.1 100.0 0.587
Image 2.0 2.2 31.5 0.325
Relevance 3.7 3.3 40.5 0.726
Output quality 3.2 3.0 64.0 0.553
Result Demonstrability 3.8 3.8 128.0 0.224

Table 7.1: Comparison of UTAUT variables for the two interfaces. Median, paired
sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test statistics and p-value.

the Dr.AI (only suggestion) one. However, our results also indicated a significant positive

Spearman correlation between the behavioural intention of use of the Dr.XAI interface

and the perceived explanation quality 𝑟𝑠(27) = 0.67, 𝑝 < .001. Similarly, we did not

find a significant difference in explicit trust between the two interfaces (figure 7-6(d),

paired-samples two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test, 𝑇 = 157.0, 𝑝 = 0.881), but we found

a strong positive Spearman correlation between explicit trust and perceived explanation

quality (𝑟𝑠(27) = 0.77, 𝑝 < .001). This could indicate that this particular type of expla-

nation does not suit healthcare providers well. Indeed, like those of most state-of-the-art

XAI methods, such an explanation was developed and designed with debugging purposes in

mind rather than to fit the specific needs of the final user. Therefore, healthcare providers

perceive this explanation as unsatisfactory and do not increase their behavioral intention

of use or trust in the system when presented with it.

Further findings In table 7.1 we show a comparison between the UTAUT variables in

the two interfaces together with their medians and the related paired sample Wilcoxon

signed-rank test statistics and its p-value. The only statistically significant difference

between the two interfaces is Effort Expectancy. Given the small sample size, we leave

to future works the creation of two models investigating which factors impact the most

the behavioural intention. Furthermore, no statistically significant correlation between the

confounding variables, the WOA, and the behavioural intention was found with Spearman

correlation tests. The only relevant negative correlation was found between the WOA of

the Dr.AI interface (only suggestion) and the single-item measure of familiarity with the

task (rs(27)=-0.58, p-value = 0.001). This means that the algorithmic suggestion had a

stronger influence on participants less familiar with estimating the chances of an acute

MI. Finally, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed a slight difference in the WOA between
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the different types of healthcare providers 𝑇 = 2.56, 𝑝 = 0.025. However, given the small

sample for each category, we leave such an analysis for further works.

7.4.2 Open-ended questions insights

In order to evaluate participants’ impressions, we asked them to answer open-ended ques-

tions. Participants’ open-ended responses were coded through thematic coding [287].

Specifically, the analysis was carried out to create as few categories as possible without

making them too broad.

Participants’ perceptions and preferences Understanding users’ preferences for one

interface over the other is of pivotal importance to analyze their impressions. We asked

the participants to give us answers about: 1)their general impression of each interface,

2) what they liked the most about the interface they had just used, 3)what they dislike

the most about the interface they just used. Most participants appreciated the two inter-

faces, with slightly more participants leaving positive comments on the Dr.XAI interface

(Dr.AI= 39.29%; Dr.XAI= 53.57%). Indeed, most participants did not appreciate the

simple suggestion provided by the Dr.AI interface without any other information (54% of

the participants asked for an explanation, while 46% did not express any opinion):

It is simple. Too simple in fact. F, 36, Nurse

I wish this AI interface would provide more information about how it reached

it’s decision. F, 40, Nurse.

However, when provided with the explanation, they were left unsatisfied by it:

Using the AI interface with the explanation built in was something I antici-

pated making the decision easier, but in fact this was not the case. All the

information presented too much on the screen and took a lot of time to inter-

pret and synthesise. Decision-making became more of a lengthy and arduous

process. F, 24, Doctor.

I think it has a lot of potential, but would like a more detailed rationale of

why it thinks an MI is likely and a numeric assessment of how likely (as I was

asked to give). F, 51, Doctor.
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Some suggested implementing a natural language version of the explanation and adding

the time length between visits. Overall, participants did not encountered many difficulties

(Dr.AI =85 %; Dr.XAI=68%). One of the common issues was understanding how to

interact with the explanation. The explanation interface was considered useful to prevent

novices from making mistakes and during collaborative decision-making tasks:

It would prevent novices making mistakes. F, 52, Doctor.

The doctors in our acute medical department are very keen to discharge pa-

tients home; leaving nurses in a difficult predicament when we don’t agree with

their decision making. A tool such as this, could help nurses to justify their

reasons for keeping a patient in hospital or to use cardiac monitoring vs. not

monitoring. F, 36, Nurse.

Algorithm aversion and fear of being replaced Eventually, one of the most surprising

findings we came across is related to the participants’ perceived threat of being replaced by

the AI system. In both conditions, comments like the ones reported below were common:

Can be useful but does not replace human judgement. F, 59, Nurse. (Dr.XAI

condition).

it could be taken as fact that the AI is correct which disregards the human

factor and individuality. F, 53, Nurse. (Dr.AI condition)

It was really good but human health isn’t always black and white. You can’t put

AI in human nature. Yes it may use stats probabilities etc but there’s always

that one patient that goes against the rules. I’d use it to as a tool to bear in

mind but I wouldn’t rely on it. [...] It takes away the thinking this the prestige

of all the effort and study you’ve put in!. F, 39, Nurse (Dr.XAI condition).

While this might be associated with the phenomenon of algorithm aversion [95], or the

human discount of algorithmic advice [225], the prevailing sentiment emerging from such

open-ended questions was the fear of being replaced by AI. This fear of being replaced is

often an underestimated aspect in computer science research, however, the understanding

of the sociocultural environment in which the user operates has a paramount relevance in

the acceptance of such AI systems [102].
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7.5 Discussion

This chapter examined whether XAI explanations enable human oversight in the clinical

context. Indeed, AI explanations should help the physician establish the right amount

of trust in the clinical decision support tool and help her understand when intervening is

necessary.

We performed an online user study adopting the specific lens of the Weight of Advice

(WOA), the Trust Scale, and the Behavioral Intention from the TAM model. We com-

pared two interfaces for an AI-based clinical DSS by manipulating how the suggestion was

presented to the healthcare providers (with or without explanation) and asked them to

perform the estimation task before and after interacting with the two interfaces.

We found that participants were keener on taking advice from the AI interface that

explained its suggestion than the one that did not. This was reflected in a greater shift in

the estimates provided after receiving such algorithmic advice, i.e., the weight of advice.

We gain even more insight into the effect of the explanation from the open-ended

questions. The answers suggested that participants did not appreciate the suggestion

alone and preferred an explanation for it. However, the explanation provided left most of

them unsatisfied.

It is interesting to notice that, despite the low perceived explanation quality, partici-

pants were influenced by it and relied more on the advice of the AI system. This finding

might be in line with previous research on automation bias in medicine, i.e., the tendency

to over-rely on automation [134, 164, 221], and might significantly impact the ability of

explanations to ensure an appropriate level of human oversight.

We also studied the confidence after the advice and the explicit trust in the system,

finding no significant differences between the two interfaces. Similarly, we did not find

a significant difference in the behavioral intention (BI) of the use of the two interfaces.

A possible explanation for it is the high correlation between the BI and the perceived

explanation quality, i.e., the proposed explanation was not appropriate for the healthcare

audience. However, from the open-ended questions emerged an alternative interpretation

of this finding. Indeed, many participants showed some degree of algorithm aversion and

expressed the fear of being replaced by the AI system. The AI system was perceived

as threatening human judgment rather than as a decision support tool. This finding is

relevant in the design of AI applications in healthcare regardless of XAI explanations and
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shows that it is crucial to have an interdisciplinary approach to comprehend the factors

that influence technology adoption.

This study has some limitations. First of all, a limited sample size. In future work, we

aim to carry out a more complete and accurate study differentiating different healthcare

providers’ needs, also considering different task-related expertise.

Furthermore, Doctor XAI explanations are representative of a single type of explana-

tion. However, Dr.XAI’s explanations are both medical domain-aware and a good repre-

sentative of a common type of AI explanation: the removal-based type of explanation [85].

Like other popular removal-based approaches, Dr.XAI explanations summarize each fea-

ture’s influence on the model outcome [302, 228]. However, unlike other removal-based

approaches, it also employs medical knowledge in the explanation extraction process, mean-

ing that the features highlighted to be important were selected considering their medical

meaning. These explanation characteristics are therefore well suited for our purpose of

evaluating the impact of AI explanations on healthcare providers.
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Final discussion and future work

In this thesis, we explored the ability of XAI techniques to meet different requirements

for trustworthy AI in the context of healthcare applications. Chapter 4 analyzed the legal

and ethical framework related to the development and use of AI systems in healthcare.

The chapter provided an overview of the different approaches to AI ethics worldwide and

mapped some ethical values to the various stages of the ML development lifecycle. Then

the analysis focused on the EU legal and ethical framework and identified three main trust-

worthy AI requirements relevant to XAI: transparency, auditability, and human oversight.

Each chapter of this thesis focused on one of these requirements. However, each of these

principles is related to the others. For example, to ensure human oversight, it is necessary

to have transparency and auditability. It is important to note that these principles are

necessary but not sufficient for trustworthy AI. Our analysis focused on this specific subset

of requirements because XAI techniques can help ensure their fulfillment. The following

sections discuss how the work presented in the thesis is an appropriate interpretation of

these high-level values and how it supports their operationalization.

8.1 Transparency

.

The EU ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI [163] state that the transparency require-

ment is linked with the principle of explicability and “encompasses transparency of elements

relevant to an AI system: the data, the system, and the business models". In particular,

this requirement is broken down into three sub-requirements: traceability, i.e., the docu-
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mentation of all operations related to data and AI design choices; communication, i.e., the

communication of the limitations and capabilities of the AI system to the stakeholders;

and finally explainability, i.e., the ability to explain the technical process of the AI system

and how the human decision-maker interacts with it. While the traceability and commu-

nication sub-requirements can be achieved by adequately operationalizing record-keeping

and establishing appropriate communication procedures, achieving technical explainability

for black-box AI systems requires developing XAI techniques.

This thesis focused on developing new solutions to the outcome explanation problem

(section 5.1.1), i.e., the problem of providing an explanation for a specific black box out-

come. This is problem is explicitly mentioned in the EU guidelines for trustworthy AI

when the principle of explicability is discussed as one of the fundamental ethical principles

in the context of AI systems. In particular, the document mentions its interpretation of

explainable AI decision as “an explanation as to why a model has generated a particular

output or decision (and what combination of input factors contributed to that)". Adopting

such an interpretation, in chapter 5, we presented two novel XAI techniques to explain

the decision-making process that an AI system employs when making a prediction. In

more technical terms, the chapter adopted a model-agnostic and local approach to XAI.

Since the main focus of this thesis is on AI in healthcare, we focused on developing XAI

solutions to the outcome explanation problem tailored to healthcare data characteristics

such as multi-label outcomes and sequential and ontology-linked data.

Chapter 5 focused on evaluating the quality of explanations from a technical point of

view, i.e., using metrics of explanation goodness such as fidelity (i.e., whether the expla-

nation faithfully captures the decision-making process of the underlying black-box model)

and explanation complexity (i.e., the length of the explanation rule). While these two

metrics are respectively proxies of the trustworthiness and comprehensibility of an expla-

nation, they do not take into consideration how the human decision-maker interacts with

it. We investigated this aspect in chapter 7 that focuses on the issue of Human oversight

(section 8.3).
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8.2 Auditability

The EU ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI [163] state that “auditability entails the enable-

ment of the assessment of algorithms, data and design processes". This requirement needs

to be interpreted considering its interrelationships with other trustworthy AI requirements

such as the diversity, non-discrimination and fairness one (see figure 4-1). Indeed, algo-

rithmic auditing should be aimed at ensuring that the AI system decision making is fair

and is not based on biased data. XAI can enable the assessment of black-box algorithms

by uncovering their decision-making process and allowing an external auditor to inspect

whether such a process is fair and unbiased. This thesis explored this topic in chapter 6,

where we focused on using the XAI methodology presented in chapter 5, called Doctor XAI,

to audit a black-box clinical decision support system and explain its systematic biases on

selected groups of patients. We validated our framework, called FairLens, by injecting syn-

thetic bias in the training set of the black box and proving that our methodology was able

to detect it. We also proved the feasibility of using XAI for external auditing whose goal is

to identify fairness issues due to data biases. Indeed, once a particular AI misdiagnosis is

identified as systematic for a certain group of patients (e.g., patients belonging to a legally

recognized group of patients), FairLens exploited Doctor XAI, the local and model-agnostic

XAI technique of chapter 5, to uncover the black box decision-making process valid for

that group of patients.

Two other aspects are important to notice. First, FairLens allows to tackle intersec-

tional bias, i.e. bias that affect people based on the combination of several aspects of their

life (e.g. gender, race, socio-economic status). Indeed, it allows to evaluate the disparity

score of groups having any combination of protected attributes. This is in line with the

EU’s digital strategy “A Europe fit for the digital age" [81]. Second, given the fact that

the definition of fairness is highly context-dependent (e.g. it depends on societal values),

FairLens leaves the final decision on whether the observed bias constitutes a fairness issue

to the external auditor. This is possible because the disparity score of FairLens is accom-

panied by an explanation that allows the external auditor to inspect whether the reasons

behind the systemic misdiagnosis represents a fairness issue.
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8.3 Human oversight

The EU ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI [163] state that “Human oversight helps en-

suring that an AI system does not undermine human autonomy or causes other adverse

effects". As indicated in the guidelines, human oversight might be achieved through dif-

ferent governance mechanisms involving a human overseeing the AI system. However, to

enable human oversight over AI systems it is necessary for the human to have an under-

standing of how the system works and performs its prediction. XAI can enable human

oversight by providing such insights into the AI model decision-making process. An in-

terdisciplinary approach to XAI is fundamental to study AI explanations effectiveness in

enabling human oversight. Indeed, the goodness of an explanation does not lie in the

XAI method but in the perceptions of the person receiving the explanation. This aspect

is clearly illustrated in article 13 and 14 of the AIA. Indeed, article 13 prescribes that

and high-risk AI system should be designed to allow the user to appropriately interpret

its output. Furthermore, article 14 prescribes the design of appropriate human-computer

interfaces to allow human oversight.

We investigated this topic with a user study in chapter 7. Indeed, to achieve proper hu-

man oversight over AI-based clinical decision support systems is essential to study how the

related explanations impact advice-taking. AI explanations play a central role by allowing

the healthcare provider to inspect the factors that led the AI system to make a particular

recommendation, potentially preventing its mistakes, i.e. overseeing the system. Build-

ing adequate AI explanation interfaces is the fundamental step toward allowing humans

to oversee high-risk AI systems effectively. However, our user study results suggest that

participants were keener on taking the advice when presented with an explanation, even if

it was perceived as a low-quality one. This finding insinuates doubt that AI explanations

might increase the risk of automation bias, i.e., the tendency to over-rely on automation.

Our findings align with previous studies that suggested that AI explanations can be in-

adequate to deal with overreliance on flawed algorithms [174], and that they might even

increase overreliance on AI-based clinical DSS [? 53, 204]. To prevent overreliance on AI

systems might be necessary to design the system to force the user to engage in analytical

thinking when explanations require substantial cognitive effort to be evaluated [51].
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8.4 Future work

The chapters of this thesis progressively broadened the view from purely technical to socio-

technical and human-centered. Future work will be devoted even more to study the human

aspects of XAI. The starting point is provided by the two interesting elements emerged

from the user study of chapter 7: the tendency of AI explanations to increase automation

bias, i.e., the tendency to over-rely on automation, and healthcare providers’ algorithm

aversion and fear of being replaced by AI. Future work will explore the impact of explana-

tion on automation bias in medicine by focusing on a different pool of healthcare providers

(experts in the predictive task) and considering wrong algorithmic suggestions. We will

also further study healthcare providers’ algorithm aversion using fictional scenarios and

focus groups to better understand the factors influencing this tendency.

Another aspect that will be investigated is how to improve the explanation interface

adopting a human-centered co-design process. Co-design is a participatory design ap-

proach that involves the end users as active participants in the design process [288]. This

approach to design is particularly useful when developing human-centered XAI interfaces

whose goal is to facilitate smooth and useful human-machine interactions. The objective of

human-centered design is to "enable users to achieve goals effectively, efficiently and with

satisfaction, taking account of the context of use" [172]. In the context of clinical DSS, a

human-centered design of their user interface should increase healthcare providers’ ability

to understand and correctly act upon the DSS suggestions, which ultimately should result

in improved health outcomes for their patients.

Finally, from a more technical point of view, we will investigate how to create trust-

worthy explanations of the global behavior of black-box DSS starting from the local ex-

planations of Doctor XAI. Ideally, this process would allow to create a fully transparent

model starting from a black-box. This promising line of research is in its infancy. One

approach to solve this local to global [325] problem was used in the FairLens framework to

merge the local explanations of the misdiagnoses of a group of patients into one explanation

valid for all of them. In this sense, FairLens can be considered the first step in this direction.

The key takeaway of this thesis is that explainability is not just a technical issue, espe-
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cially in the healthcare context. While technical transparency might be the first necessary

step toward understanding black-box AI systems, a truly interdisciplinary approach in-

volving medical, legal, and HCI experts is needed to reach the final goal of trustworthy AI

in medicine.
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Appendix A: FairLens use case 2 -

auditing a clinical DSS for predicting

medical codes from clinical notes

This section shows how FairLens can be used to audit a medical DSS that supports a user

on the assignment of ICD-9 medical codes to a patient discharge, assuming that there

are clinical notes associated to that patient. Convolutional Attention for Multi-Label

classification (CAML) [249] is a medical decision support system that predicts medical

codes from clinical text. As described in section 6.5, we imagine that the domain expert

has no access to the source code of the DSS, i.e. it can be considered a black-box.

We use the MIMIC-III (see Subsection A.1) database of electronic health records as the

fictitious historical database of the facility. The explainer in this use case is a model-aware

attention mechanism, since CAML implements an attentional convolutional network that

uses the attention mechanism to identify meaningful explanations for each code assignment.

We split the dataset exactly as described in CAML paper, and we use the pre-trained

CAML model trained to predict the MIMIC-III full set of 8.922 ICD-9 codes. For the

pre-trianed model, training and validation set were used to train the CAML model. We

use the samples in the test set as the historical database for the auditing process.
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A.1 Dataset: MIMIC-III

MIMIC-III is the third update of the MIMIC (Medical Information Mart for Intensive

Care) [135, 188] database. MIMIC-III is a single-center freely available database containing

de-identified clinical data of over 40.000 patients admitted to the ICU (intensive care unit)

of the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston collected from 2001 to 2012. The

dataset contains patients’ demographics, clinical measurement, billing information, medical

history and also clinical notes written by healthcare providers in free-text format together

with ICD classification for every visit.

A.2 Clinical DSS: CAML

The Convolutional Attention for Multi-Label classification model (CAML) [249] imple-

ments an attentional convolutional network to predict ICD-9 medical codes from clinical

notes. Pre-trained models are available in many flavors: it can be trained on different ver-

sions of MIMIC (MIMIC-II or MIMIC-III), it might predict ICD-9 medical codes among

the top 50 most common codes or among the whole set of codes, and it might include a

regularization term to encourage each code’s parameters to be similar to those of codes

with similar textual descriptions, dubbed Description Regularized CAML (DR-CAML).

In this experiment, we used the non-regularized CAML model, pre-trained on MIMIC-

III for the prediction of ICD-9 medical codes among the full set of 8.922 codes. We

opted for the non-regularized version because it shows better performance for this specific

setting. The source code for the pre-processing of the MIMIC-III dataset, for the train-

validation-test split and the pre-trained models are available on the original paper’s Github

repository1.

A.3 Local Explainer: The Attention Mechanism

While in the FairLens framework a post-hoc explainer that is agnostic w.r.t. the machine

learning model would be preferable to ensure an auditing process that is fully disjoint by

the model development phase, in this use case we leverage the attention mechanism as a

XAI technique to explain the model outputs. The attention mechanism falls into the class

of model-aware XAI techniques, since the attention scores produced by the model are used

1https://github.com/jamesmullenbach/caml-mimic
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to measure how much an input feature explains the model output. In CAML, a convolution

layer with filter size 𝑘 = 10 is at the input of the attention layer, thus an attention score

is assigned to every 10 consecutive tokens in a rolling window over the input. Therefore,

by summing the scores of each token, the explainer is a function:

𝜉 : (BB, 𝑥𝑖, 𝛽) → { 𝑡1 = 𝑠1, · · · , 𝑡𝑘 = 𝑠𝑘}

where BB is the CAML model, 𝑥𝑖 is the the list of tokens extracted from the clinical note

𝑖, 𝛽 is the ICD-9 code from which the output has to be explained. The function produces

a set of explanations that assigns a score 𝑠𝑘 to each token 𝑡𝑘.

Notice that attention scores are the output of a softmax operation, i.e., strictly positive

values between 0 and 1, and thus have limited use as explanation scores [176], since they

do not include text fragments that have a negative impact in the model decision. While

such attention scores can be transformed in values that can be mapped to explanations

when properly weighted, as shown in [44], the explanations produced by CAML do not use

such approach.

A.4 Local-to-global approach

In the same spirit as GlocalX, the local-to-global approach used in this example aggregates

local explanations of the form { 𝑡1 = 𝑠1, · · · , 𝑡𝑘 = 𝑠𝑘} to a global set of rules { 𝑡1 >=

𝑠1, · · · , 𝑡𝑘 >= 𝑠𝑘} that includes all explanations for the cases in which BB misclassifies an

ICD-9 code 𝛽. Due to the structure of the explanations produced by the explainer in this

use case, a simple local-to-global approach is to associate each term 𝑡𝑘 to a rule 𝑡𝑘 >= 𝑠𝑘

where 𝑠𝑘 is the minimum score found in the set of explanations.

A.5 Auditing CAML on MIMIC-III

For this use case, only patient visits with clinical notes associated to them were selected

from the MIMIC-III dataset. In particular, by following the same data preparation de-

scribed in CAML, we select only discharge summaries and their addenda. The dataset

contains 52.726 of such summaries, from which 49.354 were used for training and valida-

tion. We use the remaining 3.372 test entries as auditing data. Finally, there are 8.921

unique ICD-9 codes to be predicted by the model.
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A.5.1 Assessing the DSS performance on the healthcare fa-

cility data

The performance of CAML on the auditing data is exactly as reported in the article [249],

since the auditing data is the same used to test the model:

@8 @15
Precision 0.709 0.561
Recall 0.373 0.526
F1 0.489 0.543

Table A.1: CAML performance on auditing data

A.5.2 Identifying problematic groups of patients

The following attributes were considered: Gender, Ethnicity, Age and Insurance. The

scatter plots in Figure A-1 show the relationship between the group size and its normalized

disparity measure. Each point is a combination of attributes, considering all possible

permutations.

Figure A-1: Normalized disparity scores vs. group sizes with 50% and 95% bootstrap
outliers bands.
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Disp. Over-diagnosed (Misdiagnosis Under-diagnosed (Misdiagnosis

Group Size Score Score) Score)

Female,
Private,
Asian

10 1.0

305.1: Tobacco use disorder 0.02 288.60: Leukocytosis -0.037

584.9: Acute kidney failure 0.013 872.02: Open wound
of auditory canal -0.033

272.4: Other and unspec.
hyperlipidemia 0.012 801.21: Closed fracture

of base of skull -0.029

15-25 years
Private 54 0.39

96.6: Enteral infusion
of conc. nutr. subst. 0.008 276.2: Acidosis -0.01

780.39: Other convulsions 0.006 275.3: Disorders of
phosphorus metabolism -0.008

E950.4: Suicide and
self-inflicted poisoning 0.006 807.01: Closed fracture

of one rib -0.007

45-65 years
Medicare 224 0.21

428.0: Congestive heart failure 0.005 285.9: Anemia -0.005

38.93: Venous catheterization 0.004 458.29: Other iatrogenic
hypotension -0.004

584.9: Acute kidney failure 0.004 V15.81: Personal history
of noncompliance -0.003

Table A.2: Groups ranked by normalized disparity scores for different group sizes
and most over/under-diagnosed conditions when auditing the black-box

A.5.3 Identifying systematic sources of error in the selected

subgroup

Table A.2 reports the the most over- and under-diagnosed CCS codes after computing the

mistiagnosis score of each ICD9 code (we show only the 3 of the top groups by disparity

scores for different population bins, and only the top/bottom codes ranked by misdiagnosis

scores are reported). Due to the small number of examples included in the auditing data,

the first two groups in the table are represented by a small number of patients (10 and 54),

and might be discarded for being low represented. The third group, on the other hand, is

represented by 224 samples.

A.5.4 Obtaining explanations for systematic misclassifications

For the last step of the pipeline, we focus on the largest group of Table A.2: Medicare

patients between 45 and 65 years. In Figure A-2 we show the explanations for the visits

where the model predicts the inclusion of ICD-9 code 428.0: Congestive heart failure.

Interestingly, among the explanations, stands out the importance of the term chf, a

medical acronym for congestive heart failure. The CAML model learns to associate a

higher probability of using the ICD-9 code 428.0 when this term is present in the clinical

notes, even though, looking closer at the notes of the misclassified patients, this term is

many times associated to past episodes or family history of congestive heart failure, due to

the age (45-65 years) of the patients. Also the term lasix, a first-line agent used to threat
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Figure A-2: Aggregated visualization of the relevant terms for the over-diagnosis of
428.0: Congestive heart failure in Medicare patients between 45 and 65 years.

edema caused by congestive heart failure, has high importance for the model, even though

the ICD-9 code 428.0 was not associated to many of these visits, but might be associated

to past episodes (again due to the high age of the group).
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Appendix B: user study additional

information

B.1 Information sheet

You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by Andrea Beretta, Ph.D.,

from the National Research Council (CNR), Pisa, Italy, (andrea.beretta@isti.cnr.it) in col-

laboration with Cecilia Panigutti, Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa, Italy, (cecilia.panigutti@sns.it)

Your participation is voluntary. You should read the information below and ask ques-

tions about anything you do not understand before deciding whether or not to participate

in our study. You may also decide to discuss participation with your family or friends.

You can download and print a copy of this form for your records.

B.1.1 What is the project’s purpose?

The last decade has witnessed the rise of a black box society. Ubiquitous obscure algo-

rithms, often based on sophisticated machine learning models trained on (big) data, which

predict behavioral traits of individuals, such as credit risk, health status, personality pro-

file. Many controversial cases have already highlighted that delegating decision-making

to black-box algorithms is critical in many sensitive domains, including crime prediction,

personality scoring, image classification, personal assistance, and more. The XAI project

addresses the challenges of requiring that machine learning and AI be explainable and com-

prehensible in human terms. This is instrumental for validating the quality and correctness
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of the resulting systems, and also for aligning the algorithms with human values and ex-

pectations, as well as preserving human autonomy and awareness in decision making. We

are applying such technology in a variety of different domains. As part of this work, we

need to understand if the produced outcome is comprehensible by professionals of a given

domain and get their views on the usefulness of the provided explanations produced by the

XAI tools. The project will run until 2024. The purpose of the study is to investigate user

interaction with two different interfaces of an Artificial Intelligent system that provides you

suggestion, and suggestion with explanation for advice in medical decisions. The results of

this study may help us in our future work involving the design of explanations for Artificial

Intelligent systems based on human and agent interaction.

B.1.2 Procedures

If you volunteer to participate in this study, we would ask you to do the following activities:

• Pre-task survey following consent: you will be asked to fill out a pre-task

survey. This survey will give us information on your background, and demographic

information

• Interaction with two interfaces: you will interact with an intelligent system that

will provide you a suggestion, or a suggestion with an explanation. You will be asked

to give two estimates according to your thoughts.

• Post-game survey: you will be asked to make ratings based on what you experi-

enced during the task. Your overall commitment to this research is expected to be

approximately 30 minutes.

Why have I been chosen?

You have been approached to participate due to your experience in the medical and health-

care field.

Do I have to take part?

It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you do decide to take part you

will be given this information sheet to keep (and be asked to sign a consent form) and you

can still withdraw at any time without any negative consequences. You do not have to
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give a reason. If you wish to withdraw from the research, please contact Fosca Giannotti,

ISTI-CNR, Via Moruzzi 1, 56124 Pisa, Italy. Email: fosca.giannotti@isti.cnr.it. Phone:

+39 050621299.

What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?

As your participation will be limited to very short periods and focused on your profes-

sional/citizen experience of understanding an explanation for a certain decision, no major

disadvantages or risks are foreseen.

What are the possible benefits of taking part?

Whilst there are no immediate benefits for those people participating in the project, it is

hoped that this work will result in the development of more accurate methods for automatic

decisions. Many of these tools will be made available as open-source to the scientific

community.

Will my taking part in this project be kept confidential?

All the information that we collect from you and about you during the course of the

research will be kept strictly confidential and will only be accessible to members of the

research team. You will not be able to be identified in any reports or publications unless

you have given your explicit consent for this on your participant consent form. If you

agree to us sharing the information you provide with other researchers (e.g. by making

it available in a data archive) then your personal details will not be included unless you

explicitly request this.

What is the legal basis for processing my personal data?

According to data protection legislation, we are required to inform you that the legal basis

we are applying in order to process your personal data is that ‘processing is necessary for

the performance of a task carried out in the public interest’ (Article 6(1)(e)).
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What will happen to the data collected, and the results of the research

project?

We wish to inform You that, according to the regulation in force the processing of Your

personal data will be based on the principles of correctness, lawfulness, and transparency

as well as the protection of confidentiality and Your rights. Therefore we provide YOU

with the following information:

B.1.3 Study information

• Data Controller: Italian National Research Council (CNR), (Piazzale Aldo Moro, 7

- 00185 Roma, Italy), through Institute of Information Science and Technologies “A.

Faedo” (ISTI).

• Data processor: Director of ISTI CNR in Pisa, via Moruzzi 1, 56124, Pisa, e-mail

address: direttore@isti.cnr.it

• Data Protection Officer of CNR: e-mail address: rpd@cnr.it

• Project Manager: e-mail address: fosca.giannotti@isti.cnr.it

Your data will be processed through electronic, automated and/or manual instruments,

with methods and tools to ensure maximum security and confidentiality, by authorized per-

sonnel in compliance with the regulations in force and following the operating instructions

provided for by the regulations of the structure.

Your personal data being processed and the other information acquired will be stored

and processed for the sole purpose of the project.

Due to the nature of this research, it is very likely that other researchers may find the

data collected to be useful in answering future research questions. We will ask for your

explicit consent for your data to be shared in this way.

However, they may be used only for scientific research purposes even after the end of

the project in compliance with the "Code of conduct and good conduct for the processing

of scientific and statistical data".

Your personal data being processed and other information acquired will be retained

• in database and servers of CNR-ISTI;
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• using cloud services provided by third parties, under contractual agreements for the

protection of personal data;

• in database and servers of the partners of the project: Department of Compiuter Sci-

ence, Unversity of Pisa, under contractual agreements for the protection of personal

data;

Who is organising and funding the research?

The XAI project has received funding from the European Union/EU under the Information

and Communication Technologies (ICT) theme of the Horizon 2020 Programme for R&D,

grant XAI (825297).

Who has ethically reviewed the project?

This project has been ethically approved via the ethical commission of CNR

https://www.cnr.it/it/ethical-clearance

cnr.ethics@cnr.it

What if something goes wrong and I wish to complain about the research?

Any complaints by participants will be handled. In the first instance, you may contact the

Principal Investigator, Fosca Giannotti (fosca.giannotti@isti.cnr.it). In case you feel the

complaint is not been handled to your satisfaction (e.g. by the Principal Investigator) you

can contact the director of ISTI, Roberto Scopigno, who will then escalate the complaint

through the appropriate channels.

Contact for further information

Fosca Giannotti, ISTI-CNR, Via Moruzzi 1, 56124 Pisa, Italy. Email: fosca.giannotti@isti.cnr.it.

Phone: +39 050621299.

You will be given a copy of the information sheet and a signed consent form to keep.

Thank you for taking part in the project.
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B.2 Informed consent

Dear Sir/Madam,

we wish to inform You that, according to the regulation in force the processing of Your

personal data will be based on the principles of correctness, lawfulness and transparency

as well as the protection of confidentiality and Your rights. Therefore, we provide YOU

with the following information:

• Data Controller: Italian National Research Council (CNR), (Piazzale Aldo Moro, 7

- 00185 Roma, Italy), e-mail address: presidente@cnr.it

• Data processor: Director of Institute of Information Science and Technologies "A.

Faedo" (ISTI).CNR in Pisa, via Moruzzi 1, 56124, Pisa, e-mail address: diret-

tore@isti.cnr.it delegated by president of CNR

• Data Protection Officer of CNR: Dr. Raffaele Conte, e-mail address: rpd@cnr.it

• Project Manager and contact person: e-mail address: fosca.giannotti@isti.cnr.it au-

thorized by Director of ISTI

PURPOSES AND THE LEGAL BASIS FOR THE PROCESSING

XAI: Science and technology for the eXplanation of AI decision making, GAP-834756,

is a 60-months EU-funded project addressing the challenges of requiring that decisions

suggested by autonomous intelligent systems be comprehensible in human terms. The

decision logic of modern decision support systems is often based on sophisticated models

inferred from large data sets of examples (Big data); the problem lies in the fact that the

rationale of the suggested choice remains obscure and unintelligible in human terms such

as for instance a system that suggests denying a mortgage application without explaining

the reasons. Many controversial cases have already highlighted that delegating decision-

making to "black-box algorithms" is critical in many sensitive domains, including crime

prediction, personality scoring, image classification, personal assistance, and more. The

XAI project has developed methods that address the challenges of requiring that deci-

sion support systems based on Artificial Intelligence be explainable and comprehensible

in human terms. This is fundamental for aligning the algorithms with human values and

expectations, as well as preserving human autonomy and awareness in decision making.
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This survey is aimed at validating the quality of the explanation the technology XAI has

produced.

METHODS OF DATA PROCESSING

The processing will be carried out by electronic, automated, and/or manual instruments,

with methods and tools to ensure maximum security and confidentiality, by authorized per-

sonnel in compliance with the regulations in force and following the operating instructions

provided for by the regulations of the structure.

DATA RETENTION

Your personal data subject to processing and other information acquired will be stored

and processed for the sole purpose and duration of the project and successive 5 years

(project starts in September 2019 and ends August 2024). However, they may be used

only for scientific research purposes even after the end of the project in compliance with

the "Code of conduct and good conduct for the processing of scientific and statistical

data" coherently General Data 14 Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 "GDPR" and

other relevant national laws and regulations. Your personal data being processed and

other information acquired will be retained in the database and servers of CNR-ISTI.

COMMUNICATION AND DATA DISSEMINATION

Your personal data will not be disclosed to other subjects. Your personal data will not

be disseminated. ISTI – CNR, in accordance with the "Code of conduct and professional

practice applying to the processing of personal data for statistical and scientific purposes

(Published in the Official Journal no. 190 of August 14, 2004)" Garante della Privacy,

has, however, the possibility to share with the scientific community, for research purposes,

aggregates, statistics, results of the analysis. These results will be used anonymously for

scientific dissemination.

TRANSFER OF PERSONAL DATA

Data will not be transferred to non-EU countries. In any case, it ensured from now on

that the transfer will take place in accordance with the applicable legal provisions and the

standard contractual clauses provided by the European Commission, in order to guarantee
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compliance with the principles of lawfulness and adequacy of treatment as provided for by

the EU GDPR 2016/679 on the base of the safe list of the countries provided by the EU

commission.

RIGHT OF ACCESS BY THE DATA SUBJECT

Pursuant to art. 15 of the EU Reg., You have the right to access the data being processed,

including the right to receive a copy. These include the expected retention period or, if

this is not possible, the criteria used to define this period, as well as the guarantees applied

in case of transfer of data to third countries. Where applicable, You also have the rights

referred to in Articles 16-21 of the GDPR. 2016/679 (Right of rectification, right to be

forgotten, right of limitation of treatment, right to data portability, right of opposition),

as well as the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority.

CONSENT TO THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA FOR THE

IMPLEMENTATION OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES

The provision of data is optional; however, any refusal to provide it, or to subsequently

deny the processing of data already provided, could totally or partially compromise the

outcome of the project.

The undersigned declares to have read the above information and to consent to the

processing of their data necessary for the realization of the purposes envisaged by the

project.

• I do accept

• I do not accept
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B.3 Demographics

This part is dedicated to collecting your demographic data to cluster the responses of

each participant in the research. Demographics will be important for the following survey.

Please be aware that to prevent random responses, we used attention checks. Thank you

for your participation. Please answer each question as accurately as possible by selecting

the correct answer or filling in the space provided.
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B.4 Need for cognition (NFC)

For each of the statements below, please indicate whether or not the statement is charac-

teristic of you or of what you believe. For example, if the statement is extremely unchar-

acteristic of you or of what you believe about yourself (not at all like you) please select

"Strongly disagree" on the line to the left of the statement. If the statement is extremely

characteristic of you or of what you believe about yourself (very much like you) please se-

lect "Strongly agree" on the line to the left of the statement. You should use the following

scale as you rate each of the statements below.
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B.5 Instructions

The goal of our research is to compare two interfaces of an Artificial Intelligence

(AI) system for clinical decision support.

You will see two types of the interface of the same AI algorithm:

• Interface A: the AI algorithm provides a suggestion for a patient case

• Interface B: the AI algorithm provides a suggestion for a patient case AND an

explanation of its internal decision-making process

To evaluate which interface you prefer and which one is more valuable for clinical decision

support, we will ask you to perform an estimation task using the two interfaces. Then

we will ask you to answer some questions.

The estimation task consists of estimating the chances that a patient will have an

Acute Myocardial Infarction (Acute MI) in the near future based on their past

clinical history.

For each patient and each interface, you will be asked to estimate their chances of

developing an Acute MI twice:

• The first time you will estimate their chances based only on the clinical history

of the patient and your knowledge and experience.

• The second time you will receive a suggestion based on an AI algorithm and

you can decide whether to follow the suggestion and change your initial estimate or

not.
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B.6 Tutorial clinical history

Now you will be presented with a brief tutorial to familiarize yourself with the represen-

tation of patients’ clinical history used in the estimation task. You will be asked some

questions to make sure you understand such representation.

You will be asked to make your initial estimate based on a patient clinical history

like the one portrayed below.

This patient has 4 visits in their clinical history. In each visit, they were diagnosed with

one or more conditions.

You can explore the description of each condition by moving the cursor over the grey

dots representing the diagnoses of each visit. For example, this patient was diag-

nosed with 8 conditions (represented by the grey dots) in their 4th visit. The order of

the conditions in each visit is not important.

Move your mouse cursor over the second dot from the top. You can see the ICD9 code of

the condition (International Classification of Diseases, 9th revision) 412 and its description

"Old myocardial infarction."
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B.7 Tutorial Interface A: only suggestion of the AI

algorithm

Now you will be presented with a brief tutorial to familiarize yourself with interface A:

only suggestion of the AI algorithm.

Please read the instructions carefully.
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B.8 Tutorial Interface B: suggestion of the AI algo-

rithm and explanation

Now you will be presented with a brief tutorial to familiarize yourself with interface B:

suggestion of the AI algorithm and explanation of its internal decision-making pro-

cess.

You will be asked some questions to make sure you understand the explanation.

Please read the instructions carefully.

This interface shows you a suggestion and an explanation for such a suggestion.

This suggestion is made by an algorithm that has learned to predict if a patient will have

an Acute Myocardial Infarction (Acute MI) in the near future based on their clinical

history.

For example, for this patient, the algorithm predicts that this patient will have an Acute

MI in the near future: "Acute MI: YES". You might need to keep them overnight for

observation at the hospital.

The explanation for such a prediction is written under the suggestion. You can drag the

cursor over each part of the explanation to highlights the history of the conditions deemed

important by the algorithm.
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The algorithm considered important the fact that the patient had some conditions di-

agnosed in the past (blue dots) AND the fact the patient did not have some other

conditions in their clinical history (yellow dots). Other conditions were deemed not

relevant for the algorithmic prediction (grey dots).

For example, in this case, the algorithm deemed it important that the patient was diagnosed

with “Unspecified essential hypertension” in the last visit (coded as 401.9 in the 9th revision

of the International Classification of Diseases). You can also see that the algorithm deemed

important the fact that the patient was NOT diagnosed with a “Coronary atherosclerosis

of native coronary artery” in the last visit.
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B.9 Estimation task

You will now be presented with the real estimation task.

You will be asked to give your first estimate based only on the clinical history of the

patient. Then you will be asked to provide a final estimate after the suggestion given by

the AI algorithm (interface A/B).
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B.9.1 Initial estimate
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B.9.2 Final estimate: only suggestion
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B.9.3 Final estimate: suggestion and explanation
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B.10 Trust scale
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B.11 UTAUT - pt1
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B.12 UTAUT - pt2
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B.13 UTAUT - pt3
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B.14 Explanation satisfaction scale
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B.15 Open questions

• What was your overall impression of the AI interface you just used?

• What was the thing you prefer the most about this AI interface?

• What was the thing you dislike the most about this AI interface?

• Have you found any difficulties? If yes, specify what they were

• How would you change this AI interface?

• How do you think the AI system works (builds its suggestion)?

B.15.1 Additional open questions for interface B "Suggestion

and explanation"

• In your own words, could describe what an explanation is?

• According to your thoughts, please describe what features the explanation is based

on.

• What can you suggest to improve the explanation?

B.16 Final open questions

• How did the suggestion provided by interface A "only suggestion" influenced your

final estimate?

• How did the suggestion provided by interface B "suggestion and explanation" influ-

enced your final estimate?

• (Optional) Do you have any feedback about the experiment?
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